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Project Introduction
Brownfield Regeneration Know-How Transfer BROWNTRANS Project number: 11310 1614
Brownfield Regeneration Know-How Transfer – Life-long Educational Project BROWNTRANS
Brownfields are abandoned or underused land, within urban fabric, which require intervention to
be returned to beneficial use. Brownfield solutions support growing local economy and need of
sufficient local know-how, which can supply missing local knowledge and help form suitable
national and local policies and programme priorities. The objective of the project is to accelerate
gaining such a local know-how and supply it where it can be most pertinent - that is to the local
practising professionals. It focuses on transfer and expansion of knowledge which was initially
developed by the partners of the projects LEPOB – Life-long Educational Project on Brownfields
No. CZ/04/B/F/PP-168014 and BRIBAST - Brownfields in Baltic States No. CZ/08/LLPLdV/TOI/134005, CABERNET, LUDA, CIRCUSE. The decision on knowledge transfer was evoked on
the basis of the evaluation of the LEPOB impact having been made so far in the new member
countries, as well as on the need for such a type of education being available in these countries
and their local languages.
The project is focused on professionals in the field of civil engineering, developers, reality agents
and technicians as well as people working at municipalities and their managers. Within the project
life all products will be placed on the project website. Wide scales of professional public from all
over Europe will be introduced to the structure of the products and their availability at conferences
and meetings.
The aim of the project is to prepare an educational material based on the Brownfield Handbook
that was prepared within the LEPOB and BRIBAST project. The handbook will be updated due to
recent international brownfield reuse trends, supplemented with the specifics of Slovakia, Czech
Republic, Bulgaria and Romania. This updated generic English version will be translated in
Bulgarian and Romanian languages. This new material will be made available for professional
organizations to distribute it for their members as well as for municipality representatives. The
handbook will also be available at the project website.
Another aim is to prepare a teaching course also in the form of e-learning. For the purpose
of the course, teaching materials (slides, manuals) which were created within the LEPOB and
BRIBAST project, will be adjusted.
The project consortium consists of three universities (STU in Bratislava SK, VSB Ostrava CZ, TU IASI
RO), one NGO (IURS Prague, CZ), the Bulgarian Development Agency in Sofia, BG and two
professional chambers from Slovakia (SKSI, SAS).
The overall outcome of this project is to accelerate the sustainable urban development skills. This
will be achieved by delivering know-how and experience in brownfield regeneration to practising
professionals, municipality and region representatives as well as students who may play an
important role in brownfield regeneration one day. The project will educate local teachers, capable
to teach aspects of this multi-disciplinary subject in order to support economic, environmental and
social development in various activity sectors for the benefit of the whole society.
http://browntrans.vsb.cz
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Dear Readers,
The issue about brownfields regeneration is quite huge topic and even there is a need of many
technical skills, it is not that hard to be well up-to-date about it. This handbook should be your
guide in this field and was prepared for your better orientation in this field. Although this is not
scientific piece of work, it is the way how to give you a material with valuable knowledge, without
difficult definitions and formulas. The material is going to give you a „brownfield gist“, which will
help you to answer general question. The point that this handbook does have only two hundred
pages does not speak about its quality neither about quality of the writers but mainly it should be
your basic study material.
Read carefully each chapter. On this basis you can increase your skills with recommended literature
for better specific knowledge.
Each chapter is concluded by short summary where you can also study foreign country
approaches. In this part you can see contradictions or correspondences in brownfields attitudes.
The comprehension questions are at the end of each chapter – they supposed to examine yourself
and verify whether you got the knowledge under your skin and are ready to answer them.
The chapters are following the fixed order, which was inspired by many others publications, where
you can go through general definitions to certain questions. Even if your field is more technical or
social there is a possibility to go over these chapters, because good-quality brownfield expert
knows and understand each of these dimensions.
I would like to wish you good luck and patience while studying this material and successful
projects of brownfield regenerations.

Editors
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Brownfields definition
Brownfields are sites which:


have been affected by the former uses of the site and surrounding land,



are derelict and underused,



may have real or perceived contamination problems,



are mainly in developed urban areas,



require intervention to bring them back to beneficial use.
Source: http://www.cabernet.org.uk
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1

Brownfield Issues in Development Process
By: Jiřina Bergatt Jackson, Wolfgang Bergatt

1.1 Chapter Outline
This chapter aims to give a reader general introduction to a brownfields. It includes the definition
what brownfield is, it considers what forces have been driving brownfield emergence and it
discusses the varied perception of brownfield issues which have developed over the last 40 years.
It also examines the urbanised land use economy and the urbanised land use sustainability and
describes the contribution of brownfield regeneration to sustainable local land use. Brownfield site
classification is introduced to the reader, and the development potential of brownfields as well as
development potential of communities where these brownfields may be located are discussed.
The various types of possible developments on brownfield sites are introduced, together with main
factors, which limit the reuse and the redevelopment of brownfield sites. Risks and threats of
brownfields phenomena are discussed and the issues of governance, leadership, vision setting,
strategic and integrated development processes as well as stakeholders´ cooperation are outlined
for the reader. Finally, the importance of sizing and evaluating the brownfields are stressed.

1.2 Societal and Land Use Changes
During the last century, the Central and East European states shared a common past of socialism.
They faced similar challenges during the transformation of their societies to open democratic
systems, which were based on a free market economy. Many turbulent changes were carried out
with an astoundingly high speed. One must admire all what was achieved in a short period of time,
but there were also a lot of things that have not been handled or understood that well. The
economic transition of the post communist countries resulted in rapid values and lifestyles
changes. These societal and political changes in communities were also forcing changes in spatial
and land use patterns. Changes have caused downsizing of indigenous industries, reduction of
armies, amendments in our ways of agricultural husbandry. They have affected our usage of
railways, dismantled number of our national institutions, and so on. On the other hand, the growth
of new services, information and knowledge-based industries and creative industries, in
conjunctions with the transformation of our urban lifestyle needs – all these have created
substantial pressure for new development. But, all these changes have also brought about an ever
increasing “consumption” of previously build-up land (agricultural, forest or natural). These and
other drivers of land use had in some instances caused a vast new suburbanization, while
elsewhere in the existing build-up areas, they have created large volumes of underused or
brownfield lands. In urban quality terms, these dynamics of land use have resulted in dereliction,
on one side, and, on the other side, in new quality developments. But overall, these changes have
left our communities with a significant legacy of brownfield sites, loss of natural or agricultural
land and decreased land use economies.

1.3 Changing Brownfield Issue Perceptions
During the first 10 years of transformation in the Czech Republic (after 1989), when in our
communities the phenomena of underused land and brownfield sites (caused by the society
transformation processes) started, communities were unable to perceive it as an issue, react on it
or cope with it. This was due to the fact that the issue was neither “named or labelled” nor it was
thoroughly understood by economists, planners, politicians or any of the responsible governing
bodies. It has taken a number of years for our countries to start comprehending what, in fact,
brownfield sites are, what forces are behind their appearance, or what barriers they represent,
which prevent them from gaining a new beneficial use. For a long time it was not fully perceived
that there exist differences between specific brownfield sites and that not all brownfield sites have
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the same potential to be reused. What has not been in general understood (even until today), are
the complexities, which are related to brownfield sites regeneration solutions - especially to those
brownfields, which are located in commercially non-attractive locations.
The processes leading to a “real” perception of the brownfield issue and arrival to a stage, when
“the nettle is grasped” needs time. For example, in some European countries these processes
lasted more than 40 years and during this time, the perception of brownfield issues has
substantially changed. Initially, problems of brownfield sites were perceived as a problem of
contaminated land, and later as of contamination management. Only as late as in the year 2007,
the CABERNET network (http://www.cabernet.org.uk) had tied up brownfield sites to the urban
land use. Since then, various other transnational projects have pushed the land use focus of
brownfield sites even further. Nowadays, brownfields are treated increasingly in a more integrated
manner. For example, the project COBRAMAN (http://www.cobraman-ce.eu) focused on upgrading
brownfield management skills of local authorities. The project CircUse (http://www.circuse.eu)
addressed not only the brownfield site managements, but it examined the entire inner
development potential of the urbanised areas, and it also considered and included available supply
of Greenfield sites. The CircUse Project currently promotes approaches of urban land recycling, in a
similar manner as we are now used to recycle waste paper or other waste materials. See also the
Annex1 for details of the CircUse Project approach to improve urban land use sustainability.

1.4 Improving Urbanised Land Use Sustainability
The CABERNET report has identified the following: “Land is a finite resource and Europe is not
consistently managing its urban land in a sustainable way. Poor land use hinders sustainable urban
regeneration. Not utilising land to its full potential, in terms of its development options, is a lost
1
opportunity” (Cabernet) . Promoting sustainable land use and urban land recycling in preference
to Greenfield developments, can be achieved by concentrating and focusing on improvements in
urbanised land use management, which can deliver a more sustainable land use patterns.
It was the CABERNET network claim that “brownfields are a land use problem caused by a failure
of our historical land management strategies”. However, to focus on the land management
strategies correctly, policy makers and stakeholders need to understand a number of quite
complex and technical issues. To help general orientation of various landuse categories considered
by the land use management, see Fig. 1.1, which is demonstrated in the UK government land use
communication model.

1

Sustainable Brownfield Regeneration: CABERNET Network Report http://www.cabernet.org.uk/resourcefs/427.pdf, CABERNET,
(European Expert Network on Brownfields) was funded by the EC to examine land use problems from a multi-stakeholder
perspective and as result has set out a number of key recommendations that relate to policy, good practice and research
programmes
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Fig. 1.1 - Model of Urbanised Land “Land Use Categories”.
Eliminating brownfields in the urban fabric is a part of the quest for more sustainable land use in
our communities. But it requires technical and management know-how and understanding, which
is often missing in our communities. It is, therefore, necessary to help our communities to improve
their local urbanised land sustainability and land use economy. It is necessary to examine our
existing urbanised land use strategies (if there are any), our approaches to local strategic and
spatial planning and to our urbanised land governance and management processes. This is
because, it is becoming patently obvious, that spatial planning (which used to be the traditional
local communities tool for urbanised land use management) itself is not able to deliver sustainable
land uses, or improvements in local land use economy. On a regional scale, public interests are not
protected or compensated for a loss of land use sustainability caused by vast effects of local
suburbanization. Such losses are due to a fact that regions are not readily responding to their
regional urbanised land use trends and patters and that they are not steering or monitoring
regions´ urbanised land use sustainability.
In order to create successful and competitive communities, sustainable urbanised land use which
also includes brownfield sites, the regeneration processes must be at the heart of our local,
regional and national policies and practices. It is the local authorities, who can influence the
manner and the pace at which brownfield land is brought back into a beneficial use. They should
address sustainable urbanised land use (including the brownfield sites), as part of their wider local
strategic responsibilities and objectives. In order to be able to achieve this, several areas, which
have been related to our land use management would need to be improved. Some of these areas
are mentioned in the Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1 - Key Issues that Needed to Be Addressed in order to Improve Sustainability and Management of Our
Urbanised Land Use.

What Is Needed

What Needs to Be Improved

Notes on the Situation in the Czech
Republic

National Level

Land use
sustainability has
to become a
horizontal theme,
demanded in all
national policies,
legal framework,
development plans
and programmes.









Suitable legal
framework
supporting
sustainable form of
land use








National policies,
which address the
land use
sustainability






Clear goals and targets need to be stated on
the national level, declaring what land use
sustainability needs to achieve in a settled
period.
The land use sustainability needs to be
introduced as a horizontal theme which has
to be incorporated into national legal
frameworks, policies, programme incentives,
etc.
National methodology with a common set of
parameters should be available that would
describe how to check various legal
framework, policies, development plans or
programmes for being “sustainable
urbanised land friendly” or, at least, neutral.
Verticality of interconnection between
national, regional and local development and
spatial planning policies needs to be
established by law or by inducements.
A full compensation for a loss of soil´s
environmental services in the case the land
is to be used for development (of natural,
agricultural or forest land) needs to take
place.
National land use compensation schemes,
allowing naturalisation of urbanised land in
areas of low development need to be
available.
Suitable urbanised land inventory tool and
common methodology for the national land
use inventory need to be available.
National indicators for monitoring urbanised
land use trends need to be established.
Local authorities need to be flexible in
steering levels of local land and property
taxation.











National Sustainable Development Policy or
Framework
National Spatial Development Policy
National Urban Policy
National Regional Development Policy
Various sectoral policies (energy, transport,
est.)



In the CR, the National Sustainable
Development Framework could
fulfil this role, but so far it has low
implementation impact and it has
not yet been reflected in other
national policies.
In the CR, such a common set of
parameters are just being prepared
for purposes of the evaluation of
the next ERDF funding programmes
and projects. But they focus more
onto the entire sustainability issues
and not specifically onto land use.

In the CR verticality of policies
applies only for spatial planning and
not for the development planning.
In the CR there is a very detailed
monitoring of agricultural or forest
land, but there is only a very limited
data concerning intensity or
qualitative use of urbanised land.
In the Czech Republic, the indicators
recently chosen for urbanised land
sustainability monitoring do not
reflect the demographic or use
intensity aspects. These indicators
are based on the Czech property
cadastre land use categories.
Therefore their use is very simple
and nationally applicable.

These policies need to have suitably
stated priorities and have to set
particular goals aiming at
sustainable land use.
In the CR the above mentioned
policies exist but they lack both
useful priorities and goals as well as
they miss indicators enabling
measuring their fulfilment.
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What Is Needed

What Needs to Be Improved

Notes on the Situation in the Czech
Republic

Regional Level

Regional policies,
which address the
urbanised land use
sustainability

These regional policies or strategic documents
need to reflect and expand upon the national
goals, targets and indicators. In terms of spatial
planning, they have to reflect regional local
communities´ reality and have to steer and
motivate communities to more sustainable
urbanised land use.



Regional monitoring is necessary for two
reasons:
a) to steer sustainable urbanised land use in
local communities,
b) to be able to respond to national urbanised
land use sustainability reporting.

Monitoring
regional land use
sustainability and
amending regional
policies and
programmes to
reflect this
monitoring
outcomes



Land use sustainability (including sustainability
of already urbanised land) should be evaluated
in regular intervals.
Trends in land use sustainability should be
monitored.
Corrective measures in regional policies and
programmes should be taken, if regional land
use sustainability trends are not favourable.

Lack of clarity
amidst regional
departments,
which should
currently be
responsible for
sustainable
urbanised land use
in the region



Regional urbanised
land use
sustainability
monitoring






In the CR, most regional
planning documents (ZÚR) only
reflect the national policy spatial
development requirements and
they, in general, fail to set their
own urbanised land use targets.



In the CR, there is a GIS based
regional planning support
system (known as ÚAP) that
regularly (in two-year intervals)
updates a vast amount of
planning related information.
Unfortunately, the urbanised
land use intensity and quality
have not been monitored by this
system, so far.
In the CR, regional policies,
development and planning
documents are now well aware
of brownfield issues but the
regional policies are often not
sufficiently focused on
addressing specific local issues,
or they may not be tied to more
sustainable land use programme
support.



A clear responsibility for improvements in the
regional urbanised land sustainability needs to
be stated. This is because urbanised land use
sustainability issue is somewhat overstepping
the spatial planning boundaries and there is lack
of competence between regional level
departments, who should really be responsible
for regional improvements in urbanised land use
sustainability.



In most of the CR regions, this
issue has not been solved, yet.
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What Is Needed

What Needs to Be Improved

Notes on the Situation in the Czech
Republic

Regional Level


Evaluating regional
land use
sustainability



Regular evaluation of sustainable regional
development should be performed based on
agreed parameters and indicators.





Support for local
communities with
their urbanised
land use
monitoring



Regional administrations need to develop
suitable approaches to help local communities
to perform monitoring and evaluating tasks, for
which local comunities may have no finances or
local skills.
Common regional monitoring methodology
needs to be prepared, adopted and enabled for
using in local communities.



Regional support
for programmes
that would
improve land use
sustainability in
regions





Programmes that would assist brownfield
owners in creating projects on brownfields.
Programmes that would naturalise unwanted
brownfield land.
Programmes that would help local authorities to
make inventories by identifying urbanised land
with an inner development potential.
Programmes that would help regional local
authorities to evaluate the real accessibility of
their development potential.
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In the CR, there is by-yearly
evaluation of regional and local
sustainability being performed
(known as RURÚ). This
evaluation is based on the
regional ÚAP information, on
data available from the Czech
Statistical Office as well as on
other data which may be locally
relevant.
Unfortunately, this evaluation
has not included the inner
urbanised land use development
potential or other aspects of
local land use sustainability, so
far.
In the CR, most regions feel that
they do not have a remit for
monitoring urbanised land use in
communities. This is, despite of
the fact, the Czech Ministry for
Regional Development claims
they have such a remit, but that
regions are failing utilising it.
This is the key fact that presently
holds up the urbanised land use
focus and its monitoring.
In the CR, a pilot project is just
being compiled (which would
utilise the present ERDF funding
and is applied for by a regional
stakeholder), to support making
urbanised land inner
development potential
inventories in selected pilot
communities.
Other programmes are being
considered within the new
regional development strategy,
focused on the 2014-2020 ERDF
funding.

What Is Needed

What Needs to Be Improved

Notes on the Situation in the Czech
Republic

Local Level

Knowing the
urbanised land
inner development
potential





Local inventories of
urbanised land
intensity and
quality of use

For their land use decision making, local
authorities need to have an access to a regularly
updated inventories of various types of locally
available developable land. They need to know
amounts and location of land:



In the CR, only some of local
authorities have brownfield
inventories and even less of
them have inventories that have
regularly been updated or
analysed.



No local authority in the CR has
been able to perform such an
evaluation, yet.
The methodological approach
for doing so is missing in the CR,
however, is it hoped that it
would become available by
2014, at least in a pilot form.

which constitutes the inner development
potential of their already urbanised areas,

o







Making steps to
improve
accessibility to the
inner development
potential of
urbanised areas.

The CR local authorities are
obliged to update information
related to issues of local land
use in by-yearly intervals.
However, in their reports, they
have not addressed the intensity
and the quality of already
urbanised land use or its inner
development potential, so far.

Local authorities need to understand what is the
inner development potential of their already
urbanised land.
They need to know how much vacant land,
brownfield land or urbanised land designated
for intensification of use is available for them.

o



Evaluating current
accessibility of the
inner development
potential of local
urbanised areas







and also of the Greenfield land designated
by an act of local planning for development.
They need an inventorying and monitoring land
use management system, which would help
them to make informed and more sustainable
land use decisions.
Local authorities need to be able to evaluate
current accessibility of inner development
potential of their urbanised areas.
Based on evaluation, they may find that only a
fraction of their inner development potential is
currently accessible and available for
development.
Local authorities need to identify barriers to
their urbanised areas inner development
potential accessibility (ownership, planning,
contamination, financial constrains, etc.
They need to get involved in discussions with
local property owners and help them to lower
barriers which prevent the accessibility of their
lands from inner development.
Local authorities need to have access to support
programmes that would help them with their
activities leading to increasing accessibility of
their urbanised land inner development
potential.
Local owners need to have access to
programmes that would help them:
o

prepare project on viable brownfields,

o

access naturalisation programs for
brownfields which are superfluous to
market.









Many Czech authorities try to
market brownfields that are
located in their urban fabrics (in
municipal and also in other
forms of ownerships).
In the Central and Northern
Moravia, and in the Industrial
Operations Programme, the
ERDF support has presently
been available for preparing
brownfield projects.
Brownfield naturalization
programmes have not been
available in the CR, yet,
however, they are being
considered. These programmes
have already been running in the
neighbouring Saxony.
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1.5 Regeneration of Brownfield Sites as a Contribution to Sustainable
Development
Reuse of brownfields greatly contributes to sustainable development principles, as it covers all its
2
three aims: improving economy, improving social cohesion and environment. Brownfield
regeneration helps to recycle underused urban land and return it to beneficial use. Reusing already
urbanised land helps to improve urban land use economy. When new activities are directed onto
brownfields, these can be sustainably remediated and Greenfield land preserved. New activities,
which take place on regenerated brownfield sites then create new public benefits, employment
and are increasing local income. Brownfield regeneration can also improve social cohesion,
decrease environmental risks, protect historical values and improve quality of life, not only on the
site itself, but also in its surroundings. Development on brownfields thus strongly influences
surrounding areas and usually leads to increases of their real estate values. Further benefits can be
made when reusing existing site´s resources and existing infrastructural capacities (buildings,
energy and sewerage networks, etc. or its transport facilities). Suitably adjusted planning
proposals, considering wider societal needs can derive maximum benefits from reusing
brownfields, not only for general public, but also for their developers and owners. This all not only
contributes to an increasing sustainability of a particular brownfield redevelopment but it also
contributes to a wider local sustainability as well.

1.6

Different Types of Brownfields and Their Varied Chances for Reuse
Brownfields are very susceptible to market conditions. In areas of low development pressures or in
time of economic crises, reuse of brownfield sites may be nearly impossible, because barriers to
their development are too high. Not all brownfield sites have the same chances for their reuse and
this is why it is important to understand what category or type of a brownfield site/s one may be
dealing with. See Fig. 1.2 for one of the most used brownfield category divisions (project
CABERNET), where brownfields are ranked according to their chance of being reused.

Fig. 1.2 - A, B, C Brownfield Categorization.
The key to brownfield sites regeneration is to identify new activities that can be located on them.
When such activities are identified, then the next question is: Would this brownfield development
be profitable? - meaning - Do the intended activities produce sufficient income that would cover
the costs of brownfield regeneration? - and also - Do they offer sufficient profit to the
redevelopment promoters and investors? If the answer is yes, then we are dealing with the“A” site
2

Three piers of sustainable development are: economic, social and environmental one.
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category. If the answer is no, we are dealing with the “B” site category and for a reuse of this type
to be commercially viable, some sort of an intervention is needed. If, however, nobody could
foresee any activity-to-be for a site(s) for some time, we are probably dealing with the “C” site
category.
Brownfield sites vary in size, in their former use or in their location. Brownfields usually start having
a reuse problem, when there are barriers to absorb them back into new urban usage patterns. This
may be because there are simply too many brownfields on the market. But it may also be due to a
huge competition from supply of previously underdeveloped land, the Greenfields. Or it may be
because the demand for development land is too low. This may be due to low economic
performance of specific locations, or due to a general market recession, which is very harsh for any
brownfield site reuse chances. During a protracted recession, the “A”, “B”, “C” categorization of
individual brownfields may actually change for worst. Figure 1.3 explains the influence of economic
conditions upon brownfield sites.

Fig. 1.3 - Effects of Economic Conditions on Brownfield Sites.
The “A”, “B”, “C” categorization was in the Czech Republic adapted for use of the Czech local
authorities. The category “C” was devided into two categories. Brownfields which just have a low
development potential remain classified as “C” category. Brownfilelds which represent risks to
humans or to environment were reclassified as “D” category. This was done in order to be clear for
the public sector that it would have to act, should the brownfields owners fail to do so, and
remove these risks.
There exist various other categorizations of brownfield types. Brownfields can also be devised by:


their original use (industrial, institutional, army, agriculture, infrastructural, cultural, etc.



their size (smaller, large),



risks they represent (level of environmental pollution),



their nuisance (e.g. brownfields located on access roads to communities, degrade local
development opportunities).

For attaining any redevelopment potential, a brownfield site location is very important. Brownfield
sites in areas of economic growth lets call them the “growth locations”, which are located in town
centers or along the major infrastruction of large towns, have much better chances for their reuse
(these are the “A” and “B” sites, depending on the development potential of the community they
are located in). These brownfields are able to attract new activities, uses and investments, which
can produce economic returns. Sites, which are located in deprived districts, far away from major
infrastructure - “C” sites (again, it depends on the development potential of the community itself).
They do not have such chances. Therefore brownfields development potential depends not only
on a location of sites in a community, but it also very much depends on what type of community is
such a brownfield site located in. For categorization of different types of communities’
development potential see the table 1.2. Sites located in a community type I, have much better
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potential, than sites located in a community type III, even if these sites in the community type I are
not located in the town centres or along the major infrastructure routes. Well located sites in the
community type II may have a chance of reuse, where as less well locaded sites in the same
community may have real difficulties of being reutilized. Brownfields in the community III
irrespective of their location in this community have difficulties with future reuse.
Table 1.2 - Community Development Potential Categorization.

Main property for a
Community Type I













Main property for a
Community Type II


It is a part of metropolitan
area
It is located on main EU
infrastructure
Has positive demographic
trends
Has highly educated
population
Has high % of economically
active population
Has low % of unemployment
Has an increasing municipal
income
Has positive growth trends
Has strong cultural, sporting,
tourism or other values
It is an important governance
and administrative centre
It is a centre for education,
culture and research
It has a positive urban land use
recycling policy












It is not part of any
metropolitan area
It is located on main national
infrastructure
Has stagnating demographic
trends
Has sufficiently educated
population
Has sufficient % of
economically active
population
Has medium levels of
unemployment
Has stagnating municipal
income
Has not very positive growth
trends
Has sufficient cultural,
sporting, tourism or other
values
It is regional governance and
administrative centre
It has a not very focused urban
land use policy

Main property for a
Community Type III













It is far away from
metropolitan area
It is located away from main
national infrastructure
Has negative demographic
trends
Has low-educated population
Has a low level of
economically active
population
Has high % of unemployment
Has dropping municipal
income
Has negative growth trends
Has weak cultural, sporting,
tourism or other values
It is not regional governance
and administrative centre
It has a weak urban land use
policy

It also generally applies that smaller sites have much better chances of being reused or
redeveloped than larger brownfield sites. This has several reasons. Brownfield site development
risks and site development complexities on smaller, well located sites are usually much lower and
private capital is therefore able to undertake their re-development. On larger sites, even on very
well located ones, the development risks may be too high and guarantees for profitable
regeneration venture may be too low – hence private financing would decline to act. Larger size
brownfields may have various problems:


with their ownership integrity (too many owners, unclear ownership, unknown tenants, etc.),



with technical complexities (structural and ground conditions, contamination, etc.),



wrong planning (unsuitable land uses),



wrong image (site is perceived in a negative way)



communication problems with various stakeholders.
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Clear redevelopment visions should precede large brownfield site reusings. They also need to have
strong leadership and broad stakeholders´ participation. Such regenerations are usually very
complex projects and as such they require previous development experience and large multiprofessional teams. This especially applies to regeneration of large “B” category sites, where
additional to what is stated above, there need to be strong presence of public sector. Such a
public intervention can be realized in various forms but the most efficient one is to establish a
development partnership between private and public sectors that would help to create bankable
projects (projects which create sufficient profit to investors on which banks would lend). See
Chapter 5 -Management and Economic Aspects of Brownfields.

1.7 Types for Potential Brownfield Reuse or Redevelopment Actions
Brownfield reuse can be approached by various methods and what can a particular brownfield be
used for, depends on many circumstances. Here are the main categories of possible types of
brownfield reuse. The actual potential for any brownfield reuse depends on its category (A, B, C, or
D) categories described above), on brownfield location and on the condition of the real estate
market. (See Table 1.3.)
Table 1.3 - Type of Possible Reuse.

Regeneration









Revitalizaton

Demoliton
Enviromental damage
removal
Restoration
Reconstruction
Repais and maintainace
Change of use
New construction
Benefitial use
Outcome: Reconstucted
and new property, new
look, new use.









Demoliton
Enviromental damage
removal
Restoration
Reconstruction
Repais and
maintainace
Change of use
Benefitial use
Outcome: Revitalised
existing property, new
look, new use.

Temporally use





Naturalization


Change of use
Possibly partial
demolition
Minimal repais and
maintainace
Benefitial use

Outcome: More or less
existing condition,
temporaly use protects
valuse until new use is
found.




Selected
demolition of
risky structures
Possible grassing
Limited and very
selective
enviromental
risk removal

Outcome: Returned
to nature

For better understanding of the terminology also see the Glossary.
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1.8 Main Factors Limiting Brownfield Site Reuse and Redevelopment
There are many barriers which may limit reuse of brownfields sites, some of them are listed in the
Table 1.4.
Table 1.4 - Main Barriers to Brownfield Reuse.

Main Barriers to
Brownfield Reuse

Notes


1

Unfavourable ecomomic
and property market
conditions





2

Unsuitable legal framework
and badly focused policies,
strategies and plans

3

Redevelopment barriers

4

Owners´ and investors´
level of developement
experience













5

Private interest and
motivation




6

Level of community
interest and motivation



Majority of brownfield regenerations has been carried out by private
investors.
Market perception (of the investors and also of potential users or
tenants).
Global and local market conditions directly affect a rate in which
brownfield projects are regenerated (on rising market brownfield
regeneration is attractive – just before the market peak and during
recession brownfield regeneration is too risky).
General conditions for brownfield redevelopment are set up by public
sector on national, regional or local level.
If national legal framework or policies are not suitable, brownfield
reuse barriers are higher, resulting in higher redevelopment risks.
If local land use planning it is not in place, if the land use is not a
suitable one and need changes, activities and their investments are
driven onto Greenfield land.
Non-commercial and badly accessible location
Too large and complex site
Lack of site ownership integrity
Ownership barriers
Serious contamination
Brownfield regeneration is a complex process requiring high level of
stakeholders´ cooperation and competency for creating
multidisciplinary development teams.
Leadership, vision and advanced management techniques are
necessary, especially for planning redevelopment of large “B”
category sites. If the investors, then the consultants or local
authorities do not possess such skills, development risks and usually
also costs may rise, resulting in project financing complications.
Owners´ interest in brownfield regeneration is of importance and
their interest can be either:
Active: maximizing profits, reducing ownership risks, reducing liability
or potential financial commitments, promoting brownfield reuse,
forming partnership with other owners supporting a common project,
etc.
Passive: speculative purchase, attitude of no responsibility, limited
know-how and finance availability, limited ability to act ( e.g. age),
etc.
Community interest in its urbanised land use sustainability is crucial.
Community needs to know how many brownfield lands it has and
what category of brownfields they are.
In low market location and in recession period, community
administration needs to help owners in marketing brownfield reuse
opportunities and with brownfield project preparation (planning,
informal advice, etc.)
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Main Barriers to
Brownfield Reuse

Notes


When market conditions
are suitable, brownfield
projects are not readily
available

7

Availability and accessibility
of funding sources

8










Competition of Greenfield
sites

9





Brownfield project preparations are more expensive and take longer
time.
Brownfield project preparations are often affected by economic
cycles – at first signs of recession brownfields projects cease to
continue.
Only when development recovery period has been well established,
investors´ interest in brownfield projects is renewed.
Availability of funding (costs and availability of loans).
Availability of grants or programme inducements, etc.
Availability of funding supports in brownfield project preparations
Availability for compensation measure funding (funding, which allows
naturalization of unwanted brownfields which present public risks)
Local authorities promptly deregulate undeveloped land for
development without considering the inner amount of development
potential within their already urbanised land.
Development on Greenfield sites is much easier and presents less
risks for investors.
Compensatory measures for Greenfield land take are too weak or not
in place at all.
This makes Greenfield lands cheaper and readily available.
Availability and easiness of development mean crucial competition to
brownfield site reuse.

1.9 Brownfield Threats
Brownfields are not only a problem for their owners´, they can easily become a problem for the
entire community. On a local level, brownfields have the following effects:


reduction in local property values,



determent of investors and investment interests,



encouraging further dereliction,



reduction in employment and increase of unemployment,



reduction in quality of local and community services,



reduction in quality of community life,



pushing those who can find jobs elsewhere out of their communities,



increased costs of local externalities (local roads and services are underused but their
operating and maintenance costs need to be paid for by the rest of community)



lowering local competitiveness,



presenting negative image of local community.

When brownfield volumes in certain community are rising and this community well being starts to
be affected, then the community has to react by offering suitable policies, sufficient visions and
strong leadership, indicating how improvements can be achieved. But brownfield dereliction
threats are sometimes so high that a regional or national programme interventions need to be
considered.
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1.10 Urban Development and Governance
Sustainable development and environmental consideration had drawn special attention in a
number of EU policy documents and papers. Especially, when it was realized that towns and cities
that were the principal economy driving engines and places where over 70% of the European
population lived. Also, only highly urbanised environments can produce valuable synergies,
innovations, networks and economies that may help to drive our competitiveness. But majority of
our countries regions are described as rural regions by the EU standards. For example, in the Czech
Republic, there is a number of medium and a very large number of smaller and very small size
communities. This places various strain on their urban governance and on the effectiveness of local
governance.
The remit for urban development and redevelopment is not addressed by any of the EU
regulations, as it falls under the member states´ national responsibility. It is the national level
usually provides legal framework and tools regulating urban development processes. But the real
implementation of urban development on the ground is in hands of local authorities and their
planning and construction regulating administrations. This is why there exist a number of different
and varied national approaches, how to deal with urban regeneration and development. Levels of
local authority development powers and their legal or budgetary independence may also,
somewhat, vary among states. Varied is also the sophistication of individual national or regional
regulatory systems and of urban management and development skills that individual local
authorities may possess. Finally, varied is also the level of understanding and abilities of local
development stakeholders (institutions, financing bodies, consultants, developers, etc.). Lastly, it is
also the actual state of local market and of local economic, demographic and social conditions,
which test the local government “governance” competence. But despite all these differences
mentioned above, the principles of successful urban governance are usually the same.
The local government jurisdiction powers, its responsibilities and duties in the field of local
development are, in general, clear. But there are many areas, where the development issues
overlap the jurisdiction boundaries, stakeholders´ interest vary or the solution and the leadership
of a particular issue are being moved from the local government level to a different level. Where
the “jurisdiction status Q” and the current legal framework represent such a barrier, more cooperatory, informal or contractual ways of addressing the issues are being sought. That is, where
the “governance principles” come in the play. Governance processes are, in general, more
participatory and can address solutions independent on the “the departmental responsibilities or
various jurisdiction boundaries”. Competent urban governance can have a substantial influence on
handling communities´ urban development and urban regeneration.
Initially, the governance was perceived as describing relationships only within public
administration. After 1990, broader governance perception emerged mainly in the USA and some
other western European countries. Today, the governance concept is, in general, perceived as a
system of management based on a participation of broad spectrum of stakeholders, on their
rational and irrational interactions (formal and informal), while the actual governance approache
may occur in several different styles. (Di Gaetano & A. Storm, 2003). It is well compiled in written
documents that the quality of local governance and of local authorities´ leadership (especially
those that may be located in non-prime areas) are in most instances the main deciding forces that
drive particular local urban regeneration. (See also the chapter 14 describing difference in army
brownfield regeneration approaches in Czech communities). Governance success can be further
enhanced by invoking a wide public interest in local regeneration processes and by a broad
stakeholders´ participation and involvement in local redevelopment.
Urban regeneration and brownfield reuse improve local land use sustainability, strengthen local
land economies and help reconstruct local competitiveness. Integrated development approaches
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and programmes need to be adopted and local and external efforts, experience and budgets
usually have to be pooled in order to achieve the set strategic goals. The integrated development
and redevelopment activities help convert local regeneration visions and plans into reality. The
urban governance skills are reflected in local ability to manage and steer local development
processes, attract and coordinate private and public interests and investments and provide high
quality public domains with ample public benefits.
The quality of local urban governance involvement in regeneration and development, however,
depends on many factors:


individual urban investments are carried out by various private or public bodies,



financing is controlled by private institutions or public grant programmes,



technical and legal implementations are governed by the national/regional sets of legal
framework rules and regulations.

But without an effective and committed local governance and strong local leadership, the final
product usually suffers various shortcomings.
Previous (socialist), more directive regimes in our countries have upheld some level of urban
management skills (remediation practice, institutional support, central finance, etc.). Where the
passed urban excellence usually flowered, it was the field of historical regeneration, carried out by
large specialized institutes. These professional bodies and regulators had usually intervened within
local governmental domains. By applying democratic principles arising from the new regimes, local
government personalities and format of governance have changed rapidly. New community
leaders, however, lost their past institutional support and backing that had previously been offered
by national/regional intuitions and their experts. For a description of Czech urban development
governance, see the Box 1.
The integrated governance approach to land use management including public and private
stakeholders in our countries is still missing. Existing local, regional, national and European
instruments have not succeeded in solving this process in the past. They even had adverse impacts
on some of accession states, by distributing grants (ERDF) mainly on greenfield sites. The problem
is of specific relevance for regional and local authorities dealing with urban land use governance,
allocations of land or relevant European national and regional funding and investments. This is
why pragmatic urbanised land use management approaches should be adopted.
Governing formats, aiming at supporting urban land sustainability through focusing on brownfield
regenerations need to concentrate on the following:


promote sustainable land use in all policies and development documents,



organize brownfield sites identification and brownfield inventories,



support brownfield site effect mitigation,



helping, advising and supporting owners willing to deal with their brownfields,



be proactive in brownfield reuse promotion,



be proactive in land use and planning activities,



initiate demonstration projects on brownfields,



place public investments on brownfields,



formulate public/private partnerships focused on brownfield site reuse



support measures preventing from new brownfield creations.
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Box 1
Czech Urban Governance Development
As an example, the Czech urban regeneration field was severely affected by its social transition that took place
in 1989. Urban development as an “official discipline,” more or less, stopped to exist for nearly 20 years. It has
lost its clients´ base (communities and market interests were elsewhere) and no one neither asked for it nor
missed it. Some of the past conservation and regeneration skills were harbored in surviving historical
conservation institutions, or lived on a limited support of the new generation of private clients, whom the
planning conditions prescribed to engage consultants with urban management and regeneration experience.
In the Czech Republic, as in many other new member states, the development of coherent urban national or
regional policy was suspended for two decades. This was partly due to the EU accession process, and partly
due to the country´s own political reasons. In the Czech Republic, the national legal framework (such as
planning or building control, etc.), in some respects, regulates what happens on a local development scene.
But it is more and more obvious that local planning powers themselves are not sufficient to drive local
development and regeneration to sustainable urban land use and that other governance formats and tools are
to be employed there.
In a variance to its neighbouring countries, until today, in the Czech Republic, urban development as a
discipline lacks any institutional support. But Czech local authorities, in fact, do not miss it, or they probably
think they do not really need it. It is their strong position and level of their independence that draws Czech
local authorities into continuous competencies squabbles with the national level that makes it difficult for any
party involved dare offering a workable solution to strengthening Czech local authority’s urban governance
and urban development skills.
Luckily, the past structural funds (2007-2013) have caused substantial improvements in the Czech Republic in
urban governance of large Czech towns. Towns, with over 50, 000 inhabitants, had their access to ERDF
funding conditioned by necessity to create Integrated Development Programmes. Majority of hard
investments from these programmes had concentrated onto urban regeneration activities. These towns had
gained a number of practical governance experience and skills from their involvement in the Integrated
Development Programme realizations, some of which are described here:


participating and cooperating with local and regional stakeholders,



formulating local visions, setting up local development goals and priorities,



steering and preparing local strategic plans,



steering and preparing the Integrated Development Programmes,



initiating and planning project preparations for the integrated programmes,



financial programme management,



programme steering and monitoring.

This Integrated Development Programme piloting has prepared Czech towns well for the next round of the
ERDF funding, where integrated urban programming would be even more stressed.

One of the major obstacles in brownfield redevelopment is its complexity and the multitude of
factors that influence the decision-making processes. This is why, for governing reuse of sites
effectively, the modern management techniques need to be used (data collection, data analyses,
strategic plans, action plans, allocating direct responsibility for the issue, providing appropriate
level of finance, setting up budgets and targets which need to be achieved, monitoring target
fulfillments, involving and consulting stakeholders, etc.)
Brownfield reuse and revitalization is, as we have indicated, a complex and not an easily
determinable issue. In some countries, the issue is attacked by massive national programmes, by
supporting national/regional investments and by building new institutions. In other countries, it is,
however, being addressed mainly by providing know-how, suitable legal framework and a
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regulating system, which allows public involvement, private initiative, reduces investors´ risks,
produces public good and demands direct responsibility and remedial actions.
In heavily blighted brownfield situations, where private capital is unable to act due to a high level
of investment related risks, public purse has usually to come in, to mitigate the worst impacts. This
is done by various forms of public interventions and inducement or mitigatory programmes, which
are introduced on national or regional levels. Public governance (regional or local) needs also to
step in and in cooperation with private sector, prepare bankable projects, which would help to
reintroduce private finance into such a blighted situation.
There are many examples what to do and how to do it, but they are not too easily implemented.
This is due to the above mentioned differences between particular national legal frameworks, but
also between particular national institutional capacities, national education formats, national ways
to move and coordinate issues and the national emphases on the role of the state. To choose
correct governance models is not always easy, especially for an issue as broad as brownfield reuse
and revitalization. It is important to remember that regeneration of brownfields is “learned” mainly
by doing. Those who “do something,” will inevitably, make a mistake from time to time but they
will learn from it, too. Now, there have been more than forty years of experience from different
countries and their approaches to brownfield revitalization that can be utilized.

1.11 “Measuring” Brownfields
To be able to underline what a serious threat brownfield sites mean for our communities, they
have to be well aware of the size of their brownfield issues. Certain percentage of brownfields in
our urban fabrics is quite natural and normal (cc3% of urbanised areas). The situation becomes
alarming, when there is more that 10% of urbanised areas indicated as brownfields. But there is
another aspect to be considered, too. It is also important to consider what is the yearly size of
development increment in particular community. (Yearly development increment is a spatial

projection of all development which occurs in the community in a year /usually calculated as an
average year of last three years/ – it is an ideal scenario - one may assume that all this
development can be realised on brownfields. In reality, most of such development increment has
been realised on Greenfield sites.) For example, if total of brownfield size is ten and the yearly
development increment is one, then in an ideal scenario, where all development would be
channeled on brownfields, it would take approximately ten years until all calculated brownfields
would be reused. This is a relatively positive scenario. More frightening scenario may be to
calculate how fast all the brownfields in particular community can be developed, if a present rate
of brownfield sites´ reuse would continue. There are towns in the Czech Republic, where it may
take over 370 years. This type of data is advocacy data, aiming to attract local community attention
to their brownfield solutions.
A pressing need for a comprehensive land use and brownfield inventory was recognized already in
the CABERNET report which states the following: ”Establishing a national land use database, if not
in place already, incorporating not only the extent but the nature of brownfield land, would seem
to be a key goal for all Member States in dealing with the problem of brownfields and in taking
advantage of the opportunities for increased competitiveness presented by successful brownfield
regeneration and urban land management. Creating such a database would be of particular
benefit to those nations with greater population densities or relatively lower levels of
competitiveness.” There are many straightforward land use monitoring solutions currently available
and others are being, or can be developed.
To stigmatize land as a brownfield land is a qualitative expert decision. In some countries, there is
a need for legal reason, to be able to stigmatize land in this manner. In other countries, owners´
agreement to publicize such land parcels in public inventories may be required. In the Czech
Republic, since 2007 a trained and certified planner/architect has been entitled to provide
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judgment on including specific land in a brownfield inventory. To identify brownfield sites, a site
survey work is always necessary. To obtain comparable and analyzable brownfields data, common
methodology and training to unify the level of expert judgment need to be provided. Brownfield
inventories should also be tied up to GIS visualization. See the Annex 2 for information on Czech
approach to brownfield inventorying system and the Annex 1 on the project CircUse land use
management inventorying approach.
Absence of urbanised land use and brownfield inventories caused problems and some of them are
described here as follows:


absence of brownfield inventories prevents sizing and communicating the brownfield issue on
local, regional and national levels – policymakers and general public cannot be involved to act,



the nature of brownfield issue remains unanalyzed and unclear nationally, regionally, locally,



the nature of brownfield problem is not thoroughly understood, nationally, regionally, locally,



unidentified amounts of brownfield sites make it difficult to focus correctly on policies,
strategies, programmes and plans on local, regional or national levels,



without high quality brownfield data it is impossible to propose a suitable public funding
programme support on national, regional and local levels,



without high quality and updated brownfield data, it is impossible to monitor trends in
brownfield site reuse on national, regional or local levels and it is also difficult to measure
effects of brownfield policies, strategies and programmes.

Site survey needs to record mainly the qualitative aspect of brownfields – that is:


extent of each particular brownfield (GIS polygon or other visualization),



qualitative state of each particular brownfield (photographs),



brownfield site - its previous and current use (archive information, photo and verbal
description).

Desk survey and other available data review may later reveal other necessary information (size,
build up ratio, location to main infrastructure, size of community, location in community, type of
ownership, number of owners, planning use allowed, environmental limits, etc.).
Information on each particular brownfield in an initial inventory should be rather short, in order to
cut inventory costs. Such information, however, should be in an analyzable format, which enables
creation of various shortlists and allows an enlargement of data descriptive content. Such
inventories are usually suitable and sufficient bases for preparing analyses, policies, strategies and
some programmes. For more specialized programmes and for an actual project selection, usually
more extensive set of information on individual brownfields is needed. That, however, can be
supplied at a later stage. More detailed information and further specialist surveys are needed for
an individual brownfield project preparation.
One thing to remember is that any collected information on a particular brownfield can quickly
become outdated (ownership changes, infrastructure changes, funding opportunity failure, market
moves elsewhere, effects of other investments, etc.). Thus, more detailed information should be
collected or expanded only, when it is actually needed. See Table 1.5 for various types of
brownfield inventories.
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Table 1.5 – Different types of Brownfield Inventories.

Reason for
obtaining the
information

Type

Prepare policies and
strategies
Publicise the issue
Select shortlist of sites
which warrant further
investigation

Detailed site
survey

Detailed inventory

Initial inventory

Evaluate the issue

To expand shortlisted
site information
To prepare data for
specific programmes
consideration

To carry out project
selection
To remove
development risks

Who holds the
information

Who is to
collect such
information

How much
does it cost?

What
publicity?

The best solution is if
such a databank is
regionally based, as it is
the region that needs it
most and it can also
cover costs of its
updrading.
Some
standardized return to
the national level is
necessary.

The best
situation is if
particular
brownfield data
are compiled by
community, as
it should be
community
“owned”

Cc 50€/
brownfield
survey + costs of
databank +
keeping and
updating
information

Full publicity
and
accessibility
on web
should be in
analysable
format

Those who will work
with the data community, programme
preparing institutions,
etc.

Specialist
engineers,
planners, etc...

Depends on the
extent of
information
needed, from 50
- 500€/
brownfield

Web, limited
publicity for
selected
parties

Programme managers,
consultants, clients

Specialist
engineers,
technical staff,
etc...

Depends on what
surveys are
required

No publicity
only
informative
report

1.12 “Know-How Transferability” (lessons learned among the partners) –
Chapter 1
Slovakia
Situation regarding historical background of brownfields in Slovakia is very similar to the
experience of the Czech Republic. Vast majority of settlements in Slovakia are small, only a small
number is referred to cities with above 20,000 inhabitants. The urbanisation character of Slovakia
influences the character of brownfields, only a portion of them refers to sites and buildings in
cities, the vast majority is present in smaller towns and can be of rural character.
The issue is rather new, in comparison to the western European countries, and there is a space for
improvement and implementation of brownfield redevelopment. In Slovakia, no official brownfield
register nor a specific law supporting brownfield regeneration or redevelopment have been
established so far. The Slovak agency SARIO, with the support of their regional agencies, has
created an unofficial list of brownfields (by the year 2009 nearly 700 brownfields have been
identified) in Slovakia available only for their internal use. Based on the experience of the Czech
Republic, it would be helpful to prepare a list of brownfields based on professional expertise where
measurement and more detailed inventory or even detailed site survey of these sites would be
available. Such a list can serve for negotiating purposes for new development allocations
preventing predominant allocations of new development on greenfield sites. Similarly,
implementation of brownfields into the land-use plans, as well as in strategic plans, is desirable to
communicate better comprehensive and sustainable planning in future. It is in the interest of each
country to support brownfield sites redevelopment as well as preventing creating new ones.
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Through the past years, we have experienced some very successful brownfield redevelopments
(see Chapter 11) in Slovakia, even though, we still experience negations of this issue whereas
without appropriate law it is hard to negotiate with investors to prefer this type of investment in
urban and rural areas.

Romania
Brownfields in Romania are understood as the former industrial sites, often contaminated and
represent one of the environmental and economic problems of urban areas. Moreover, Romania
still has greenfield areas that can be used for redevelopment. The industrial investments are
pushed out of major urban areas to greenfield sites located in the proximity of major
transportation corridors just outside administrative city boundaries, or in smaller settlements
orbiting major urban agglomerations. Therefore, availability of greenfields at lower costs, the
urban sprawl, lack of urban policies to prevent urban sprawl and accessible transportation
alternatives for commuting deepened the issue of brownfield sites. The main pressure to
redevelop brownfields is the need to use the large areas they cover and to reduce environmental
and health risks they generate.

Bulgaria
Contamination is a decisive indicator in Bulgaria for defining the “brownfield” term. Pollution levels
in 30 Bulgarian towns exceed international standards. Statistical data show that emissions from
Bulgaria appear to be much more harmful to the environment than emissions in most European
countries. Two major polluters in south-western Bulgaria are the Kremikovtzi AD Metallurgy Works
and the Buhovo uranium mine.
The general development plan of Sofia includes regeneration of six industrial zones. Pernik
municipality restores old industrial "Vladayan rebellion" area. Bourgas municipality has developed
an integrated plan for urban regeneration and development.
As a result of the collapse of the planned national economy, urban areas in Bulgaria have inherited
big territories of unused land. However, at present, there is no data at all to describe the scale of
brownfield land in Bulgaria. Public awareness and understanding of the brownfield issue is very
low in Bulgaria. Experience and best practices from other countries need to be transferred to
national legislative and daily routine.

Self Study Tasks for the Chapter 1
T1 Describe brownfields and discuss with colleagues brownfields situation in the town/region
where you live.
T2 Describe and discuss with colleagues how these brownfields are perceived by investors, local
and regional governments and also by citizens.
T3

Describe and discuss with colleagues what actions supporting reuse of brownfields took place
in your town/region and what concrete results were achieved (if any).

T4

Describe and discuss with colleagues how the reuse of brownfields in your town/region can be
improved (write out 5 proposed actions, indicating who should be responsible for local
brownfields, estimate the cost of the actions and indicate where the funding to cover the cost
of such actions can come from).

T5

Find out in discussions with you colleagues how many brownfields were regenerated in the
period of last 5 years in your town/region (if any) and what regenerated area in hectares they
represent.
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T6

Find out the size of the built up area of your town/region (in hectares) and calculate the % of
all the identified brownfields from this build up area. Also compare as a % the area of all the
identified brownfields to the area of the already regenerated brownfields. Find out how many
hectares of brownfields were regenerated in one year (as an average of the last 5 years) and
finally calculate how long (in years) it would take, to regenerate all the identified brownfields if
the reuse continues in a similar rate to one of the last 5 years (this is the brownfield advocacy
number).

Sources for Chapter 1


CABERNET (Concerted Action on Brownfield and Economic Regeneration Network [online] [cit12-01-2012] http://www.cabernet.org.uk



Cobraman projekct web site [online] [cit-12-01-2012] http://www.cobraman-ce.eu



Circular Flow Land Use
http://www.circuse.eu



Sustainable Brownfield Regeneration: CABERNET Network Report [online] [cit-12-01-2012]
http://www.cabernet.org.uk/resourcefs/427.pdf



DI GAETANO & A. STORM, E.: Comparative Urban Governance, An Integrated Approach, Urban
Affairs Review, 2003, IIIVIII, Nr. 3, pp. 356-395.

Management (CircUse)

web

site [online] [cit-12-01-2012]
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2

Brownfield Redevelopment Planning
By: Maroš Finka, Ľubomír Jamečný
The processes of brownfield redevelopment are natural components of urban development. The
dynamics of social subsystems is the driving force of the dynamics in the settlement systems
requiring adaptation processes in less dynamic physical structures. The decline of certain
structures and their re-development processes have to be understood as a natural part of the
settlement development containing a variety of different permanent life cycles. Under the
condition of rapid transformations in economic and social systems, in the phase of transition from
industrial to knowledge based society combined with the effects of global competition and overall
economic crisis, internal ability of the settlement structures seems to be impaired to such extent
that the processes of natural transformations cannot continue without external intervention.
Important form of such intervention is planning intervention.
Specific feature of the framework conditions for brownfield regeneration in new EU member states
became important challenge for their spatial planning systems in several dimensions –
instrumental, methodological and philosophical. The overall societal transition processes reflected
in the development of civic society, increased dynamics of economic development and European
integration process required the re-examination of spatial planning systems in central and eastern
European transitive countries. Although dominant features of the spatial planning development
were similar with the western European countries development as described in Albrecht`s paper
"Strategic (spatial) planning re-examined", the specific condition of overall social transition and
approximation processes of national law systems played the role of catalysts.
The processes of transformation of the economy in new EU member states in the context of
transition have started 20 years ago, but the revitalization of the old industrial areas, large dwelling
areas and other urban distressed areas has became to be a pressing problem only in the past
couple of years, as the development support policy of the state has been focused on attracting the
investors from abroad and for them it was much more interesting to build very quickly and cheap
on the greenfields than to go into the built areas of the cities and overcome the big problems of
urban distress. In the context of overall economic crisis we have to face newly developed large
distressed areas in suburban locations, in which the production, started some months or years ago,
was closed.
European Union is characterized by different planning cultures and systems. The EU enlargement
increased their diversity as well as diversity of the geographic and economic preconditions and the
diversity of the settlement structure development. Talking about the framework for the land-use
management includes a number of influencing factors as the nature of the law, the extent to which
plans and policies are binding and the existence of constitutional or other legal rights in relation to
land and property (CEC 1997). These facts frame different approaches to the brownfield
regeneration planning and especially land-use planning interventions as important part of the
planning systems. (See fig. 2.1)
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Fig. 2.1 - System of planning activities in brownfield redevelopment.
Analyzing legal, economic, planning and institutional frames for brownfield regeneration in the
project BROWNTRANS two of five European main land-use planning models should be identified
(Zweigert and Kötz 1987, Newman and Thornley 1996) the Napoleonic model, originating in
France and including the southern European countries and Germanic central European model.
The Germanic approach with strong traditions in the Roman law can be characterized by ex-ante
planning, codified planning systems, systematic order and more abstract character of the land-use
management instruments. Another feature is the importance given to the written constitutions.
The countries like Germany, Austria, Slovakia, Czech Republic have strong legal frameworks and
decentralised decision-making structures. In all above mentioned countries the local level has a
strong role expressed by the self-government of municipalities. The development after 1989 in
Slovakia and Czech Republic brings strengthening of local and regional level, however, often the
decentralization of responsibilities goes not hand in hand with the decentralization of funding and
resources. It is still difficult to say anything definitive about the actual role of the new
administrative entities.
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The Napoleonic model has a considerable amount of internal variation. The administrative system
bases on a centralized national level and stronger municipalities. In some countries (e.g. Italy) the
national government is responsible for producing planning legislation but this power has been
shared with the regions and this has created considerable complexity. The principal planning
authority is the municipality. However, the planning system is very fragmented and decisionmaking processes are often difficult to understand. The land-use planning interventions in the field
of brownfield regeneration are much more focusing on the controlling of changing land uses at
the strategic and local level, than on practical interventions. Regulation is used to ensure a
sustainable and growing development. The local level is the land-use planning level while the
central government is giving supervision on setting central objectives.
To understand the planning systems it is necessary to be aware of the historical development and
the state of art of the land-use in respective countries.
The scale of the brownfield regeneration instruments shows that especially the land-use planning
systems in central and southern European countries were influenced by the dominance of
architectural dimension of spatial planning (urbanism), putting a strong emphasis on the
architectural flavour and concerned with urban design, townscape and building control, with the
lack of economic approaches. Regulation, although rather strong through the rigid zones and
codes are existing but are not well established within the management executive as well as in the
general public and politics. Urban development covers a wide range of problems. Harmonisation
of interests in the field of functional use among different subjects of urban development, fulfilling
the functional requirements on spatial quality is determined by the wide range of subjective and
objective factors and goals. Among them the dominant role in almost all urban development
strategies plays the limitation of sources and efficiency of the land-use.
The limitation of the use of greenfields and bringing back into use the formerly used brownfield
land belongs to the priorities, especially where this can take advantage of existing urban
infrastructure and contribute to the reduction of urban sprawl, to the achievement of urban
sustainability and the preservation of the quality of urban life. The responsibility for achieving
sustainable, desirable and competitive urban environments is the most important from the
multiple responsibilities of the municipalities.
Settlement structures are of the character of common goods thet need special modes of
governance. Spatial development is a “play” of many “players”, but the actions or inaction of the
municipalities could reasonably impact the direction of the development, in which the important
role is the re-use, under-use or degradation/dereliction of the brownfield and/or activation of
greenfields for construction sites. Therefore, there is a strong need for specific strategic approach
for brownfield regeneration as a part of complex spatial development strategies. The strategies at
the local level are of special importance, but in most cases the range of brownfield regeneration
problems oversteps the capacity of municipal level, even of big cities. In addition to this, the
decline of the underused areas of different size seems to be significant manifestation of the
th
transition process of industrial society towards post-industrial society at the end of the 20 and
st
start of the 21 century. Specific approach to brownfield regeneration at the national and even
international level must be an integrated part of the complex spatial development policy at the
national and regional levels.
The scale of the planning instrument is broad and represents different analytical, evaluation and
prospective tools interacting with the institutional and legal, economic and financial instruments,
under optimal situation achieving synergy effects. The main classification of the planning
instruments is shown at the table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 - Detailed Structure of the planning instruments.

Types/categories of instruments
Core instruments (Planning)

Examples

Analytical, inventorial and
monitoring instruments

ESPON Atlas, Territorial Information System, Land-use
planning materials, Environmental Information System

Planning procedures

Territorial planning documentation procurement (elaboration,
approval, including registration) and public participation in the
territorial planning documentation procurement.
Territorial decision making.
Strategic environmental assessment of plans and programmes.
National spatial development perspective.
Territorial plan of the region - spatial development plan
Territorial plan of the municipality - local land use plan.
Territorial plan of the zone - regulative plan.

Planning
Formal
Instruments

Planning documents

Landscape-ecological plans.
Land consolidation projects.
Sectoral plans and partial plans at the regional and local level
e.g. waste management plans, plans for nature protected
areas, plans of river basis territories and other planning
documents elaborated in accordance with relevant laws.

Decision making procedures
(executive)

Territorial decision making.
Territorial planning documentation approval.
Permits to take land from the agricultural use

Permissions, regulation

Various environmental permits and recommendations of the
responsible bodies in the harmony with the environmental
laws.
Building permit.

Other formal
planning/management
instruments

Land reserved for public good projects.
Set of more than 100 different permission relevant for landuse plan approval and building permit.
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Types/categories of instruments
Core instruments (Planning)

Examples
Information system of Regional Development
Agencies.
Maps servers.

Analytical, inventorial and
monitoring instruments

Landscape Atlas of the SR.
INFOREG – Information System for Regional
Development support.
Community plans for social inclusion.

Planning Informal
Instruments

Local Action Plan for Environment and City Health.
Planning procedures

Community planning, Agenda 21 and others
Regional plans of social and economic development.

Planning documents

Municipal plans of social and economic development.
Cross border development plans for specific crossborder area.

Decision making
procedures (executive)
Other informal planning
instruments

Complementary
Instruments

National Action Plan for Sustainable Development
e.g. priority Urban reconstruction and territorial
regeneration

The assessment of the development potentials of brownfields is an important part of the
development of the prospective documents for brownfield regeneration at all the levels
mentioned above. Analysing the development potentials of a brownfields the following aspects
have to be taken into account (see table 2.2).
The base for the analysis of the development potentials of a brownfield site and for the
regeneration planning documents is the detailed information. For example, a well-functioning land
registry is essential for investigating the development of brownfield sites.
Environmental agencies are building databases of known and potential contamination, pollution
situation and important values of the natural environment. Special systems of information about
living environment integrating the whole range of relevant information used to be created in many
countries, based on the interaction with the GIS data, as existing land-use categories and land use
planning regulation and planning decision. Besides the gathering of relevant data on brownfield,
the proper interpretation of what these figures show, concerning the potential of the brownfield, is
equally crucial.
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Table 2.2 - Main Aspects of the Brownfield Analysis as a Part of Planning Processes.

Aspects to be analysed
Features of the physical
structures of the environment

Examples
Size of the brownfield
Quality of buildings
Quality and quality of infrastructure
Cultural assets
Genius loci
Population change
Ageing of people (more older people)
Mortality
Immigrants, ethnic and minority groups as share of
total population
Level of social segregation

Features of the social and
socio-cultural environment

Level of income
Level of poverty
Level of social transfers
Health conditions
Deficits in education
Level of criminality
Level of civic involvement
Level of civic commitment
Costs of housing relative to revenue

Internal features
of the brownfield

Population density compared to built up area
Occupancy of flats / rooms
Old environmental loads- Hazardous waste /
contamination
Emissions from local industry / households / traffic
Pollution of air
Pollution of water
Features of the nature
environment

Pollution of soil
Level of Noise
Decrease of biodiversity
Deficits in open space
Deficits in green space
Public access to green areas
Danger of natural disasters (e.g. flooding)
“Barrier” in cityscape
Image / Perception from outside

Features of the build up
environment

Image / Perception from inside
Townscape / urban structure
Residential quality
Vacancy in living + office space
Conditions of buildings e.g.
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Aspects to be analysed

Examples


Scope of renovation



Sanitary installations



Size of flats
Ownership of land/buildings, e.g.



Heterogeneous ownership



Public ownership



Absence of landlords

Quantity and quality of social-cultural infrastructure
Quantity and quality of technical infrastructure
Features of functional
structures(present and past
land use data)

Past and present land-use
Functional conflicts and limitations
Functional ties
Local commercial activity
Endogenous dynamic of economy
Dependency from outside investment (private and
public sector)

Economic features of the site

Fluctuation of enterprises (in/out migration)
Land values / rental values
Enterprise start-ups
Vacant industrial, commercial and office space
Spatial mismatch between people and jobs
Endogenous dynamic of economy
Institutional arrangements (self governmental or state
structres)
Ownership and other rights to the area

Instiutional and legal features

Existing institutionalised cooperation networks,
establishments etc.
Local planning regulations and existing binding
planning documents
Real estate market situation
Competitiveness of the area in loca/regional/national
contexts

Features of the economics of
the brownfield

External financial conditions for the development,
available resources
Demand of retail goods and services
Supply of retail goods and services

External features
of the brownfield

Range of local employment opportunities
Level of unemployment
Existing law acts
Features of legal and
institutional environment

Decission making responsibiliities
General planning regulations incl
Existing development strategies, plans and programs
for the brownfield regeneration and relevant
stakeholders in the area
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Aspects to be analysed

Examples

Features of the physical
structures of the environment

Surrounding structures, their quality

Features of the social and
socio-cultural environment

Social structure of the city

Barrier effects of the brwonfield
Cultural values in the city potentially affected
Area location in the functional and physical structure
of the settlement unit

Features of functional
structures(present and past
land use data)

Functional ties between brownfield and other parts of
the city
The role of the brownfield in the settlement organism
Location of the brownfield in the context of transport
and infrastructure connections

2.1 Reflecting the issue of vacant or underused land in planning documents
By: Maroš Finka
The problem of brownfield regeneration used to be understood mainly as a part of local
development management, but the framework for local planning and managing activities is given
not only by the direct interventions towards regeneration processes form the higher levels, but in
several cases indirectly by the localization decisions for the investments influenced by the national
and regional policies as well. Typical examples are the state subsidies for the establishment of
industrial or technology parks on the greenfields, while at the same time the majority of
municipalities has to face the problem of underused or derelict old industrial areas in the state,
well connected by the transport systems, technical infrastructure, incorporated into the urban
structure. This creates important development potential of available brownfield sites in spite of
often existing old environmental burdens. The advantages of the localization of new activities, as
the potential of the brownfield regeneration, have to be assessed not only from the point of view
of the micro-economic effects for the immediate investors, but in the environmental, social and
economic dimensions of the development
Although the brownfield regeneration strategies have to be the integrated parts of development
policies, they are primarily linked with the planning and development strategies under the
responsibility of local governments. National policies focus on the identification of the brownfields
and on the need of external interventions to regenerate them but any brownfield regeneration
strategy needs a local component to examine the wider impacts of the intervention regarding the
surroundings.
As the planning sovereignty is an important part of territorial sovereignty respected in the
European democracies, the local governments play a key role in brownfield regeneration
management, as the integrated part of spatial development management at the local level,
including the planning processes. In the planning process the regulations concerning land-use of
the sites in the municipality, concerning functional and physical structure, development strategies,
limits, schemes and patterns are set. In this way the planning document is a very important, but
not the only instrument of the active brownfield regeneration policy. There is a strong need for
holistic approach regarding the regeneration policy, integrating the environmental, social and
economic dimensions and process character of the reintegration of brownfield sites into the urban
functional structure.
The municipalities can play an active role in promoting brownfield regeneration by providing a
complex policy framework integrating the sectoral policies (fiscal – subsidies, allowances, taxes,
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environmental - limits, fees, directions, orders, social-benefits, public services and resources- raw
materials, financial, infrastructure, human capacities). The co-ordination of sectoral policies,
allocation of the resources, coordination of the exploitation of the sources in time and space is
crucial role of the spatial development planning and especially land-use planning.
In the context of understanding the limited possibilities for safeguarding the sustainability in the
mankind development, the role of space/land as one of the limited resources has increased. The
greenfields outside the built area of the municipality and also inside the urban structure are no
more unambiguously interpreted as the vacant or underused land, as they used to play important
role in the ecological and psychological quality of urban environment and urban life. The
sustainable development strategies via orientation towards intensification of the functional
exploitation of the plots inside the built areas of the municipalities follow the goal to prevent the
urban sprawl. Each functional area in the city, with its physical structures (buildings, technical and
social infrastructure, etc.), is a subject to the development processes representing its life cycle. The
dynamics of these processes depends on the dynamics of innovation cycles of the society as a
whole, and especially in the certain functional segment.
The innovation cycles in the production sectors, having become shorter, accelerate the dynamics
of life cycle of urban functional and physical structures. The flexible urban structures are under
certain conditions able to adopt themselves to new requirements in a natural evolutional process,
but in many cases the phase of the decline, following the phases of dynamic development and
stabilisation fall due to the inertia, inflexibility of physical structure or unfavourable external
condition behind the natural development of the city or region as a whole and is not able to start
the new development by using its internal potential. It is very important to identify the first
symptoms of such development (underused areas, environmental or social degradation, etc.) or by
permanent monitoring of the spatial development, as the integral part of planning and
management activities at the local level, since it allows to react by appropriate supportive
measures much more efficiently in comparison with the necessity to start the complex
regeneration process on the existing brownfield.
In certain cases the lower development dynamics can be determined by specific societal interests
in certain areas, motivated by specific value of functional or physical structure of the area. This
interest can be expressed by the protection of cultural heritage or environmental protections, thus
setting the limitations for the extensive development. Those areas need special planning approach,
identifying such areas and their specific values and implementing specific regime for them,
requiring and allowing the activation of development potential based on sustainable valuation of
specific values of the area, often under the sustainable external support.
In general, there is still a lot of confusion and low awareness about what brownfield regeneration
really means and why the greenfield developments are in the long term effects in the contradiction
not only with the environmental but also with the economic dimension of sustainability. This weak
point can be overcome only by systematic planning initiative.
Although the process of redevelopment can refer to different aspects of spatial quality, the
environmental dimension of redevelopment dominates.
Reflection of the environmental risks attached to already used land in planning documents
requires the following steps:
Analysis - selection, specification and characteristics of abiotic and biotic complexes in the context
of socio-economic situation. The output of this step is the series of analytical maps showing the
ecological conditions of the territory - geology, hydrology, climate, soil, biodiversity, positive and
negative features of relevant complexes, etc...
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Interpretations - the creation of so called „focused characteristics” (e.g. sensitivity, the ecological
importance, carrying capacity, etc..) that represent the baseline for the evaluation of environmental
problems as well as for the elimination proposals.
Evaluations - they are focused on the evaluation of the present land use based on the ecological
(primarily landscape ecological) limits coming from the interpreted focused characteristics of the
land. The main result of that step is the evaluation of the present land use and its adverse impact
from the point of view of ecology and the determination of ecological problem areas, i.e. areas in
which the present land use does not correspond with the ecological (primarily landscapeecological) principles.
Propositions - the generation of a series of measures for solving the environmental problems of
given land and the consequent optimisation of spatial and functional land use. Propositions can be
divided into the following categories:


propositions for the environmental risks minimisation/elimination connected with the
measures focused on the subtraction of environmental stresses (e.g. decontamination of soil,
implementation of new air cleaning technologies minimising the air pollutions) without
limitations for current/planned land use,



propositions for the environmental risks minimisation/elimination influencing current/planned
land use accompanied with,



propositions for the increase of ecological stability and biodiversity,



propositions for environmental protection and conservation,



propositions for natural resources protection.

2.2 Importance of local development and planning initiative
Successful regeneration of brownfields is a complex endeavour, requiring the joint effort of
different stakeholders. Although the local level is crucial for achieving the coordinated approach, it
is also vital to cooperate with the state governmental bodies, regional bodies and neighbouring
municipalities. If one of the municipalities in the region sets stringent regulations against
greenfield developments, but the neighbouring municipalities allow the development on their
greenfield sites, it will be really difficult to get developers to use brownfield sites. Regional
cooperation and the pro-active policy of the state supporting the brownfield regeneration in the
combination with the planning initiative at the local level seem to be preconditions for
safeguarding the sustainable urban development, including the regeneration of brownfields.
Often potential projects fail at an early stage because of the absence of clear strategies based on
joint stakeholders’ development visions and goals, insufficient coordination within the
stakeholders, absence of mutual trust, often even insufficient coordination within the local
government (departments do not communicate with each other, their co-operation is limited by
mutual rivalry). These problems are often multiplied by the lack of experience and knowledge at
the level of local government and local stakeholders, although the understanding of the depth of
brownfield problems is essential for a successful brownfield regeneration scheme development.
Therefore the realistic estimation of the own local capacities for the strategy development,
planning, programming and managing the regeneration process is a very important part of the
kick-off phase of the brownfield regeneration process.
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In most countries, the planning process is long and complicated. Drawing up the local plan takes
longer time, the process of its negotiation and passing by the local government is a lengthy
process. For most brownfields it would be helpful if the planning activities, including the different
investigation and elaboration of studies, could be brought together in an efficient planning
process under the leadership of a planning and decision making subject with the appropriate
authority and trust among the stakeholders. Such subject used to be the local planning authority,
but the planning initiative of other stakeholders can be efficiently used.

2.3 Planning and management context of brownfield redevelopment /
Brownfields, local land management and municipal planning
The redevelopment of brownfields is a complex process. Principal changes in the physical
environment – urban fabric and natural ecosystems accompanied by the revitalisation of local
economies and social systems are integrated into the synergy of new sustainable development. In
addition, this integrative complex process requires the joint effort of different stakeholders with
different interests, capacities and abilities.
The practice on brownfield redevelopment process shows, that the safeguarding of sustainable
development in former brownfields does not only mean the investment into the elimination of the
environmental loads or the rehabilitation of local economy on the brownfield area itself. In
opposite - the sustainability in the brownfield revitalisation depends on its long term complex
integration into the organism of the city. In this context, there is no opportunity to solve the
problems of brownfield redevelopment by isolated rehabilitation actions/activities in an
appropriate way. Only strategic goal oriented approach as an integrated part of local land-use
management framed by systematic development planning can guarantee the efficient
redevelopment investment.

2.4 Flow Chart / Overview of brownfield redevelopment process- necessity for
an integrated and iterative approach
Relatively broad interpretation of the term brownfield followed from the broad scale of brownfield
types determines the variety of problems and their combination that the process of brownfield
redevelopment has to face. In addition, the choice of appropriate approach, methods and
instruments for brownfield regeneration depends not only on the problem specificity but on the
specific frame situation of regeneration process determined by political, institutional, financial, and
other conditions for the regeneration process and following the development on redeveloped
brownfield as well. In spite of this, the logics of urban development processes, where the
brownfield redevelopment belongs to, allows to define the frame of this process in the form of a
flow of main steps/phases whit specific tasks, approaches, methods and instruments creating the
parts of an integrative system. There have been several assets to define this system, its steps and
possible approaches. Some of them very normative, some with the strong feature of neo-liberal
approach to the urban development. In addition, the definition of such system does not mean,
that every brownfield redevelopment process has to follow, (neither it does so in the real practice)
the complete structure of phases and steps in the same dimension. Some of the phases from the
model flow diagram can be integrated in the practice, some of them can get the dominance
depending on the brownfield specificity, or frame situation specificity.
The flow diagram as the basis of `Collaborative Strategic Goal Oriented Re-Development
Approach` proposed in this chapter develops the idea of collaborative strategic goal oriented
programming (CoSGOP) approach using the backgrounds of central European planning culture
and brownfield re-development practice.
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Table 2.3 - Main steps in the Collaborative Strategic Goal Oriented Re-Development Approach (CoSGOP).

Main Steps

Benchmarking
(retrospective methods)

Visioning
(prospective methods)
Predicting
(prospective
methods)

Planning

Programming/plan
operationalization
Implementing

(project management methods)

Stages
1. Analysis of problems and potentials* - diagnosis (including
SWOT analysis, core problems regarding environmental,
economic and social aspects)
2. Stakeholder analysis and formation of framework for cooperation
3. Analysis of goals and alternatives (including elaboration of
scenarios),
4. Plans development and interests’ mediation, (including
mediation of joint objectives, definition of priorities, strategy
development),
5. Programme formulation and negotiation (definition of
activities, measures, assumptions, indicators, inputs),
6. Implementation of proposed measures, realisation of
programmed activities, coordination of activities and measures
between stakeholders in real time and space
7. Programme implementation monitoring (investigation and
assessment of the implementation process and feed-back
including strategic impact assessment, ex-ante evaluation).

Monitoring and adjustment
(retrospective methods)

8. Permanent development monitoring (sustainability
development assessment)
9. Adjustment of the strategies in accordance with the monitoring
results

The phase of benchmarking
The benchmarking relates to the first two stages of the proposed approach, involves using
retrospective methods that help benchmark the current situation or status quo of certain
brownfield. In particular these uses to help:


define the outer boundaries of certain brownfield and its functional position within the city
and the city-region based on or considering a scientific approach;



analyse the situation and identify the key problems of respective brownfield (e.g. pollution,
fragmented land-use, weak economic competitiveness, negative demographic trends, housing
vacancies, cultural segregation and social exclusion).

The site analysis as a basis for the active use of its results in the visioning and predicting phases
represents one of the key conditions for the efficient redevelopment process. The complexity of
the brownfield redevelopment process based in the complexity as one of the main features of
brownfields requires broad investigation and assessment activities focused on the identification of
the problems, potentials of the brownfield area itself and on identification of the external
potentials and conditions for the brownfield regeneration process.
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The phase of visioning
The visioning phase, which takes on the ‘potentials’ aspect of the brownfield features, helps to
develop scenarios and possible strategic concepts for the re-development process on respective
brownfield in accordance with specific problems identified in the previous phase. This step
connects prospective methods such as scenario development, visioning workshops, foresight, etc.

The predicting phase
The predicting phase includes two stages – planning and programming, which also rely on using
prospective techniques.

The stage of planning
The stage of planning confronts the alternatives and scenarios developed in visioning with the
possibilities to achieve the defined goals implementing certain development strategy. Therefore
the interplay between the phase of visioning and planning stage of the prediction phase is needed
in order to reach more accurate decisions on future scenarios and responsible strategies. This is
based on the assumption that visioning relies on the use of qualitative, subjective techniques and
prediction relies more on quantitative, scientific techniques, such as modelling. Important feature
of this phase is the involvement of current and potential stakeholders into the predicting process.
It is very important to reach the joining of the objectives and hierarchy of priorities by the
stakeholders via their interests’ mediation as the most important step of the strategy development.
Only joint objectives and priorities safeguard the successful redevelopment process since they are
inevitable condition to get the support for the implemented strategy by the relevant stakeholders.

The stage of programming
The stage of programming as the part of predicting phase can be understood as the stage of
operationalisation of the integrative strategy and partial strategies via proposing the system of the
interrelating activities and measures coordinated in time and space. Important part of the
programming stage is the detailed definition of necessary inputs, resources, indicators of expected
outputs.

The implementing phase
The implementing phase represents the realisation of the proposed measures and programmed
activities, coordination of these activities and measures between stakeholders in real time and
space in accordance with the developed plans and programmes implementation.

The stage of programme implementation monitoring
The stage of programme implementation monitoring represents the investigation and assessment
of implementation process, its feed-back including strategic impact assessment, ex-ante
evaluation, whereby retrospective methods will determine whether the rehabilitation scheme has
been successful or not, and, depending on the outcome, help identify bottlenecks, pitfalls,
solutions and best practice. This is very important for the self-learning process at all the levels from
local to international.
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The stage of permanent development monitoring
The stage of permanent development monitoring covers the long term investigation of the urban
development processes focused on sustainability features in the development assessment. The
stage of adjustment contents the steps adapting or revising the implementation activities or even
development strategies based on the outputs from the monitoring of the programme
implementation progress and on the development of framing conditions for programme
implementation.
The flow diagram contains the following detailed structure of activities related to the phases and
stages in the CoSGOP:
Table 2.4 - The structure of the activities related to the phases and stages in the CoSGOP.
Identification forces for change
Analyses of problems
and potentials –
diagnosis

Identification core issues
Collection of information
Resource assessment
Limitation assessment

Benchmarking

Stakeholders identification
Analyses of
stakeholders

Identification of stakeholders interests
Identification of stakeholders capacity
Identification of stakeholders collaboration
capacity

Visioning

Analysis of goals and
alternatives

Identification of expected outcomes
Identification of objectives and targets

Generations of visions – alternatives and scenario
Interests’ mediation among stakeholders
Definition of joined objectives
Planning

Definition of joined priorities
Generation of alternative strategies
Assessment of alternatives
Plan development
Definition of plan implementation activities in
alternatives

Predicting

Identification of necessary inputs for certain
activities
Programming

Identification of available resources for necessary
inputs
Identification relevant stakeholders for certain
activities
Negotiation among stakeholders
Definition of priorities
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Definition of pilot projects
Design of action plan - development of the
programme operationalisation the plan and
consisting of chosen activities in defined system
relationships

Definition of progress
indicators Implementing –
project management

Monitoring

Realisation of the action plan – implementation of proposed measures,
realisation of programmed activities, coordination of activities and measures
between stakeholders in real time and space
Comprehensive land-use management
Programme
implementation
monitoring
Permanent
development
monitoring

Ex-ante evaluation/strategic impact assessment
Investigation of the implementation process
Assessment of the implementation process
Investigation of the development processes
Assessment of the development sustainability

2.5 “Know-How Transferability” (lessons learned among partners) - Chapter 2
Czech Republic
Processes of natural transformations cannot continue without external intervention. Important
form of such an intervention is planning intervention.
The overall societal transition processes reflected in the development of a civic society, increased
dynamics of economic development as well as European integration processes required reexamination of spatial planning systems in central and eastern European transitive countries.
Existence of constitutional or other legal rights in relation to land and property (EC 1997) - these
facts frame different approaches to brownfield regeneration planning and especially land-use
planning interventions as an important part of the planning systems.
The land-use planning interventions in the field of brownfield regeneration are much more
focusing on the controlling of changing land uses at the strategic and local levels than practical
interventions. Regulation has been used to ensure sustainable and growing development. The
scale of the brownfield regeneration instruments shows that, especially the land-use planning
systems in central and souther Euroepan countries were influenced by the dominance of
architectural dimension of spatial planning (urbanism).
Apart from gathering relevant data on brownfields, the proper interpretation of what these figures
show concerning the potential of brownfields, is equally crucial.
The municipalities can play an active role in promoting brownfield regeneration by providing a
complex policy framework integrating sectoral policies. The co-ordination of sectoral policies,
allocation of resources, coordination of exploitation of sources in time and space have played a
crucial role of the spatial development planning and especially land-use planning.
It is very important to identify the first development symptoms of underused areas, environmental
or social degradation, etc., the permanent monitoring of the spatial development is essential as
well. The weak point can be overcome only by systematic planning initiative.
The sustainability in brownfield revitalisation depends on its long term complex integration into
the organism of each particular city.
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Only strategic goal-oriented approach, as an integrated part of local land-use management
framed by systematic development planning, can guarantee efficient redevelopment investments.
Collaborative Strategic Goal-Oriented Re-Development Approach, CoSGOP, described in this
chapter, its main steps and the structure of activities, represents another important part of lessons
learned.

Romania
For a coherent approach to the brownfield issue, technically but also strategically, the following
steps would be required in Romania:
Achievement and continuous updating of:


studies of industrial and socio-economic history on territorial levels: national, regional and
local;



comparative studies;



integrated inventories of buildings, assemblies and industrial areas in decline;



determination of environmental, landscape, memorial, reference, local or national values in the
evolution of the industry;



listing of the classification - parts of structures, buildings or industrial complexes as historical
monuments;



analysis and classification studies of the following conditions:
o

technical, of stability, structural, closure and compartments, landscaping



need for environmental studies and classification of values and types of pollution in industrial
areas;



setting a timetable for actions on industrial sites according to their value and status for:
o





remediation, demolition, conservation, regeneration, restoration

changes and additions to the legislation on spatial development at a regional and urban level,
referring to spatial planning and drawing of the urbanism and territory development plans so
as to allow evaluation, analysis and inclusion of brownfields in a short, medium and long term
perspective (strategy). Thus, the following steps must be taken:
o

substantiation studies for ensembles and sites;

o

strategies, policies, plans, projects;

o

preparation of technical sheets for constructions, ensembles and brownfields, with a
minimum of elements:


typology;



location;



polluting or non-polluting;



historical evolution;



current state (structural, etc.);



proposals for action;



annexes: documents, plans, records from archives and construction books, photos
(from the archive) and current photos.

preparation and promulgation of specific laws for brownfields.
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Bulgaria
Redevelopment of less urbanised areas and brownfields in Bulgaria largely depend on urban
revitalization. The development strategy of Bulgaria is directed towards connecting more
populated adjacent areas to areas that are abandoned and currently undergoing a significant
population decline. The effective brownfield redevelopment planning involves a high quality urban
environment and services, qualified human resources and a good network of infrastructure, thus,
improving connectivity between cities and their hinterlands.
"National Company Industrial Zones" carries out the strategy of the Bulgarian Government for
developing the economy and modern industrial and high-tech parks and attracting foreign
investors. The Company operates three zones and is currently developing five additional industrial
terrains.

Self-studies Chapter 2
T1 Make yourself familiar with planning and development documents of your town/region,
identifying in them public priorities and measures (if any), which can help reuse of brownfields.
T2 Find out, which department of your town/region administration actually deals with brownfields
(if any), what is the remit of this department and how this department cooperates in respect of
brownfields reuse with all the other departments, which can also influence the brownfield
reuse situation (development department, planning department, environmental protection
department, cultural monuments department and other departments).
T3 Discuss with your colleagues the main criteria for the brownfield site analysis as well as the
aspects and factors to be taken into account when analysing the development potentials of a
brownfield site.

Sources for Chapter 2


ALBRECHTS, L. (2004) Strategic (spatial) planning reexamined', Environment and Planning B, Vol.
31, pp.743-758.



EC (2007) Territorial Agenda of the European Union, Brussels: European Commission.



NEWMAN, P., THORNLEY, A. (1996) Urban Planning in Europe: International Competition, National
Systems and Planning Projects London: Routledge.



ZWEIGERT, K., KÖTZ, H. (1987) Introduction to Comparative Law, Edition 2., Clarendon Press,
Original from, the University of California. Digitized, July 19, 2008.
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3

Technical Aspects of Brownfields Regeneration
By: Jana Pletnická, Barbara Vojvodíková, Jiří Lukš, Tereza Murínová
In general, brownfield reuse is more complex to deal with in terms of development than
development on Greenfield locations. There are many additional factors that require investigation,
there is a need for additional consultants involved and there are much more development risks
attached to this process. In case of substantial demolition and environmental clearance work, there
may be a gap of several years before a viable site for redevelopment is available. Common practice
by sellers is to remove structures to ground level, this can often lead to developer’s perception
that all of them will be plain-sailing; it means until such time when his engineers start the site
investigation.

3.1 Site Investigation and Surveying
Site investigation is a complex subject, a team of various consultants usually co-operate on, and it
is led by a development manager. Sites are also being investigated for many purposes from
purchase and development facilitation to regulator taking actions. The investigation of brownfield
sites is more complex because it needs not only to establish the existing structures and uses but
also to concentrate on the sites´ past uses and processes. Generally speaking, brownfield sites with
less “site built up ratio” are easier to survey and to reuse than sites which are heavily built upon.
Sites that are subject to bankruptcy proceedings also have specific difficulties.
For approaching any site and especially brownfield site investigation, it is important to know what
level of investigation is being commissioned and why it is being done. It has to be remembered
that surveying the site can be carried out for various purposes and that various levels of details will
be required at various stages of site investigation. The table 3.1 explains various types and levels of
investigation.

3.1.1 Preliminary Site Investigation Checklist
In a short term, the goal is to collect the maximum amount of relevant information. The most
significant advantage of such a procedure is the high-end value of information obtainable for
minimum financial investments.
Preliminary site investigation aims at assessing the particular site and estimating if, and eventually
how, the site is contaminated (more in Chapter 4.2). Unless there are any boreholes recorded,
environmental audits (compulsory for certain industries) or any documents assessing the site
available to hand, we have to do with the preliminary investigation. The used information on
production, processes and substances that proves if there were any possible sources of
contamination that were combined with the knowledge on the site use and data from maps,
surveys, discussions, geo-environmental maps, geological archives, local department of
environmental affairs and other available sources, they all should be sufficient for assessment. This
should be done in terms of contamination (sure, probable, unlikely) and hazard (acute, medium,
safe), migration of contaminants (far reaching, blocked by natural barriers) and also in terms of
the potential future use (residential, commercial, recreational, industrial), threats (known,
expected), interested parties, financing (private, PPP, public only) and next steps towards the
redevelopment.
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Table 3.1 - Site Investigation.

What for

Desk Top
Investigation

Initial
perception

(information is
obtained from available
public sourcesinternet, press, sellers
or agents brochures,
public records)

Basic
information for
facilitating
further
investigation

Who for

Who is
Involved in
Preparation

What is the Product

Clients to consider
purchasing
Developers to
consider the
development
Consultants to
advice clients first
brief

Individual who
needs to know
Individual who is
commissioned
to find out

1-3 page outline
statements

Sellers to
understand the site
Clients to assist
with purchasing
decisions
Developers to
assist with initial
development
proposals

Outline Investigation
(can cover various
aspects, such as
ownership, land-use,
value of site, cost and
potential value of
possible development)

To establish
main facts
about the site
To identify the
main risks

Consultants to
advice on first
development
proposals
Regulating
authorities to
formulate their
initial opinion on
reuse of the site

Specialist
project
management or
surveying
practitioner,
who may invite
other parties

10-20 page report

For sellers to
understand risks
related to the site
Clients to confirm
purchasing
decisions

Detailed
Investigation
(there may be several
types of investigation
going on proving
various facts and risks
identified in the outline
investigation)

To confirm
record and
analyse the
main facts

Developers to
formulate the
outline
development
proposals
Consultants to
produce specific
advice on issues
identified

Specialist
consultants or
lawyers

Regulating
authorities to
formulate their
requirements
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Reports of various type,
in accordance with
commissioning
documents

What for

Who for

Who is
Involved in
Preparation

What is the Product

Specialist
consultants or
lawyers

Reports of various type,
in accordance with
commissioning
documents

Specialised
Investigation
for example
legal title, ownership
and indebtedness,

Clients to
elaborate
purchasing
decisions

Environmental pollution
Environmental assets
and barriers

Developers to
elaborate the
outline
development
proposals

Demolition and
dilapidation schedules
Infrastructure
availability, condition
and ownership

Consultants to
produce specific
detailed advice on
identified issues

Ground and foundation
condition
Structural reports of
existing structures

regulating
authorities to
elaborate their
requirements

Financial feasibility
Outline development
proposal
Real estate valuation
Risk analysis

Due Diligence – An indepth analysis
reviewing and
evaluating all the
available information
Only complex projects
can be carried out at
the intermediate level
and at detail level

To confirm or
denounce the
investment
decision

Clienst to accept or
refuse purchasing
decisions
Developers to
accept or refuse
development
proposals

Specialist teams
led by senior
project manager
consultants or
by client
procurement
directors

Purchase/development
decision
can request a report
stating the main
grounds for the
decision formulation

Surveys focused on environmental risks are described in Chapter 4.2 in detail.
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Table 3.2 - Relevant Information for Preliminary Investigation.

General maps *)
Town plan, local map
General city plan
Plan of distribution networks and grids
Cross-interests scheme (concurrence of interests)
Land-use limits scheme
GIS resources, OrtoPhoto maps
Cadastral map (See Box 2)
Flood plans

Specific maps

Set of geo-environmental maps:
Map of rainfall (rainfall – runoff relationships)
Culmination flow rates of nearby streams
Nearby boreholes and their interpretation
Environmental audits

General information

Details on particular object construction
Project
Foundation-bearing capacity
Disposition, dimensions, spans – gaps
Materials used
Building services, distribution networks

Use of record

Way of use, processes, modes of productions,
technologies used
Volumes, frequencies
Used substances
Changes in use, end of use (dates)
Cultural and historical technical heritage
Accidents, emergencies, sudden deaths, fires, leaks

Information in archives and historical
documents

Annals, commentaries
Old city plans
Prior use of the particular locality
Assessment, any related projects (reconstruction,
conversion)
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Information from the particular
site

Walk over
Site visit – assessment of the situation
State of vegetation, animals, colours, smells
Every photograph available
Discussions with (former) employees, employers, neighbours,
witnesses
Water quality in nearby wells

Comparison of legislation

Changes in allowed concentrations
Regulations stated in approved planning documents

*) Preliminary investigation means collecting maximum amount of information with minimum financial investment. General maps
represent indispensable source of general information and knowledge on the particular site. City planning information is
essential from the point of view of the future development of the area investigated. Regulations in the territory, land-use limits
and other information may influence the plan of reuse.

Unfortunately, all necessary data cannot be found under one roof. Queries to different offices and
departments are necessary; some sources are by order only. Therefore, it is highly recommended
to work with more than one site at the same time.
The state of construction repairs change very quickly based on possibility of providing the security
check of the site.

Photo: B. Vojvodíková

Fig. 3.1 - The Same Place after One Year.
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Box 2
Ownership Issues
By: Livie Havrlantová
An unrealistic expectation of brownfield owners was identified as the biggest barrier to brownfield reuse by the
UK brownfield professionals (survey by Y Syms, Releasing Brownfields, Centre of Built Environment in Sheffield
Hallam University, 2001). These unrealistic expectations arise mainly from their lack of understanding the
additional costs attached to brownfield development. (Examples see Fig. Box 2.1 and Box 2.2.)

Source: Votoček (2011)

Fig. Box 2.1 - Site Sorting according to Ownership Type - City of Hradec Králové.

Fig. Box 2.2 - Site Sorting according to Ownership Type MTC (Municipality of Transformed Competence of State
Administration) Ústí nad Labem.
However, ownership touches the brownfield issues in several other aspects. These are the following:


Owner’s ability and willingness to act.



Risk attached to brownfield property ownership titles and rights that relate to land.



Risks attached to lender’s charges on brownfield land and property.



Risk attached to rights on land invisible in public registers (leases, depreciation tax issues, etc.).

Not all the owners are “good” or competent owners, and brownfield owners are usually those who were left
out by market changes. Also, not all the brownfield owners want to act on their brownfield ownership. Some
owners are simply unable to act because of age or infirmity, or they are living abroad. Other owners cannot be
located or are unknown. There are also those who are known but have no intention to act. This may be for
various reasons. They have no money to act, they have bought the property for speculative reasons and the
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time to act has not been matured, yet (judged by them) or they have, in general, large property holdings but
the property is not their core business and nobody is pushing them to use their assets effeciently (this is typical
for state-owned utilities, railways and etc.).
The situation whereby the land-owner himself is the most interested party in brownfield reclamation is the
most favourable one for the success in such a process. In other instances, it may be the local government
taking the initiative in a formal way through its planning powers or more informally by advising and facilitating
owners or mediating the site assembly. An initiative to assist owners can also be led by regional or national
agencies.
The number of owners having an interest in any brownfield site is one of the most appealing indicators for
potential chances for reuse.


Single ownership is usually the most favourable situation.



The chance for successful reclamation usually decreases with increased number of owners.



Shared development objectives are very difficult to realize in case of vast ownership structures.

The other aspect to consider is the title to the ownership. A large amount of property and interests in such
property are visible and registered in cadastral registers. These registers are, for better or worse, used to
record and trace the history of property titles. However, in each country, there are usually cadastral quirks that
make some of the titles unsafe. Also, some categories of property are visible in the cadastral registers
(underground structures, for example, are not normally visible in the Czech cadastre). Brownfield land usually
has more complexities of various types attached to its title. Apart from ownership issues, there may also be
other interests in land, such as various charges (for mortgage and loan guarantees), various rights (for example
the right to support past infrastructure under or over the land) or various rights related to the access to the
particular land. Therefore, such a property that has had long history usually proves higher risk attached to its
title and limitation arising from such a title as well as the title itself needs serious consideration.

Source: Novosák (2009)

Fig. Box 2.3 - Owners on Former Coal Mine Heřmanice.
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Indebtedness and Bankruptcy
Physical degradation of brownfield sites is often accompanied by degradation of their ownership status and
integrity. One of the processes that usually degrade brownfield ownership is indebtedness and bankruptcy.
Indebtedness precedes bankruptcy. Unrealistic amounts are often secured on the brownfield property that
tends, by its nature, to decline in value. If the business income is unable to pay for debt servicing, then a
bankruptcy administrator steps in. Initially, as there is little cash in such a company, it tends to finance as
proceedings by property disposal in small individual lots. The residual property, after such a disposal, often
carries an unusually large amount of ownership restrictions and limitations with high liability and indebtedness
risks attached to it and the new buyer is accepting these risks usually without much redress. This makes it a less
viable purchase and unattractive for redevelopment.
Physical degradation of brownfield sites is often accompanied by degradation of their ownership
status and integrity. One of the processes that usually degrade brownfield ownership is
indebtedness and bankruptcy. Indebtedness precedes bankruptcy. Unrealistic amounts are often
secured on the brownfield property that tends, by its nature, to decline in value. If the business
income is unable to pay for debt servicing, then a bankruptcy administrator steps in. Initially, as
there is little cash in such a company, it tends to finance as proceedings by property disposal in
small individual lots. The residual property, after such a disposal, often carries an unusually large
amount of ownership restrictions and limitations with high liability and indebtedness risks
attached to it and the new buyer is accepting these risks usually without much redress. This makes
it a less viable purchase and unattractive for redevelopment.

3.2 Technical Aspects of Structures
3.2.1 Type of construction
Individual buildings and structures vary by location and origin of the brownfield. In terms of total
area and size of built-up area, there are industrial brownfields in the first place, often vast areas
that emerged after the old industrial plants.
In industrial areas we can find usually all types of objects, but mostly the brick, steel and reinforced
concrete structures. In older objects you can often see also wooden and half-timbered
construction units.
Steel structures are quite common, especially in connection with concrete steel buildings, furnaces
and similar operations were built.
The most common type of structures, however, are brick masonry construction, often
supplemented by steel or wooden construction elements. These construction elements were often
used until the mid-20th century, then they began to be substituted more frequently and on a
larger scale by a modern material - concrete.
Concrete as a modern material began to promote in our country at the beginning of the 19th
century. At the beginning, it was used sporadically as plain concrete only and exclusively for the
foundation constructions. Over time, this material was developed; plain concrete was reinforced
with structural steel, creating a building material with almost unlimited possibilities. Reinforced
concrete structures due to their high compressive strength and flexural strength provided with
steel reinforcement are lighter and with stand higher voltages than cumber some masonry
th
structures, which were then gradually supplanted by concrete, and since the second half of the 20
century, they were only used occasionally
Each object is unique from the constructional or historical point of view. Each structure has its own
specifics, which do not only depend on the type of construction, but also on the location in which
the property is located, the previous method of use, historical or cultural value and others. All
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these aspects must then be taken into account in the diagnosis of single structures, which is done
through the construction and technical survey.
In the diagnostics of building structures according to the type of construction, the severity of its
condition, availability of documentation, location and other conditions, like a number of different,
destructive or non-destructive testing, which in turn can provide information about the current
state of the assessed design is performed.
The most frequently used tests include visual inspection and acoustic trace method. These two
tests should be performed during the preliminary survey and are used for the initial introduction
to the structure. An experienced expert can then optimize further progress in the diagnosis of the
structure on the basis of the results so that it can cover all defects and faults of the structure, but
also that the cost of diagnosis were adequate. Important tests also include determination of the
strength of the material, determination of the extent, size and overall course of cracks in the
structure and in particular the determination of moisture. Especially in industrial buildings it is
necessary to establish structural damage due to chemicals that may significantly affect the
durability of materials and the whole structure.
Diagnostics of buildings is a large independent discipline that cannot be easily described in a few
lines, so this section should be seen only as an introduction to the issue.

3.2.2 Communication Infrasturcture and Transport Availability
Communication infrastructure quality supports opportunities for land development. In the case of
brownfields, the existing road network, power supply system, telecommunication system, water
supply system and train transport system - they all enable saving some of the potential investors’
money. But the complexities and risks relating to such an infrastructure ownership or dilapidation
may take part of this advantage away.
How big the opportunity is, it depends on information, how long the particular area was without
security. In the Fig. 3.2 you can see situation when the area was abandoned and all power supply
equipment was stolen. Another “bad surprise” that is connected with technical infrastructure is
based on unrealistic information in maps (information from certain industries used to be
considered “a secret”).

Photo: B. Vojvodíková

Fig. 3.2 - Former Power Supply Equipment.
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Connections with metropolis-like centres are also essential as well as accessibility to vehicle
transport roads being the dominant mode, when people and goods transport are concerned.
Access to rail, water or air transport is also significant and it is required to varying extents typical
for each strongly urbanised region. Centrally located brownfields usually benefit from a high level
of existing public transport provision.

3.2.3 Technical and Moral Value of Structures
The value of existing structures can be classified in many ways and buildings are valued for many
purposes. The most important value, however not the only one, is the value of structured
economic exploitability (market value). Some structures, although valueless or even with a negative
value (due to the fact that they need to be demolished), may be located on a very valuable site
which bumps up their transaction value. The value may also be based not only on technical
conditions, but also on type of a structure. Sometimes a very special building in a good condition
is very difficult to be reused and, on he other side, we can use a building that is not looking very
well but has a good internal disposition - as you can see it in the pictures of Fig. 3.3

Photo: B. Vojvodíková

Fig 3.3 - Former Coal Mine Alexander - Before and After.
If existing structures on site can be economically reused, their value for the community and its
owners is increased and the historical sense of place can be preserved. If the whole structure
cannot be retained, then, at least their parts should be saved in order to preserve the history of the
site.
The historical value of buildings often outlives their technical, moral or economic values. Society
protects this value with suitable historical building protection regulations. The scope and
mechanisms of such a protection may vary from country to country. It is now a common place for
residential, vocational or commercial property to benefit from such protection but industrial
buildings are not always perceived for their cultural value and this may threaten their legal
protection as well as their chance for survival. Industrial archaeology has been developing in slow
pace. It facilitates the regulation of archaeological surveys, description, valorisation and
conservation of industrial monuments. In spite of that, even if a building is not officially protected
by legislation, it may still have substantial historical value. Historical value of structures may be
derived from their various aspects. Some of them are listed here as follows:


Uniqueness (first, best, smallest, largest, etc…).



Artistic or craft quality of the structure.



Connection to an important historical event or person.
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Urban context value (structure is valuable to the townscape).



Skyline value (chimneys, spires and the like…).



Landscape value (a building is valuable to the landscape).

Huge size and sheer number of historically valuable industrial and other buildings or structures,
often superfluous to the market demand, frequently make the process of their retention and reuse
even harder. Thanks to an increasing social acceptance of historical and aesthetic values of the
urban environment, local communities may strongly object in favour of its history and prevent
falling it into ruins or even worse to its complete disappearing under demolition. However,
investors may feel restricted by regulations protecting monumental buildings they can view as an
obstacle to desirable land development. A compromise is often necessary on the side of investors
as well as on the side of historic protection regulators. The range of acceptable reuses of
historically valuable buildings needs, therefore, to allow for more than full restoration with as little
interference in existing structures as possible. It has to allow for structures and buildings
adaptation to new and modern uses, meaning substantial remodelling, reconstruction and
conversion, and up to the final possibility that is demolition.
The necessity for adaptation to quickly changing technologies and modes of life has caused the
frequent reconstruction or renovation of buildings. For these reasons, there are not many buildings
or groups of buildings that still retain their original structure that makes identifying the need for
their protection even more difficult. The most valuable buildings of the best preserved original
form can be converted into museums of technology. They can also store and record the oldest and
best preserved monumental machines and facilities coming from other buildings located close to
factories that are being liquidated.

3.3 Existing Structures - Reuse Potential of Structures
There are three categories of suitability for structure transformations as follows:


Repair and structure strengthening



Possibilities for industrial structure transformations



o

as for the type of industry

o

as for the type of a building

o

as for potential new way of utilization

Demolition – positive and negative effects

Repair of structures
Change in a building function is almost always accompanied by the need for its reconstruction. It is
usually connected with changing a building superstructure loads and it necessitates removal of
some elements of superstructure. Such an interference in the building construction system causes
changes in its internal force distribution that often necessitates reinforcement of some
construction elements. The need for reinforcing and repair works may also result from long-lasting
usage in difficult conditions causing many mechanical defects arising from durability limits of
materials used for construction. Remodelling or strengthening existing buildings is sometimes
much more difficult and costly than designing and erecting new ones. Knowledge of old building
technologies, the ability to carry out materials testing and having the equipment to enable such
strengthening is required. The final decision of possible forms of reconstruction can only be made
by experts with many years of professional building experience.
Also, some of the building material that has been contained in the existing buildings may have
been contaminated by the buildings past use (oil, heavy metals, etc….). The effect of pollution
inside a building on humans is especially serious, as it may represent prolonged exposure. That is
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why, the contaminated parts of buildings, if they are considered for reuse, need to be removed
and replaced by new, sound materials. Decontamination of oil-soaked concrete structures may
mean removing the contaminated concrete - a tedious and expensive business.

Possibilities for industrial structure transformations
By analysing the susceptibility for transformation, with regard to this kind of building, the
following three categories can be distinguished:


the least susceptible, practically impossible to convert: monolithic technological buildings such
as chimneys, freezers, ovens, containers, flyovers, as well as buildings serving special technical
functions such as shafts and hoist towers;



medium susceptible, difficult to convert, large and high or multi-storey monolithic buildings;



the most susceptible, easy to convert: institutional buildings, smaller multi- or one-storey
frame production bays with infrastructure and office buildings;

Fig. 3.4 - Some Examples of Possible Transformation.

3.3.1 Demolition
Demolition results in complete or partial strucure removal from the land surface, and often also
from the subsurface. Demolition and removal are often preferred by investors as an easy and fast
option and it satisfies some of their objectives:


it removes the stigma of past use;



it reduces structural risks;



it reduces contamination risks;



it may help to speed up the development process;



it may prove to be more cost effective (cheaper than a complex reconstruction);



it may produce higher development values for the site.

However, demolition can also have negative effects:


it uproots the historical connections of location;



it is a costly process, especially where there is a large amount of material to be dumped;



it is a less sustainable option regarding material use or reuse (material is carted away and new
materials need to be brought on to site);



it is less sustainable with regard to transport;
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there are increased accident risks for workers and the public;



it can produce public nuisance due to extensive dust and a number of vehicles.

Technologies of brownfield demolition:
Among the structures that interfere with the land restoration, we can include the following:


above-ground and underground objects intended for removal,



line structures – sewage system, piping, cabling,



retaining walls, foundation blocks of steel structures,



earth elements, mounds and tanks,



traffic paved roads, rail sidings.

Their removal is often related to removal speed, price of demolition and ecological risks
accompanied. They include the following:


Legislation bound by law – permission for demolitions,



Reduction of land contamination,



Reduction of noise and dust during demolition works,



Recycling and reuse of building materials and structures,



Transport of demolished and new materials.

Demolition can be carried out by blasting or mechanisms. Demolition works are classified as
hazardous construction activities. They are special construction works that are allowed to be
performed only by professionals with appropriate qualifications.

3.3.2 Technologies for Mechanical Demolition
Mechanical demolition technologies are linked to powerful machines. Demolition by machines is
limited by machine reaching the height of an object using a special device for dismantling the
building including crushing, shearing and gradual demolition of the structure. For mechanical
demolition, technological process of works shall be developed. The demolition of the building
must be approved of by the particular building authority and can be executed immediately after
the decision to demolish has been published.
Technological process of mechanical demolition must contain descriptions of machines, their use,
procedures for machine operation; safety rules must be established. The total number of
demolition machinery, transport equipment and loading machines will be set in the construction
schedule, and timing diagram of the procedure for demolition will be prepared.
The number of machines depends on the size of the demolished object and the type of structure.
In terms of the number of deployed machines, the following machines are used:


machines with height-range for coupling and uncoupling
structure,

components directly from a



machines for raking material accumulated at the foot of a building,



special machines with crushing jaws for disintegration of large parts of structures,



loading and transport mechanisms.

The number of deployed machines causes noise, vibrations and dust throughout the demolition
works.
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Fig. 3.5 - Mechanical Demolition Technologies Are Linked to Powerful Machina.

3.3.3 Technology of Demolition by Using Explosives
For blasting demolition special permission is required. The implementation of blasting demolition
itself must be carried out by a specialist - technical professional for blasting.
In case you perform blasting demolition, a technical project of blasting must be prepared that is
based on the building permit.
For blasting demolition a system of destructive cuts is used in which explosives are placed in shot
holes or attached to steel structure and the object is demolished into free space or in a pile.
Preparation of demolition by blasting is bound to:


processing of a demolition project,



approval of particular official authorities,



drilling performance ,



charging by explosives,



performing a blast itself,



loading and removal of construction waste.

Time associated with a project and permission are influenced by the permitting authority and may
last up to two months. Drilling and charging with explosives including the blasting itself can be
realized in a period of one week. It is followed by loading debris and its removal from ruins.
During the process of demolition by blasting, the workplace is polluted by dust only at the time of
shooting and waste loading. Seismic effects of blasting are solved in the blasting project by
mandatory setting of the maximum charges. Threat to the blast area is secured by protection zone
and the time duration of 20 minutes.
Demolition by blasting is followed by selective excavation of debris by machines and saving it on
intermediates according to the types of materials.
The price of demolition by blasting without mining works is 5 to 10 times lower than demolition by
machines (includes project costs, drilling work costs, explosive price).
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Photo: B. Vojvodíková

Fig. 3.6 - ”Zlaté Hory” Mine before and after Demolition - Charging by Explosives.

3.4

“Know-How Transferability” (lessons learned among the partners) Chapter 3

Slovakia
Site investigation and survey should be a part of initial phase for strategic planning of each
brownfield redevelopment. This should be predominantly driven by public sector bu regarding the
site investigation (as shown in Table 3.1) in Slovakia, a desk top investigation for each brownfield
site is missing due to the lack of interest and lack of publicn financial sources. Outline
investigation, detailed investigation, specialised investigation and due diligence are prepared in
case of interest by a potential investor or by request on behalf of authorities. For the preliminary
investigation, several documents and information are collected (as shown in table 3.1) to get the
best possible information on the relevant brownfield site or building.
The longer a property is being unused the higher the risk of value of the site as of the buildings. It
should be in the interest of owners to protect their belongings against robbery, destruction,
squatting, and further illegal practices. Degradation of physical structures leads to less attractive
appearance causing loss of the overall value of the site. There is always higher probability for
redevelopment of the site if situated close to the existing infrastructure. This advantage is given by
the sites located in urban environments. Current approaches for brownfield redevelopments follow
the idea of keeping as much of the existing structures as possible, especially if we are talking
about historically unique buildings or those with distinctive character. Unfortunately, investors in
Slovakia prefer easier ways of gaining valuable sites in city centres where they demolish all historic
buildings, unless listed as a historical heritage, and start building on already cleared sites.
Sometimes a demolition of buildings is inevitable due to their bad state or critical statics.
Conversion of buildings from a former use to another use that is a common approach in western
countries, is still at its beginning in Slovakia. Investors should more take into consideration
historical memento of the site and its buildings and decide for the complex demolition only in
cases where no other solution is possible. Another issue to be addressed for lessons learned is the
correct timing of the site redevelopment. There are many examples, especially in Bratislava, when
an investor has decided for the complex demolition followed by the development investment of
the site in “wrong time”, e.g. during the period of economic crisis. Decisions resulted in more or
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less demolished and cleared sites, often demolishing historically valuable buildings with potential,
situated in central positions of cities left without further investment and leading to another type of
a brownfield site.

Romania
The recapitalization of the industrial patrimony seems impossible due to a variety of unwise
decisions: bad locations, inadequate materials and dispatching, unsustainable industries. What
stands is only the source of the reusable materials together with the real estate stake of the field
underneath them. The typology of the areas, fields, territories and constructions being in a
situation like this, at a certain time and that demands a certain social attitude, and also an efficient
and quick intervention, is very diverse. The various categories of fields and unused and derelict
constructions can be divided in rural and urban floors. The category which includes the derelict
constructions in the urban area is very diverse in comparison to the rural area: housing areas,
residences; industrial areas and landmarks; special areas (related to certain constructions and
installations); religious, educational, health care constructions; constructions with cultural
functions; monuments, historical sites; vernacular complex of buildings, etc.
The existence of such places with or without constructions, disposed and derelict represents a
vulnerability for communities resulting in economial, social, political, cultural and last but not
least, ecological effects. The processes of such area regenerations are profitable from many
perspectives, such as: social (both local and regional); economical – replacing the existing
constructions and urbanism on the economic track; cultural (genius-loci), identifiable area and
socially and culturally, ecologically, technically and also administratively accepted.
On the other hand, one should emphasize the visual, spatial, volumetric, plastic architectural and
structural intervention in the public, semi-public, semi-private and private areas. Additionally to
this, the image, the redesigned landscape will have a strong impact on the individual mental image
not only for socio-groups but also for communities on the whole. Regeneration, reorientation
represented by changing and adapting some spaces, areas and buildings, determine their
development towards a new purpose which is different and accepted by the community.
Former industrial areas usually cover large territories in the vicinity of city centres, so the potential
of exploiting them is extremely important. For urban development, municipalities should take
regeneration of such areas into consideration, as it is more profitable to regain, reuse, restore and
recycle than to demolish and rebuild from the ground. However, the reuse of these giants faces
various difficulties. Main problems of these constructions concerning the potential of their
reorientation are: - their oversize that makes it very difficult to fit other functions; - their location
away from urban poles next to which they are located; - advanced state of degradation of many of
them; - low-quality materials that do not make good support.

Bulgaria
When it comes to revitalization of deserted industrial areas- brownfields - in Bulgaria, the process
of reconstruction and renovation undergoes the same important steps as in the other EU
countries. The first and most important one is the site investigation of the current situation on-site,
overview of its past use and evaluation of its possible future exploitation. When the needed
information is collected another crucial moment is to be determined - who is the property owner
or owners. The owners can be - the public state or municipality, a private entity or individuals as
well. Bulgaria, similarly to other countries from Southeast Europe, has witnessed a process of
restitution and privatization after 1989 that led to fragmentation of large industrial sites by
numerous owners or by shared ownership. Nowadays, it has been considered as the main difficulty
for the process of revitalization of brownfield properties. Once the aspect of the ownership has
been clarified, the process of redevelopment may begin. A plan is drafted and the predetermined
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actions may take place. The property may be reconstructed or demolished and the land reused
according to its state.
The best known ways for a successful brownfield revitalizations are either by private initiative, most
often by owners or investors, or by participation of local municipalities in regional, national or
European renovation initiatives and development programmes. A good example of a municipality
that actively participated in such a programme is the municipality of the town of Pernik, Bulgaria.
The municipality was a partner in the EU project "Revitalisation of Industrial Areas in South East
Europe- RETINA," as part of the South-East Europe Transnational Cooperation Programme 20072013, funded by the European Regional Development Fund. The project aimed to combine efforts
of Pernik municipality and existing small and medium enterprises that arose after privatization of
the former steel-works "Steel" (STOMANA INDUSTRY SA), in order to build a large industrial
business park in Pernik, so that the attractiveness of the area is increased and new investors are
attracted in the area of Pernik in general.

Self-studies Chapter 3
T1 Use answers from comprehension question of the chapter No. 1 and try to define which part
of carried out surveys during realization failed.
T2 Choose any area of interest and try to make your own easy survey on the public information
which you are able to gain and from maps data.
T3 In cooperation with your colleagues try to design a simple proposal how to paint an office and
new positioning of the furniture – success – congratulations, wish that all brownfields have
that much luck to let all the owners to arrange it that easy.

Sources for Chapter 3
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4

Environmental Aspect of Brownfields Regeneration
By: Barbara Vojvodíková, Marcela Maturová
Environmental aspects in relation to brownfields represent the whole group of problems.
3

One of them is contamination .
As the topic of contaminations and their removal is closely related to brownfields, this chapter is
devoted mainly to the issue of surveying and contamination and subsequent rehabilitation
methods.
Other problem areas should be mentioned, such as fauna and flora on brownfields, especially:


succession plants that made the area green by spontaneous process



plants that thrive well - or even thrive in these contaminated soils, or even contribute to their
decontamination



due to relative peace in the long term derelict sites there may be an incidence of various rare
species of animals and plants.

An integral part of the environmental aspects is also landscaping and integrating of brownfield
land back into the urban structure of the city. The relationship of brownfields and landscape is
clearly evident in reclaiming of dumps or old quarries and other mining remains.
A specific group consists of assessment of the area impact on human beings - health risk
assessment. In this context, kinds of pollution a person can get in contact with the areas examined,
but also if the pollutant has a carcinogenic effect, how long is the impact anticipated to occur and
what type of contact is concerned (dermatological, digestion, etc.)
Each of these areas is quite specific and represents a separate problem area. Given the scope of
the handbook - as mentioned above-the main attention is paid to contamination.

4.1 Contaminated Site
The term 'contaminated site' refers to a well delimited area where the presence of soil
contamination has been confirmed. The severity of the impacts to ecosystems and human health
can be such that remediation is needed, specifically in relation to the current or planned use of the
site.
The term 'potentially contaminated site' includes any site where soil contamination is suspected
but not verified and detailed investigations need to be carried out to verify whether relevant
impacts exist. Contaminated sites in Europe:
In the EEA (European Economic Area) member countries, it is estimated that potentially polluting
activities have occurred at about three million sites. National estimates show that more than 8%
(or nearly 250,000 sites) are contaminated and need to be remediated (see Fig. 4.1). Potentially
polluting activities are estimated to have occurred at nearly 3 million sites (including the 250,000
sites already mentioned) and investigation is needed to establish whether remediation is required.
If current investigation trends continue, the number of sites needing remediation will have
increased by 50% by 2025.
3 Soil contamination is the occurrence of pollutants in soil above a certain level causing deterioration or loss of one or more
soil functions. Soil contamination can also be considered as the presence of man-made chemicals or other alteration in the
natural soil environment. This type of contamination typically arises from the rupture of underground storage tanks, application
of pesticides, percolation of contaminated surface water to subsurface strata, leaching of wastes from landfills or direct
discharge of industrial wastes to the soil. The most common chemicals involved are petroleum hydrocarbons, solvents,
pesticides, lead and other heavy metals. The occurrence of this phenomenon is correlated with the degree of industrialization
and intensity of chemical usage. (European soil portal – Soil data and Information systems 2012
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Source: European Environmental Agency (2007a)

Fig. 4.1 - Number of Sites in European Environmental Agency (x 1000), 2006.
In contrast, more than 80,000 sites have been cleaned up during the last 30 years in the countries
where data on remediation are available. Although the range of polluting activities (and their
relative importance as localised sources of soil contamination) may vary considerably across
Europe, industrial and commercial activities, as well as the treatment and disposal of waste are
reported to be the most important sources (see Fig. 4.2). Although considerable efforts have been
made already, it will take decades to clean up legacy of contamination.

Source: European Environmental Agency (2007a)

Fig. 4.2 - Overview of Activities Causing Soil Contamination in Europe.
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The range of contaminants found in the investigated sites varies from country to country.
However, overall estimates identify heavy metals and mineral oil as the main soil contaminants in
Europe. These estimates are based on the frequency with which a specific contaminant has been
reported to be the most important in the investigated sites. Other contaminants include polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), aromatic hydrocarbons (BTEX), phenols and chlorinated
hydrocarbons (CHC), (see Fig.4.3). Mineral oil and heavy metals are reported as the most relevant
contaminants for groundwater.

Source: European Environmental Agency (2007c)

Fig. 4.3 - Overview of Contaminants Affecting Soil and Groundwater in Europe.
Although most countries in Europe have legislative instruments which apply the "polluter-pays"
principle for contaminated site managements, large sums of public money has been provided to
fund remediation activities. This is due to the limited applicability of the principle in the case of
historical contamination remediation, as many of the legally responsible polluters either no longer
exist, they cannot be identified or are insolvent. This is a common trend all over Europe. On
average, approximately 35% of total expenditure in the surveyed countries is derived from public
budgets. This ranges from a maximum of 100% of public funds employed in the Czech Republic,
FYR of Macedonia and Spain to a minimum of about 7% in France, where a large proportion of
funds comes from the private sector. However, it must be taken into account that only rough data
on public expenditures are widely available and information on private expenditures is patchy.
How to treat different types of contamination throughout the area has been well illustrated in
Figure 4.4.
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Source: U.S. EPA, 1997

Fig. 4.4 - Conceptual Site Model.
If municipalities or regions want to know how big is the problem of the current contamination,
they can use the following steps:


First step is identifying which one is a threat area, which sites represent potential threat and
which one is without any problem – evaluation of priorities.



Based on this information, the second step is to prepare environmental assessment evaluation
on the sites where contamination data are incomplete or absent and the area might be
potentially threatening.

Priority Evaluation – Categorization of Contaminated or Potentially Contaminated
Sites
This is based on the official document of the Ministry of the Environment of the Czech Republic. As
the evaluation is based on the principal risk analysis, results can be used not only for visualization
of the present state but also to initiate discussion on further steps in dealing with particular areas.
It is can be seen in table E1 in more details:
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Table 4.1 - Priority Evaluation – Categorization of Contaminated or Potentially Contaminated Sites.

Category

Locality exploration characteristics and current or
potential consequences of contamination

Further actions

A1

Current inacceptable risk to human Health 2 has been
confirmed arising from contamination at the site caused by
current usage patterns, or spread of contamination has been
confirmed with the impending emergence of non-acceptable
health risk.

Corrective action is
promptly necessary

A2

Contamination has been confirmed above the level of
concentration limits set by legislation 2, 3 or inability to use the
site in accordance with applicable land plan 4
Or contamination spread from the polluted locality if
confirmed.

A3

Contamination has been confirmed but none of the above
mentioned situations - neither current risk to human health nor
contradiction with legislation but it is a general incompatibility
with the interests of environment protection or other interests
protected under special regulations 5.

Corrective action is
necessary

Corrective action is
desirable

Insufficient P4.

P4

Information for evaluation and final conclusions – at the
moment it is impossible to exclude necessity for corrective
measures.

Survey of decontamination
is necessary

No information on contamination – the locality should be
perceived as suspecious.
Insufficient P4.

P3

Information for evaluation and final conclusions – at the
moment is impossible to exclude necessity for corrective
measures.
Contamination has been confirmed by random sampling,
insufficient amount of information does not allow to make
final conclusions.

Survey of decontamination
is necessary

P2

Contamination ihas been confirmed, no current risk for human
health has been confirmed, there is no conflict with legislation
or other interests. However, we do not know whether the
contamination spreads or not - the need for correcting
measures cannot be excluded.

Further contamination
development monitoring
during the time is
necessary

P1

Contamination, which could mean the emergence of nonacceptable health risks in the event of the functional use
change of the site or area for more sensitive, compared with
current use.

Necessity of institutional
control of the site usage

Above level but low contamination – neither risk

N2

for human health nor conflict with other legislation or

No action is necessary

interests, nor any multi-use of the locality restrictions.

N1

Known background of site use virtually eliminates the risk of
contamination above background levels.

No action is necessary

N0

Non-existence of contamination above background level has
been confirmed by surveying.

No action is necessary
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Source: translation – Ministry of Enviroment (2008)



Localities included in categories A1, A2 or A3 - there is an existing problem that has been
indentified



Category P1 - P4 – contamination may be a problem but we do not have enough information
on it



Localities in Category N0 - N1 do not need any action.

This methodology was used in Ostrava (Czech Republic). The Fig 4.5 shows the district of Ostrava –
Přívoz.

Fig. 4.5 - Locality Categorization in Ostrava – Application of Priority Evaluation.
This methodology needs to be carried out by experts and requires time and money but it provides
a very good and very useful material for discussion on the future. A map can be a good device for
opening a discussion with politicians or other people with little knowledge on detailed situation of
contamination in a particular city.
Another useful tool that can be used for fast evaluation (especially for industrial sites) is the
information stated in the Table 4.2. For using this table it is necessary to be informed on the
former area utilization and it gives basic information on contaminants and threats implicated by
the former utilization type.
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Table 4.2 - Typical Contaminants and Some Industrial Process Risk Categories.

Operation

Typical contamination

Risk Categories

Mine surface part

-

2

Coke production

PAH, BTEX, cyanide, pesticides, phenols

4

Coal-gas production

PAH, BTEX, cyanide, pesticides, phenols

3-4

Power production

heavy metals

2

Metallurgy

heavy metals, local PAH, petroleum products

2

Non-ferrous metallurgy

heavy metals

2

Surface processing of metals

heavy metals, cyanide

2-3

Machinery, ironworks

oil, CCH

2

Chemical industry- organic

depends on production character

2-4

Chemical industry - inorganic

often heavy metals, depends on production character

2-3

Rubber industry, vulcanization

heavy metals, PAH

2

Electronics

oil, CCH, PCB

2-3

Food industry

–

1

Printing

CCH, BTEX, heavy metals

2

Building materials

–

1

Asbestos-based materials

asbestos fibre

3

Paper industry

heavy metals, asbestos

1-2

Glass, ceramics

heavy metals

1-2

Textile industry

–

1

Leather industry

heavy metals

2-3

Source: Tylčer J.: Brownfields snadno a lehce- příloha 4, Praha 2005

Abbreviations: PAH – polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons; BTEX - is an acronym that stands for
aromatic hydrocarbons -benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylenes; CCH - chlorine and
chlorinated hydrocarbons, PCB – polychlorinated biphenyls.
Categories of risks for human health and environment:
1

Low risk of contaminated site, usually does not require further environmental assessment,
does not limit functional use of the locality either.

2

Medium risk of contaminated site, localised, requires further environmental assessment,
usually redevelopment action is not required, no limits for further use of the locality either.

3

High risk of contaminated site, localised, requires environmental assessment, the
redevelopment action is local but quite demanding, sometimes limits possibilities for further
use of the locality.

4

Very high risk of contaminated site, extended, requires full scale of environmental
assessment, the redevelopment action is costly and time consuming, usually limits possibilities
for further use of the locality.

The classification provides only rough assessment of contaminated sites.
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4.2 Environmental Brownfields Site Assessment
The purpose of this phase is to determine the likelihood that some form of environmental
contamination is present at the site. Historical utilization of the site as well as materials used and
produced on site will guide the specific assessment strategy, sampling type and chemical
analysis to be done.
Traditionally, brownfield environmental assessment covers the three following phases:


Brownfield site assessment,



environmental browmfilds site investigation



development of remedial actions

Brownfield site assessment - Preliminary examination of a site with the purpose of determining
potential contamination. It includes a review of present and historical land utilizations and
preliminary tests of places that are suspicious.
Environmental brownfields site investigation - This phase includes a more thorough review of
conditions at the site. Typically, it includes the following:


Performing soil borings and collecting soil samples;



Installing water monitoring wells and collecting groundwater samples from each well;



Analysing all samples on potential contaminants existence.

Remediation strategy based on sampling the site. Results will give a detail information, based on
this information it is possible to count the costs.
The scope of environmental sampling can be illustrated by a sample’s life with the following seven
consecutive steps. These seven steps of a sample’s life are as follows:
1

a sample is planned (“conceived”);

2

a sampling point is identified;

3

the sample is collected;

4

the sample is transferred to the laboratory;

5

the sample is analyzed;

6

the sample expires and is discarded;

7

the sample reincarnates as a chemical data point.

Simply, the scope of environmental sampling addresses the following aspects related to sampling:


Where to take samples from?



When to take samples?



How to take samples?



How many samples to take?



How often will the samples be taken?



How many samples are needed?



How to preserve samples?



How long will the sample remain stable?



What to take (soil, water, air)?



What to analyze (physical, chemical, biological)?



Who will keep the samples (sample custody)?
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The choice of where from (spatially) and when (temporally) to take samples, generally, should be
based on sound statistics. The best sample number is the largest sample number possible. But one
should keep in mind that no sample number will compensate for a poor sampling design.
Recommendation of further steps is based on valid legislation.

Box 3
Methodological Guidelines “Criteria on Soil and Groundwater Contamination“ (for the Czech
Republic) since 1996
Now used only for basic information - the methodology is no longer mandatory.
A Limit represents background values for naturally occurring compounds or detection limits. Values exceeding
the A limit indicate contamination.
B Limit indicates the need for further investigation. Values exceeding the B limit indicate contamination with
possible adverse affects for human health or environment. The Methodological Guidelines state that it is
necessary to obtain additional data to evaluate its significance and associated risks. Therefore, B limits
represent trigger values for further investigation or action such as gathering additional data, initiating a
monitoring programme, etc.
C Limit is an indicative of soil/groundwater impact that may represent significant risks for human health or
environment. Values exceeding the C limit represent contamination that may indicate significant risks for
human health or environment. C limits are divided into three subgroups recommended for inhabited,
recreation and industrial zones. The significance of risk can be verified only by risk assessment. Risk-based
recommended clean-up levels may be even higher than C values.

Surface Water and Waste-water Sampling
Fresh surface waters are commonly separated into three categories:


flowing waters (rivers, streams, and creeks),



static waters (lakes, lagoons, ponds, and artificial impoundments),



and estuaries.

Waste-waters include mine drainage, landfill leachate, and industrial effluents. These waters differ
in their characteristics; therefore sample collection must be adapted to each.

Groundwater Sampling
Groundwater sampling is probably the most complex of all and it is inherently difficult. The first
and most obvious is the installation of a sampling well in a manner that does not change the
integrity of the surrounding water. The most challenging task in routine groundwater sampling,
among others, is the following work:


To characterize groundwater flow



To purge and stabilize groundwater prior to sampling



To minimize cross-contamination due to well materials and sampling devices.

Soil and Sediment Sampling
Soil sampling at a shallow depth is relatively an easy task. Sediment sampling is analogous to soil
sampling at some extent, for example, with regards to sample compositing and post-sampling
pre-treatment (homogenizing, splitting, drying, and sieving).
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Additional concerns for sediment sampling include factors that affect sample representativeness,
such as waterway width, flow, and bottom characteristics. Sediments are typically heterogeneous
in composition and are subject to variation in texture, bulk composition, water content, and
pollutant content. Therefore, large numbers of samples may be required to characterize a small
area.

Hazardous Waste Sampling
Waste come from a variety of sources, including drums, storage tanks, lab packs, impoundments,
waste piles surfaces, and debris. (There is no established protocol for debris, since the irregular

and/or large pieces of materials such as metal, plastic and wood present challenge both in
sampling and subsequent sample preparation). Sampling approaches, therefore, vary considerably
for each type of these wastes.
For waste impoundments, contaminant concentrations will mostly be stratified by depth and vary
horizontally from the point of waste entry to the further end of the impoundment. Surface
sampling is unique because of the techniques and the way to express results. Surface sampling
includes wipe, chip, and dust sampling depending on surface types and materials to be collected.

Biological sampling
Biological sampling rests on the responsibility of trained ecologists or biologists. In addition to
residual analysis, biota sampling may be aimed at toxicological testing on contaminated sediment
and surface water, or even community response assessment-based sampling results from
terrestrial vegetation, benthic organisms, or fish, just to name a few.

Air and Stack Emission Sampling
Common types of air samples include ambient (outdoor) air, indoor or workplace air, and air from
stacks or other types of emission exhausts, such as automotive exhausts. Soil air is sometimes
collected for special purpose such as from landfills or brownfields.

4.3

Remediation Methods
The purpose of soil remediation is two-fold:


to eliminate the exposure of humans and living organisms to contaminants,



to eliminate the sources of contamination to groundwater.

Systems of decontamination
“In situ” decontamination is a treatment method that involves removing the pollutants in place
and cleaning soil and groundwater.
"Ex-situ" means that contaminated materials are extracted or removed from the environment,
either definitively (in the case of destruction), or temporarily (in the case that the contaminated
products are "cleaned").
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Pollutant immobilization - Disintegration or transformation of pollutants - examples


Barriers– grout curtains , slurry walls, sheet piling cut-off walls



Exchange from liquid phase to soil phase by chemical reaction
o

Solidification = physical transition (mixture with cement, ashes)

o

Stabilization = chemical binding of contaminants into stable form (some binding agents)

(Application for: PAH, PH, phenol, chlorinated hydrocarbons, heavy metals (Pb, Hg, As, Zn, Cd,
Cr), Restrictions: unsaturated zone should be higher than 1.5 m, Timing: relatively quick methods
(depends on speed of reactions and time of solidification of binders), days up to weeks)

Extraction and separation from environment - examples


Low temperature thermal desorption: 90 – 320° C – vocative substance



High temperature thermal desorption: 320 – 560° C – semivolative, PAU, PCB, pesticides, Pb



Thermal desorption or Incineration: 870 – 1200° C – PCB, dioxins, chloride hydrocarbons......



Soil washing



Pump and treat



Venting



Air Stripping

Disintegration or transformation of pollutants


Chemical oxidation “in situ”

4.3.1 Description of Decontamination Methods
Sources for this chapter (Environmental Protection Emergency (2001) A Citizen’s Guide to Thermal
Desorption [EPA 542-F-01-003] , A Citizen’s Guide to Air Stripping [EPA 542-F-01-016], A Citizen’s
Guide to Activated Carbon Treatment [EPA 542-F-01-020], A Citizen’s Guide to Bioremediation
[EPA 542-F-01-001-], and A Citizen’s Guide to ChemicalOxidation [EPA 542-F-01-013]
Environmental Protection Emergency (2001) A Citizen’s Guide to Thermal Desorption [EPA 542-F01-003] A Citizen’s Guide to Excavation [EPA 542-F-01-023] A Citizen’s Guide to Soil Washing [EPA
542-F-01-008]

Barriers
Grout curtains are composed of bentonite and/or Portland cement and are injected under
pressure in soils to create a barrier. The soil formation must be unconsolidated and porous to
allow for proper placement of the injected grout. Staggered lines of holes are drilled before the
injection of the grout begins. The injected grout flows through the porous medium between holes
to form a continuous barrier. Recent advances in grout technology allow the use of chemical
grouts that have a wide range of viscosities. Lower grout viscosities are necessary in instances
where soils have low permeabilities.

Slurry walls are trenches excavated down to an impervious layer. Depth to 50 meters and width of
1.5 metre are quite obvious. Trenches are filled with a low-permeability material. A bentonite slurry
mixed with excavated soil or other suitable soil is used to fill the trench. Additives, such as
polymers can also be used to decrease the slurry and protect its integrity. Cement-bentonite walls
can also be used. In this case, the excavated soil is replaced by cement in the slurry mixture in
order to produce a solid and permanent wall. These walls, however, are more susceptible to
chemical degradation.
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Sheet piling cut-off walls are a series of pilings of concrete, wood or steel that are driven in the
ground to an impervious layer to form a cut-off wall. Depths up to 35 metres have been reached
using this technique. However, this technique cannot be used in rocky soils due to the difficulty in
driving the piles. Also, sheet piles are subject to chemical degradation or corrosion that leads to
leaks and failures to prevent containment of contaminants.

Thermal desorption
Thermal desorption removes harmful chemicals from soil and other materials (like sludge and
sediment) by using heat to change the chemicals into gases. These gases are collected with special
equipment. The dust and harmful chemicals are separated from the gases and disposed of safely.
The clean soil is returned to the site. Thermal desorption is not the same as incineration, which
uses heat to destroy chemicals.
Thermal desorption uses equipment called a desorber to clean polluted soil. Soil is excavated and
placed in the desorber. It works like a large oven. When soil gets hot enough, the harmful
chemicals evaporate. To get the soil ready for the desorber, workers may need to crush it, dry it,
blend it with sand, or remove debris. This allows the desorber to clean the soil more evenly and
easily.
Thermal desorption systems can clean over 20 tons of polluted soil per hour. The time it takes to
clean up a site using thermal desorption depends on:


the amount of polluted soil



the condition of the soil (Is it wet or dry? Does it contain a lot of debris?)



type and amounts of harmful chemicals present

Clean-up can take only a few weeks at small sites with small amount of chemicals. If the site is
large and chemical levels are high, clean-up can last for years.

Source: United States Environmental Protection Emergency (2001g)

Fig. 4.6 - Thermal Desorption Diagram.
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Pump and treat
Pump and treat is a common method for cleaning up groundwaters. Pumps are used to bring
polluted groundwater to the surface where it can be cleaned up (treated) more easily.
Groundwater is the water that has been collected underground in the spaces between dirt particles
and crack within rocks. Groundwater flows underground and may empty into rivers or lakes. Many
people rely on groundwater as the source of their daily water needs.
To remove polluted water from underground, an extraction system is built. This system usually
consists of one or more wells equipped with pumps. When pumps work, they pull the polluted
groundwater into wells and up to the surface. There water flows into a holding tank and then on to
a treatment system, where it is cleaned. There are a number of treatment methods that can be
used either to destroy polluting chemicals or to remove them for proper disposal into a public
sewer, or into a pond. In order for pumping and treating to be efficient, first, the pollution source
must be removed, so that it will not continue to seep into groundwaters. For example, leaking oil
drums or tanks must be removed and the surrounding polluted soil must be cleaned up (United
States Environmental Protection Emergency (2001e)).

Source: United States Environmental Protection Emergency (2001e)

Fig. 4.7 - Pump and Treat – Diagram.
A pump and treat clean-up is a relatively slow process. It will usually last at least five to ten years
but can last for decades. The time it takes depends on:


type and amount of harmful chemicals present



size and depth of polluted groundwaters



type of soil and rocks in the area

Air Stripping
It is a process of forcing air through polluted water to remove harmful chemicals. The air causes
the chemicals turn from liquid to gas (evaporate). The gas is then collected and cleaned. It has
commonly been used to treat groundwaters as part of a pump and treat remedy.
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Source: (United States Environmental Protection Emergency (2001b).

Fig. 4.8 - Air Stripper Diagram.
Air strippers can be brought to the site so polluted water does not have to be transported to a
clean-up facility. Polluted water is contained throughout clean-up so there is no chance for
contacting water. Polluted gases that are produced by air stripping are cleaned up and tested.
The time it takes to clean up groundwater or surface water using air stripping depends on several
factors:


amount of polluted water



types and amounts of harmful chemicals present



rate that water can be pumped



number of air strippers used

Depending on a site, it can take many years to complete a clean-up.
Air stripping works best on water containing chemicals that evaporate easily (like fuels and
solvents). Air stripping can remove about 99% of these chemicals in case it has been properly
designed. Air stripping cannot remove metals, PCBs, or other chemicals that do not evaporate.
Air strippers are simple to construct at a site and easy to maintain.

Soil washing
Soil washing “scrubs” soil to remove and separate the portion of soil that is most polluted. This
reduces the amount of soil that needs further clean-up. Soil washing alone may not be enough to
clean polluted soil. Therefore, most often it is used with other methods that complete the cleanup. Chemicals tend to stick or sorb to some types of soil more than others. For instance, chemicals
sorb more to fine-grained soils like silt and clay than to larger-grained soils like sand and gravel.
Soil washing helps separate the silt and clay from the larger-grained, cleaner soils. Soil washing
can clean up a variety of chemicals, such as fuels, metals, and pesticides that can sorb to soil.
Before using soil washing, soil dug from the polluted area is sifted to remove large objects, like
rocks and debris. The sifted soil is placed in a machine called a scrubbing unit. Water is added to
the polluted soil in the scrubbing unit. The mixture of soil and water is passed through sieves,
mixing blades, and water sprays. This washes the silt and clay from larger-grained soil and
separates them. Some of the pollution may dissolve in the water or float to the top. The polluted
wash water is removed and cleaned up at a treatment plant.The clean water then can be reused in
the scrubbing unit or discharged. The silt and clay may be washed again in the scrubbing unit or
cleaned using another method like bioremediation or thermal desorption. The sand and gravel
that settle to the bottom of the scrubbing unit also are tested for chemicals. If sand and gravel are
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clean, they can be placed back on the site. If pollution is still present, they are washed again in the
scrubbing unit. If necessary, another method is used to finish the clean-up.

Source: (United States Environmental Protection Emergency (2001f).

Fig. 4.9 - Soil Washing Diagram.
The time it takes to clean up a site using soil washing depends on several factors:


the amount of silt, clay, and debris in the soil



type and amount of pollution in the soil

Clean-up usually takes weeks to months, depending on the site.

Bioremediation
Bioremediation is a method that uses microorganisms to mediate the transformations of
hazardous chemicals to less toxic or non-toxic compounds. Bioremediation can be an efficient and
cost-effective method to treat contaminated soils. There are various bioremediation technologies,
ranging from the use of natural bacterial organisms for degrading specific compounds. The
microorganisms needed for the biodegradation process can either be present as a sustention in
the liquid phase or attached to the solid phase. In the liquid phase, microorganisms are suspended
in water and consume the dissolved chemical compounds. The chemical compounds
(contaminants) diffuse through the cell wall of the microorganisms and are consumed for
biological growth and energy. In soils, microorganisms may attach to the solid phase, thus forming
a biological film on the soil surface. In this case, contaminants may travel through the biological
film and then adsorb on the cell walls before being consumed.

Bioremediation – in situ
Bioventing – Adding of oxygen for better biological decomposition of contaminant oxygen and
sustenance to microorganism. Application for: PH, PAH, BTEX (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene,
and xylenes) a naphthalene, biological decomposable substances Timing: slow remediation
technology (from 5 months to several years), the speed depends on type of contaminant, its
concentration and grade of weathering.
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Bioaugmentation – supported by microorganisms
Fytoremediation – using ability of plants


fytodegradation, plant reduce a pollutant (White rote fungus),



fytostimulation (plants give nutrients to microorganizm)



fytoextraction plant absorb pollutant- (Phyto-accumulation) lettuce, tobacco

Bioremediation ex-situ
Composting – Soil is mixed with organic materials (straw, bark, sawdust, shavings, chips) ratio of C
and N should be 30:1, so that a thermophilic decomposition would be optimal. Application for:
explosives (trinitrotoluene), PCB. Timing: several days up to 18 months, depends on concentration
of contaminant and limits for remediation.
Land farming – Process that is performed in the upper soil zone or in biotreatment cells.
Contaminated soils, sediments, or sludges are incorporated into the soil surface and periodically
turned over (tilled) to aerate the mixture. Application for: oily sludge and other petroleum
refinery wastes, PAU, pesticides. Timing: soil (6 –12 months), slugde (12 –18 months).
Bioremediation processes for excavated contaminated soil include biopiles, landfarming,
composting, and slurry reactors. Biopiles are created by spreading contaminated soils on a lined
treatment bed. Air and/or nutrients dissolved inwater are flushed through the soil pile to optimize
the biodegradation of the contaminants in the soil. Landfarming is conducted by spreading
contaminated soils on the surface of the ground to enhance natural microbial degradation of
contaminants in the soil. This method has been successful in treating petroleum refinery waste in
areas where air emissions do not pose unacceptable levels of health risks. Composting has been
used extensively to manage municipal waste water treatment sludge and is currently being tested
to treat contaminated wastes. The organic contaminants are degraded within the compost matrix
consisting of contaminated soils and sludge mixed with sources of organic carbon and bulking
agents such as straw, wood chips, and saw dust. The microbial degradation is maintained by
optimizing temperature, oxygen, moisture level and nutrient levels in the pile. Slurry reactors
combine contaminated soil and nutrient-rich water in bioreactor vessels or lined lagoons to form
aqueous slurry where biodegradation occurs. Mixing must be continuous and oxygen must be
supplied to enhance aerobic microbial activity.
Before using bioremediation to treat contaminated soils, it is important to investigate the
biodegradability of contaminants. Some contaminants can be completely biodegraded
(mineralized). Others may persist and require more appropriate conditions, such as, better
availability of nutrients and favourable environmental factors (temperature, moisture content, pH).
In general, water soluble compounds are more biodegradable than insoluble ones. The aerobic
biodegradation process is preferred over anaerobic biodegradation because it is a faster process.
There are other innovative ways to remediate soils. One of these methods is phytoremediation.
This method uses plants to remediate inorganic or organic contaminants at the root zone in soils.
The advantages of phytoremediation are soil stabilization and minimization of contaminant
leaching, aesthetic improvements of low capital costs. Heavy metals can be bioaccumulated in
plant tissues. These inorganic compounds are very often vital plant nutrients for growth and
development. Phytoremediation does not work below the root zone or in soils that are too
contaminated and toxic for plant or tree growing.
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Some plants species, metallophytes, are known for their high metal burdens. They are able to grow
and germinate on soils with a high concentration of heavy metals or on soils contaminated with
metals from industrial processes. They are often used for revitalising artificial metal containing
waste dumps with low pH and strongly reduced access to biogenic minerals. In such places other
plant species have strongly reduced their growth or are unable to survive at all. Some
metalophytes that accumulate metals in their tissues, are successfully used in phytoremediation
technologies to clean soil from metals accumulated during industrial activities.

4.4

“Know-How Transferability” (lessons learned among the partners) Chapter 4

Slovakia
Brownfield sites are potential sources of pollution depending on their history. There is no official
document with the number of contaminated brownfield sites in Slovakia, yet. Based on the site
history, it is possible to predict what type of contamination and in what extent to expect. In urban
areas, especially in larger cities, brownfields from industrial production can be found. The
environmental burden of these sites is more significant as they present danger to the urban
environment they are settled in. Each soil, water, air contamination must be remediated in
accordance with verified processes, as well as in accordance with local laws. The Chapter provides
a list and description of remediation and decontamination methods that can be used for
environmental assessments of the site. The most well-known example of decontamination in
Slovakia is the Eurovea Project. Soil and water of the site were heavily contaminated by oil and
heavy metals from the past production (for more information see Chapter 11). Excavation of the
soil into 22m depth was necessary and further disposal of the soil was inevitable. Less polluted soil
and water were decontaminated in situ. Remediation and decontamination is very costly and has a
direct impact on the financial part of a project. If the costs for dismantling environmental burdens
are higher than the potential profit, brownfield sites are not being remediated and are left in the
current state of art.

Romania
Environmental problems of brownfields demand for both a gradual approach and a series of
specific actions and policies such as:


Recognizing the vulnerability of endangered valuable industrial heritage (because of natural
causes but also from deliberate human actions) and acknowledging the need of its protection,
intervention and regeneration towards sustainable development on national, regional and
local territorial levels.



Necessities for strategies, policies, action plans and projects on three levels:



o

Natural aspects including determination of types and values of brownfield effects upon
natural elements (water, air, soil, vegetation, flora, fauna, etc.);

o

Anthropogenic aspects: building elements, constructions, industrial ensembles and sites as
parts of the man-built environment;

o

Landscape aspects that combine the previous two (anthropogenic and natural ones) but in
relation to man as an individual, social group and society that perceives this landscape in
both temporary evolution and through the filter of national, regional and local cultural
models.

Introducing substantiation studies specific to brownfields in urban and territorial planning
documentations, within specific environmental chapters;
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Analysis of connections between these areas and built-up and natural environments of the
area, locality and region;



Developing specific strategies, policies, programmes and projects of intervention and action in
order to diminish aggressive impacts on the environment in these areas;



Developing strategies, policies and programmes to improve the landscape in these areas;



Doubling the provisions of urban planning with funding strategies for these programmes in
order to improve, reduce (effective and visual) pollution and protect the environment in
brownfields in a short, medium and long terms;



Interpretation of industrial sites as resources for sustainable development (use of land,
constructions, landscapes for development), giving new functions to old sites.

Bulgaria
A serious brownfield environmental problem for Bulgaria is the inefficient and unsustainable use of
natural resources. Soil erosion is a major irreversible degradation process in Bulgaria that
manifests itself in the reduction of soil profile, loss of fertility and water pollution.
Environmental risks and contamination problems are related to the lack of: effluent treatment
plants; organized system for collecting household waste in many villages and in some towns;
provision of infrastructure for hazardous waste management. Ambient air quality in many urban
areas fails to meet the standards.
National policy for remediating past damages caused by industrial plants’ activities is being carried
out through involving the Governmental institutions in the process.
With funds granted by GEF (Global Environmental Facility) and with the assistance of the United
Nations Environment Programme, the Ministry of Environment and Water, Bulgaria has developed
National Implementation Plan for the Management of Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs).
The South of the Central Region has been identified as the most gravely polluted region regarding
air, waters and soils followed, by the South-western Region. In the North-western Region, there are
no areas with cumulative environmental problems.

Self-studies Chapter 4
T1 Brief list of methods is mentioned/attached – try to find out other methods which are common
in your country.
T2 Try to design method operations and available methods when the locality is contaminated by
heavy metals and also organic pollutions with polluted saturated zone. Take into account
individual residences near the area of interest.
T3 Try to find out what hyperacumulants are and for what can be used.
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Management and Economic Aspects of Brownfields
Regeneration
By: Mária Zúbková
The primary function of management lies in the satisfaction of a range of stakeholders. This
typically involves making a profit (for the shareholders), creating valued products at a reasonable
cost (for customers) and providing rewarding employment opportunities (for employees). As a
discipline, management comprises the interlinking functions of formulating corporate policy and
organizing, planning, controlling, and directing the firm's resources to achieve the policy's
objectives. Management is the act of getting people together to accomplish desired goals and
objectives using available resources efficiently and effectively.
Core instruments used in the process of brownfields redevelopment are as follows (see table 5.1).
Management comprises planning, organizing, staffing, leading or directing, and controlling an
organization (a group of one or more people or entities) or effort for the purpose of
accomplishing a goal. Resourcing encompasses the deployment and manipulation of human
resources, financial resources, technological resources and natural resources.
From the viewpoint of brownfields redevelopment, the goal/output is re-used structure/revitalized
area.
One of the key drivers of brownfield regeneration is the economic revitalization of an urban area
and the potential profit to be made. When examining the effects of economic globalization and
the growing challenges of current European real estate markets, the role of brownfields
redevelopment as a means for supporting economic development and competitiveness across
Europe has become more prominent. This is particularly true in more traditional formerly industrial
areas, where the economic possibilities associated with brownfield site redevelopment are
increasingly acknowledged.
Redevelopment of brownfields is a stimulus to local economic development and impacts several
markets of economy:


land market;



real estate market;



labour market;



capital market;



financial market;



market of resources;



infrastructure market;



market of innovations.
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Table 5.1 - Instruments used in brownfields redevelopment.

Structure of the management instruments
Types/categories of instruments
National Property
Property ownership
Land consolidation
Development, planning, construction
1

Legal and Institutional
Instruments

Environmental legislation
Agricultural land protection
Self governmental responsibilities
Minerals protection law
Forestry law
Cultural heritage
Analytical, inventorial and monitoring instruments
Planning procedures

2

Planning Instruments

Planning procedures
Decision making procedures (executive)
Permissions, regulation

Core
instruments

Other formal planning/management instruments
Property market intervention
Land/infrastructure/
ownership/accessibility
Rent allowances
3

Economic Instruments

Demand/sale guaranties
Joint enterprises, PPP
Marketing support
Other economic instruments
Grant schemes (public, private)
Direct investments (public, private)
Funds (Structural funds, National development funds)

4

Financial Instruments

Insurance and cumulative funds
Tax systems (state or local, land or income or special)
and delivery
Credits, loans, interests, and subsidies
Other financial instruments
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Fig. 5.1 - Relation between brownfield redevelopment and markets.
Land market and real estate market are the markets where the feedback to brownfield
redevelopment has been identified as the most affecting process of redevelopment. Land market
is characterized by location of land that is fixed but not homogenous, where transaction activities
for land property take place. Economists define land as comprising all naturally occurring
resources, such as geographical locations and mineral deposits. Land is one of the three functions
of economy, along with labour and capital. In comparison with them land is quite fixed: its size and
characteristics are quite fixed. It is possible to take out individual sites that are in the ownership.
The sites become the subject of trade and economic value of the site is influenced by its
characteristics and by its location that determines how high the costs of the access of people,
goods and materials will be. The sites are also subjects to the ground rent/lease and the money
rent. Real estate market is a particular type of market, it comprises land and anything
permanently affixed to the land, such as buildings, fences and those things attached to the
buildings and refers to rights in real property as well as to the property itself that can be owned,
sold, rented, donated, inherited. There are potential buyers and sellers of real estate property in
any given time and in any geographic area. The number of potential buyers and sellers depends
on current economic situation. Real estate market often functions on renting/leasing. The height of
the ground rent depends on utilization of the ground and its surroundings as well as on the
potential of utilization. Usually the ground rent and the money rent of the built sites is higher than
from the sites with agricultural use. There are various theories of the ground rent, (in produce rent
is from pre-industrial times) but the most important for brownfield redevelopments is the classical
one, according to liberal economic theory, where the rent is the outcome of interactions between
supply and demand of the sites. Developing companies as stakeholders, who take the
redevelopment process forward, must take into account that the costs of brownfield
redevelopment can increase up to the rate that is not economical. In these cases there must be
financial support to the project. There are also specific needs and aspects on the side of
developing company. To the key aspects belong: kind of production (its demand on labour force,
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capital, natural resources, research and development potential) or accessibility of the markets.
Simply said, sub-supplying company demanding on logistics will try to be located as close as
possible to its customer or the production demanding on cheap labour market will not be located
close to a capital. Therefore stakeholders considering redevelopment of brownfields should be
clear about factors or requirements that are important for the developer, for potential users of the
area (owner or tenant). In the practice there are, except for economic objectives, also sociopolitical objectives, mainly in the cases where the state or the region or the city want to contribute
to the revitalization of the whole area through the redevelopment of its brownfields.

5.1 Economic conditions for regeneration
To characterize different types of sites in terms of their economic viability and highlighting how
status can change based on variation in location standing, site treatment costs and other
economic conditions, can help policy makers identify strategies that can improve the economic
viability and status of sites. Different types of brownfield regeneration projects, representing their
economic status, can be illustrated by using a conceptual model elaborated in the frame of 5FP
project R&D CABERNET (2005) that has already been mentioned in the chapter 1 for likelihood of
reuse. From economic and management point of view it is important to distinguish between the
types of sites, recognized by the ABCD model that identifies three sites, according to their
economic status (due to the for example the cost of regeneration, the value of the land, etc). Sites
are classified as:
A Sites – these represent sites that are highly economically viable and the development projects
are driven by private funding
B Sites – these sites are characterized as being on the borderline of profitability. These projects
tend to be funded through public-private co-operation or partnerships
C-D Sites – are not in a condition where regeneration can be profitable. Their regeneration relies
on these sites represent mainly public sector or municipality driven projects which are of low
economic viability. Public funding or specific legislative instruments (e.g. tax incentives) are
required to stimulate regeneration of these sites.
Table 5.2 - Types of brownfields from economic and management aspects.

Brownfields
Beneficial Location

(A Sites)
Less Beneficial
Location

(B Sites)
Non-Commercial
Localities

(C Sites)
Accident Situation

(D Sites)

This kind of localities are commercially viable sites. They will be taken by the market. The
benefits for the community can be increased by public non-monetary policy.

These are marginally viable sites. There is a need for public intervention and
involvement of public money. Usual ratio of public and private money is 1:5.

These are non-viable sites. Usually the objectives follow more social aspects or
protection of the environment. Share of public finance is higher, usually 1:1 up to 1:4.
These are sites that are risky to public safety or health. If there is no one responsible for
the situation, the removal of damages must be paid from public finance.
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The A-B-C-D model also highlights the funding drivers for brownfield While much brownfield land
is being brought back into beneficial use solely by the market (i.e. category A sites), in other
cases, vacant and derelict brownfield land persists (i.e. category B and C-D sites). These persistent
sites can often be concentrated in areas of social deprivation, and so policiy to deal with the
backlog of vacant and derelict brownfield land is clearly a crucial component of urban
regeneration – and the challenge is to accelerate the pace at which the market is able to absorb
brownfield land. If the perceived value of a site is less than anticipated costs, the site will remain
vacant or under–used for the foreseeable future (category B and C-D sites). This can only change
if there is some means of creating a surplus of value over cost. Policy initiatives can variously seek
to raise market values or to reduce anticipated costs or combine both approaches.

Fig. 5.2 - A-B-C-D Model from economic aspects (based on Cabernet, 2005).
Only modest adjustments to perceived costs and values are required for the market to redevelop
category B. In contrast, the market is highly unlikely to be able to respond with category C-D sites,
implying a more leading role for the public agencies (whether at national, regional or municipality
level). Therefore, a proportion of brownfield sites (i.e. category B) can be taken forward by the
private sector if the public sector is able to assist with the costs (or values) at the margin, rather
than requiring leading investment to be made by public agencies. C-D sites represent a significant
problem as they can have a negative impact on the surrounding area and community, especially
when concentrated within a given locality, increasing the difficulty of achieving effective urban
regeneration. C-D sites generally require substantial pre-investment from the public sector before
they can be handed over to private developers or redeveloped using public/private partnership
approaches or put to soft end uses. These sites with their high reclamation/redevelopment costs
and low market values, constitutes a specific challenge for many cities and regions. The problems
associated with these sites particularly relate to:


Market forces are not able to drive redevelopment of these sites.



Future uses are often limited to soft-end uses.



Reuse is only considered relevant if they are related to long-term options.



Many major public programmes focus on redevelopment to stimulate direct economic growth.
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One possible option or basic solution for these sites are soft-end uses, whether permanently (i.e.
with a definitive loss of development opportunities), or as an interim use (i.e. affording the sites
some form of reserve status). In response to this issue, at the beginning of 1990s, French regions
of Lorrain and Nord-Pas de Calais have concentrated public funding on C sites by bringing them
into a reserve status, focusing on projects that draw in local organisations to create new “green
amenities”, providing benefits both for people and nature. When examining the “reserve status”
approach, no final or binding decision is made regarding the future use of a site. It is perceived
that the transition of a site from abandoned or derelict status to a reserve status can be realized
fairly quickly, especially for sites already publicly-owned, and this approach can also be a costeffective strategy. There is, therefore, a need to explore specific planning and technical approaches
for transferring brownfields from an unutilized form to a reserve status. Options of this nature can
be developed and implemented by affected regions and municipalities as part of their spatial
planning responsibilities. The C-D sites which could be definitively excluded from further
developments for technical reasons, market conditions or planning goals could be reclaimed for
soft end-uses as a way of managing the potential social costs of doing nothing. However, most of
these sites will require long-term maintenance. Therefore, any short-term treatment will need to
be linked to a maintenance strategy that will be managed by the public sector. Sites with a future
prospect of redevelopment could be transferred into reserve status. A number of initial planning,
technical and financial concepts have been tested in different European regions. The main goal of
any reserve status redevelopment should be the limitation of treatment costs in the first step of
remediation, demolition and interim landscaping.
A significant proportion of brownfield land, the D sites, specifically in areas with low market values,
is not commercially viable to bring back into beneficial use. These sites can be risky to public safety
or health. Without some form of public intervention these sites will remain unused, and potentially
dangerous for the foreseeable future. The consequence is a blight on the surrounding areas and
communities, and the loss of an opportunity to renew the area and the community in a sustainable
manner.

5.2 Partnerships in redevelopment process
One of the possible forms of partnership is public-private partnership, defined as cooperation
between the public sector and private sector with the objective to supply efficient public
infrastructure, public spaces and services. Public-private partnership recognizes that both the
public sector and the private sector have certain advantages relative to one another in the
performance of specific tasks. By allowing each sector to do what it does best, public services and
infrastructure can be provided in the most economically efficient manner. It is a long-term
cooperation that means that a public development project has not been built or supplied by public
sector only (state, region, municipality) but by the support of private sector too.
The A-B-C-D model also highlights the cooperation opportunities for regeneration, depending on
the cost of reclamation and the value of the land. As it can be seen in Fig. 5.2., chapter 5.1, the A
category sites represent development projects that are driven by private sector. Examples are
mostly residential areas, logistics and retail locations. The B category sites represent projects that
are on the borderline of profitability. These tend to be managed through public-private cooperation or partnerships. This category includes a number of industrial parks which have been
subsidised with the aim to create new jobs. The C-D category sites represent mainly public sector
or municipality projects driven by public sector and specific legislative instruments (e.g. tax
incentives, environmental or health standards). This category usually consists of leisure and culture
projects which remain public property or accident situation that are managed by public body. One
brownfield can include different parts of various categories. There can be a transformation of a C
site (or parts of it) into a B site, which is a process, during which the site gets progressively more
attractive and more interesting for investors. This conceptual model can be used to assist
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institutions that are responsible for regional development and investment by allowing them to
characterize strategies for dealing with different types of brownfield land. By identifying the type
of site and considering the factors that are affecting a site’s category, i.e. if it is an A, B, or C-D site,
both public and private bodies can examine intervention options and regeneration strategies.
Using this conceptual approach to examine the factors that affect re-categorisation of a site, for
example from a B Site to an A site, can result in the development of site-specific strategies which
can also be useful. A number of municipalities are currently using these categories to review their
local brownfield strategies and to produce informal inventories of regional brownfield sites.
Municipalities and local authorities are concerned by wider issues associated with vacant or
derelict land, increasing urban growth and a lack of access to greenfield sites has acted as an
economic stimulus for brownfield redevelopment.
Referring to Fig. 5.2., the opportunities for partnerships in relation to the types of brownfield sites
the management can be led by private sector or public sector, depending on the recognition of
the site characteristics (A, B, C-D sites). The principle of allowing partnerships to address the costvalue gap in the development of property on brownfield sites has not been fully recognised yet.
One of the most important reasons is economic effectiveness of the partnership projects in
comparison with the public or private projects.
In principle in the development of the brownfield sites the economic instruments can be used (see
table. 5.3), separately or in combination.
Table 5.3 - Economic instruments.

Core Economic instruments
Property market
intervention
Land/infrastructure/
ownership/accessibility

Description
Residential rent regulation existing until end of 2012
Limiting property ownership to foreign nationals.
On entry to EU agreed 7 year exemption for foreign ownership
of the property and land.
Public investments in providing roads and other infrastructure
on or near potential redevelopment sites.
Public investment into the preparation of “development
platforms” for subsequent development by the private sector
“Site clearance” projects financed from public sources

Economic
Instruments
Rent allowances

Rent allowances for the enterprises, mostly bound on public
service providers or investment into the improvement of the
properties

Demand/sale guaranties

State guaranties as a part of privatisation agreements.

Joint enterprises, PPP

PPP projects
Joint enterprises

Marketing support

Joint marketing strategies of private investor and hosting
municipality

Other economic instruments

public investment into the capacity building, re-qualification
programmes
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5.3 Integrated Action Plans
The integrated action plans for brownfield regeneration represent a key instrument in the form of
the package of measures to affect the management of brownfield regeneration in the areas of
planning, information, organization and cooperation, funding and budget, marketing and
arrangements which can be implemented or initiated locally or regionally. The action plans cover
various scales of operation, from a site-based plan to a regional plan.
The integrated action plans for brownfield regeneration are informal instruments, which establish
the management of brownfield regeneration processes on a short and mid-term basis. The plans
result from discussions among stakeholders on land use policy aims and incorporate outcomes
from various analyses of existing local, regional and national management instruments and
consider spatial and organisational shortcomings. The action plans help to unify the interests of
various stakeholders and help to set up common goals, identify measures and funding sources,
which would lead to the fulfilment of the identified goals. The action plans also allocate
responsibility and budgets for realising these measures. These measures are closely linked with
established instruments of formal and informal spatial planning. However, the action plans also list
stakeholder responsibilities, aspects of organisational and management processes, as well as
performance reviews and a time schedule for implementation.
Preparation of an action plan for brownfield regeneration is a process which leads to specific
packages of measures necessary for the short and mid-term timeframe to make progress towards
accomplishing the policy aims of sustainable urban and regional land use.
Integrated action plans are highly implementation-oriented. They cannot and should not replace
current planning, instead the measures depicted in the action plans should be combined with
spatially relevant formal and informal planning or existing sectoral planning and concept planning.
One of the most important benefits of action plans is that they provide a framework for
transparency in decisional processes, flow of information and improved communication structures.
The approach proposed is multidisciplinary, based on economic, social and environmental aspects:
so the partnerships are increasing in frequency and importance. Such collaborations are moving
towards a more strategic collaborative approach, ensuring more intense relationships able to
create jointly added value to the project. This shift represents an opportunity to maximize benefits
for partners and citizens. This kind of approach is used for collaborative activities, including the
development of interoperability, cross-sectoral participation and new opportunities offered by
innovative solutions.
Action plan is detailed and tedious compared to earlier phases defined in the collaborative
strategic goal oriented land-re-use approach (CoSGOP). The commitment to strategic planning
phases is commensurate to the extent that the action plans are elaborated to reach strategic goals
defined in the strategy and it includes numerous methods for verifying and evaluating the actual
extent of implementation of the strategy.
1

It is necessary to develop an action plan for each major functions connected with the strategy,
e.g. marketing, investments/constructions interventions, finance activisation, stakeholders
involvement. These plans, in total, should depict how the overall action plan will be
implemented. In each particular action plan the relationship of the action plan to the
organization's overall, top-level action plan has to be defined.

2

It is necessary to ensure each manager (and, ideally each stakeholder) is aware, how a
particular action plan contributes to the overall action plan. These particular plans, in total,
should depict how the action plans of the major functions will be implemented.
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3

The format of the action plan depends on the nature of redevelopment and needs to be
defined in the strategy. The action plan for the realisation of the strategy has to specify:
a) The goal(s) that are to be accomplished.
b) How each goal contributes to the strategy's overall goals.
c)

What specific results (or objectives) much be accomplished that, in total, reach the goal of
the strategy.

d) How those results will be achieved.
e) When the results will be achieved (or timelines for each objective).

The action plan content
The action plan should include
1

Introduction
1.1

Vision description

1.2

Mission definition

1.3

Objectives definition

1.4

Actions plans specify the actions needed to address each of goals defined in the
strategy and to reach each of the associated goals, who will complete each action and
according to what timeline.

1.5

Constrains identification

1.6

Definition of areas of impact

1.7

Definition of the points of contact

1.8

Assumptions

1.9

Identification of dependences

1.10 Time extend
1.11 Target start and end date indicates when activity on the action begins.
This includes the business planning phase which can take up to six months to prepare
and approve. Where the activity is ongoing and has no speciﬁc end date, the annual
review will be built into the business case.
2

Management structure
2.1

Organisation/management chart

2.2

Definition of roles and responsibilities (institutional and personal)
Responsible subject is the coordinating institution/department/organisation/body or
partner subject responsible for developing, directly providing or commissioning the
activity. This subject will complete the business case, raise funding, attain necessary
approvals and commission work.
Proposed partners are the partners who should be approached to be involved in
developing and delivering activities. Where potential partners could be tendering for
commissions, they should not be part of the development phase and their choice
procedure should be defined as one of the actions/sub actions. The lists provided here
are not exhaustive and should be developed further by the lead subject or partner
during the implementation of the action plan.

2.3

Anticipated change
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2.4

Action plan list
Action plan list is the representation of any action in the form of an ordered (step-bystep) list of activities reflecting down sequence of the tasks needed in order to achieve
respective goals. The list can include broader description of particular activities and sub
activities

2.5

Action plan table
Action plan table is the more advanced and most common representation of action plan
allowing description of each activity/sub activity or task with multiple attributes. Action
plan table includes the timing of the activities – action steps.

2.6

Action plan chart (action plan diagram)
Action plan chart s includes any kind of visual action plan representation – schemas,
diagrams, flow diagrams etc.

2.7

Implications for staff involvement

2.8

Enhance practices

2.9

Evidence of success

3

Plan of monitoring activities

4

Outcomes

5

4.1

Participant outcomes

4.2

Organisation outcomes

4.3

Community outcomes

Project budget
Planned expenditures and resources including timing, potential funding and resources.

Value capture-cost recovery
For the redevelopment of the brownfields is very important to receive back the invested public
funds. Cost recovery enables then to fund the redevelopment of other brownfields in the country.
The value capture mechanism is used by governments essentially to secure any increase in the
value of privately held property that may result from governmental redevelopment efforts.
Value capture can be done also based on ad valorem real estate tax. The ad valorem tax depends
on the value of the properties that can be raised substantially by the redevelopment of the derelict
urban areas. Ad valorem tax is not so far used in the CEE countries, since its introduction is quite
capital intensive.
Valuation of the brownfields is difficult, since the necessary data for evaluation of the
environmental and other risks from the redevelopment of the brownfields are missing. Private
developers therefore concentrate their effort on the redevelopment of those brownfields which
can be profitable. These are mainly sites that are from the perspective of the real estate market
attractive to its location within the residential unit, easy access from the communication system, or
are located in attractive natural environment near major cities. Better access to data necessary for
valuation of the property and better use of the valuation technique may convince investors, banks
and private developers to develop some areas. Investors without a precise quantification of inputs
and risk factors fail to assess the real return on investment.
Supporting the development of better valuation techniques that enable to assess the brownfield
redevelopment risks – both entrepreneurial and environmental can be the initiation for the private
sector to redevelop the areas, which they otherwise would not be interested to deal with.
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5.4 “Know-How Transferability” (lessons learned among the partners) Chapter 5
Czech Republic
Brownfield sites are a very specific area what need a lot of specific steps.
At the beginning of the process itself, it is very useful to divide the sites. Evaluations can be based
upon potential possibilities for reusing particular sites.
Chapter 5 is very useful for practical application of project management. On one side it shows the
brownfields in the context of various market types. On the other side, it provides managementwith
tools or instruments that can help with organizing, planning, cooperation or budget.

Romania
Currently, Romanian efforts to regenerate brownfield sites are directed primarily by the need to
reduce health risks that these sites cause, and less by the need to make more sites available for
redevelopment. However, in recent years, the competitiveness between some major cities
increased. Even though it is not a generalized phenomenon, the need for economic regeneration
of major industrial areas created some competition between major cities that may lead to
revitalization of derelict sites.
The former industrial sites represent one of the environmental and economic problems of urban
areas that the Romanian government foster to address in the period of following years. Potential
investors, evaluating the investment opportunities in Romania, consider it as a market with major
potential.

Bulgaria
In Bulgaria, the economic and management aspects of brownfield regeneration processes in urban
areas are of great importance for successful redevelopment and revitalization of deserted
industrial or underused sites. This can be seen in redevelopment strategies raised on local levels.
They are well coordinated with the adopted principles, policies and procedures, as well as the
requirements on both national and European levels. In general, in Bulgaria urban redevelopment
strategies on local level are included in integrated plans for urban regeneration and development
of particular municipalities. The plans outline main tasks and goals, as well stages and
requirements for their fulfillment, including those adopted by municipality procedures. They also
present management and marketing strategies that would be followed during the implementation
of predetermined procedures. The plan outlines documentation requirements and conditions for
performance evaluation of the both public and private sector representatives. Last but not least,
the plan should include expected results after the revitalization process of a given brownfield site,
as well as the possible benefits and positive effects for stakeholders.
As a suitable example to be given is the current integrated plan for urban regeneration and
development of the municipality of Burgas, Bulgaria. The document includes main aspects of the
future project management and economic liability. In general, the document involves several main
sections: Introduction, Target and Problem Analysis of the Current Situation, Strategy and Plan
Objectives, Management and Marketing, Implementation Plan and Conclusion.
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Self-studies Chapter 5
T1 Make an effort to classify the types of brownfields you have identified from economic and
management point of view within the categories A-B-C-D for their likely reuse potential.
T2 Seek what stimulus your project of brownfield redevelopment will be to local economic
development.
T3 Make an effort to discuss the pros and cons of public-private partnership in brownfield
redevelopment.
T4 Try to prepare draft of the integrated action plan for your project of brownfield
redevelopment in the form of the package of measures.

Sources for Chapter 5


ROBIN, P. 2008. Innovation et territoire,, EXU, STU Bratislava



FINKA, M, PETRÍKOVÁ, D., Eds., 2000. Spatial Development and Planning in European
Integration. FA STU-ROAD Bratislava



GRAND AGREGATS ECONOMIQUES DE LA CONSTRUCTION. (2006): Donnees provisoires,
octobre 2006, Ministere des Transports de l´equipement du Turisme et de la Mer, France



CABERNET (2005): “Citizen Participation in Brownfield Regeneration. Position Statement.
“www.cabernet.org.uk GRAND AGREGATS



CABERNET (2001-2004): “2nd Periodic Report EVK4-CT-2001-2004. Concerted Action on
Brownfield and Economic Regeneration Network.” www.cabernet.org.uk



CHMELOVÁ, I. 2009. PPP ako efektívny nástroj zabezpečenia verejných služieb, STU Bratislava
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6

Financing Opportunities of Brownfields Regeneration
By: Jiřina Bergatt Jackson, Barbara Vojvodíková, Mária Zúbková,
Dragos Ciolacu, Simeon Toptchiyski
For regeneration of brownfield sites it is in principle possible to use different financial instruments
as follows:


Grant schemes (public, private)



Direct investments (public, private)



Funds (Structural funds, National development funds)



Insurance and cumulative funds



Tax systems (state or local, land or income or special) and delivery



Credits, loans, interests, and subsidies



Other financial instruments

Among them an important role have the instruments representing direct financing of the
brownfield regeneration activities. There is possible to use funds from those sources:


public sources



private sources



pooling funds from multiple sources/combining resources

Pure private capital enters brownfields regeneration either from the position of the previous
owner, who is, by market or non-market powers, forced to do the regeneration of the brownfield
area. One of the biggest obstacles to the revitalization of the brownfields are increased costs
derived by the need to solve the problem of spoiled, obsolete or environmentally contaminated
sites. They exceed far the potential gains. On the other hand, an attractive location to the project
by increasing their selling prices to offset the increased costs.
Public sources (municipalities or regions enter the process of regeneration) occur more often,
either as purely public financing or in combination with private capital.
1

budgets of municipalities, regions or state budget,

2

EU funds through the operational programmes,

3

donations and grants from other funds and organizations.

System of state subsidies from economic and financial terms, where money is the contribution of
businesses, institutions or local governments to offset the financial balance, promoting economic,
investment activities in particular, maintain, or boost their activities and others.
Public-Private Partnerships with the basic idea to make use of the private sector experience with
efficient financial management for public services, but at the same time the public sector does not
shift all powers and ownersip to the private sector.
In terms of financing solutions for revitalizing brownfields is at most of them practically a
prerequisite for additional financing of budgetary resources or grant funds through the EU.
Conditions for successful obtaining financing from EU funds are mainly:


Elaboration of brownfield due diligence (technical, legal, environmental)



Produce a feasibility study of brownfield redevelopment,



Build a project team composed of members of government, experts, developers, real estate
consultant, potential investors, i.e. the future users



Build the project time schedule.
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Among financial credit essential tools for the construction, reconstruction and revitalization of the
property, other than investment loans mainly include:

Project financing
Large development projects are currently funded through project financing. For project financing it
is characteristic that the funds put into the project are reimbursable from the revenues that the
project generates. Precondition for successful preparation and implementation of investment
project is the systematic application of principles and methods of project management - a range
of activities and methods towards certain specified objective. For large projects, it means a job for
specialists, from architects to providing rental agents, led by project manager. Project assets and
generated cash flow create priority for the loan security. In comparison to conventional forms of
financing, project preparation is time consuming, requires collaboration of experts from the field
of technology, financial analysts and economists able to estimate trends for the period of the loan.
The financial institution is involved in financing projects, either as a single creditor, or enter into
relationship with other financing institutions through syndicated loans. About its participation in
project funding decision is made based on the assessment of project and credit risk. The return on
projects is a priority condition for their realization. Therefore, the assessment takes into account
many factors, and the project is assessed in terms of the anticipated risks that could affect its
economy during the entire period of the return and also specifically in relation to the special needs
of the individual project.

Mortgage financing
Mortgage loan is provided by natural persons and legal entities for the construction, completion,
extension and reconstruction of part or all of the property. It is a long-term loan, secured by a lien
on the domestic real estate. Issue of interest rates and their optimum setting is not the only, but
essential element of financing the revitalization of brownfield areas from private credit sources. In
this context, it is to ponder whether the States in their development program did not consider the
subsidized interest rate on loans to developers who are trying to revitalize brownfield areas and
their financing is also from sources of private financial institutions credits. Resources for the
subsidy rate could be, for example. from the sale of emission allowances and others. Government
in this regard aims to propose rules for the sale of emission allowances.

6.1 Financing Opportunities of Brownfields Regeneration in the Czech
Republic
By: Jiřina Bergatt Jackson, Barbara Vojvodíková
Financing urban regeneration has had a long tradition in the Czech Republic, however, during the
system changes in 1990, a large part of this tradition had been lost. Since then, however, some
new tools have emerged. (Summarizing steps in the context of time, see Table 6.3)

6.1.1 Public sources, grants and other funding opportunities
Urban regeneration-related grants, by the Czech Ministry of Regional Development – this
was a system, where communities applied for financing various urban projects. It was criticised as
being not very transparent and it was replaced by grants financing ex-army brownfields and
housing ownership support and housing regeneration financing.
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Grant financing for ex-army brownfields by the Czech Ministry of Regional Development –
this tool emerges on request of Czech mayors who concluded that the reuse of ex-army property
that had been transferred into local communities ownership had needed finance for site projects
and site preparations, these communities had not had. A modest amount of grant finance for
these purposes still exists until now.
Repairs of any property accepted by the tax law as “costs” that can be set against operational
profits. This tool needed some introduction, especially to construction professionals as when
preparing for regeneration projects, they usually considered property repairs and property
regenerations as one item. When the fact of providing a “repair” project and a “regeneration”
project was accepted, then reusing existing properties became very competitive. This tool was
popular with small business owners, who purchased brownfield property and used the “repair”
procedure to reduce their income tax liability.
When used in conjunction with reduced
investment depreciation period eligible for the listed buildings of historical and cultural value, an
attraction of the regeneration project was further enhanced.
Reduced depreciation period for owners investing into dilapidated and brownfield
properties listed for their historical and cultural value – this tool was available since about
1995, and it proved to be very popular, especially for regenerating smaller properties, and in
combination with other tax tools concerning property repairs.
Support grants for listed historical and cultural properties – there are several programmes that
have been run by the Czech Ministry of Culture for a number of years. The main focus was on
sheltering grants that were designed to protect these properties until their new use could be
determined. All grants required financial participation on the side of their owners.
Housing support financing – the initial housing support was directed towards supporting home
ownerships by offering mortgage interest tax allowances. The next drive is aimed at elderly
sheltered housing, and the next stage of housing support focused on grants and loans to revitalise
the precast concrete housing.
National Property Fund - was established by yields coming from privatization (currently those
sources have been administered by the Ministry of Finance of the Czech Republic). This fund had
guaranteed environmental damage removal, caused by previous industrial activities up to the cost
of the property privatization purchase price, to new privatised property owners. Many
environmental clearance contracts were realized but there were complaints on over-valued costs
of environmental clearance, and by 2007 all work was stopped. The so called “PPP” type of
contract was tendered, though cancelled in 2011. New approach is being prepared and
environmental damage of about 1.7 billion Euro as well as a number of affected owners are still
awaiting for proper solution.
US donors funding – small grants and mission funding were made available to several Czech
NGO for raising awareness of brownfield sites and of brownfield issues.

Financing brownfield research and education


Since 2004 until 2010, the Research fund of the Czech Ministry of Regional Development
funded several projects focused on brownfield reuse



Since 2006, the Ministry of Education has been supporting the industrial heritage units,
focused on preserving the historical value of industrial brownfield property



The Ministry of Education supported several research projects on brownfield regeneration



The Accreditation Committee of the Ministry of Education approved “Brownfield Courses” in
the Ostrava and Prague Technical Universities
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Czech partners joined some international brownfield projects (CABERNET, LEPOB, BRIBAST,
COBRAMAN, CIRCUSE)

Remediation of former mining extraction sites - by the Czech Government decrees, several
separate funds were established since 2002 and 2003:


funds for solving mining extraction damage arisen before privatization of lignite mining
companies in Ústecký and Karlovarský (Carlsbad) regions (200 million Euro),



funds for state´s involvement in costs related to ecological damage removals arisen before
mining companies privatization, in relation to mining industry restructuring and revitalization
in the area of Moravian-Silesian region (1.2 billion Euro)



funds for to cover negative impacts of coal mining termination in Kladno Region devised for:
a) waste dumps – 25 million Euro, b) above ground installations – 11 million Euro).

This funding has been drawn based on project proposals submitted to inter-resort committee.
These special financial means were created on the basis of the Czech Mining Act No. 44/1988 that
determines the obligation for creating financial reserves devoted to compensations for mining
damage settlements and to covering all consequences of mining activities. These funds reflected
mining intensity and were operated by the Czech Mining Office.

6.1.2 European Union Funded Programmes
Possibilities for drawing resources from the EU Operational Programmes (OP)
funding
The possibilities to access the EU OP stopped several national funding sources, on the other side,
they gave new and broader opportunities for financing selected brownfield projects.
For the OPs that have allowed brownfield regeneration financing in the period of 2004-2006, see
the Table 6.1
Table 6.1 - EU Programme Titles and Priorities Available for Brownfield Regenerations during the Period of
2004 -2006.

Value
1000€

Programme name

Priority

No. of
projects

1

OP Industry

Industrial premises (brownfields about 30%)

46

2

OP Infrastructure

Removing environmental damage

0

3

OP SROP (joint regional
operation programme)

Urban regeneration

12 projects

4

OP Development of human
resources

Regionally based education

more than 2

?

5

JPG2

Measure 1.2 Regeneration of damaged and
unsuitably used areas

about 35

70,000

about
60,000
?
about
30,000

For the OPs that have allowed brownfield regeneration financing in the period of 2007-2013, see
the Table 6.2
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In this period, brownfield regeneration support was possible from several Structural Funds OPs.
However, the expenditure of these OPs, was mainly orientated on growth and competitiveness
goals and not so much on mitigation type of programmes. For the Czech Ops in English, see
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/country/prordn/search.cfm?gv_pay=CZ&gv_reg=ALL&gv_obj=
ALL&gv_the=ALL&lan=FR&gv_per=2

Box 4
Mitigation Programme Financed in the Czech Republic
Missing the boat of the 2006 -2013 OP funding
The available Czech brownfield data revealed that half of the identified brownfields were located in small
communities with less than 2,000 inhabitants. In many smaller Czech communities there are many
brownfields that for a long time (or never) would attract any new beneficial use. Small and medium sized local
authorities need help from regional or district agencies, at least to mitigate the threat that some brownfield
sites cause to public. Only limited reasons exist for the reasons why the public finance should cover any
mitigatory programmes. These are, for example: public safety and possibly the visual blight or some social
reasons. However, to prepare any mitigation programme, first, expert analyses on extensive regional data
need to be available – but most regions data have not considered brownfields in smaller communities. Only
now, Czech regions start becoming aware of this issue as well as they have also realised that they missed the
opportunities of the 2007-2013 funding period.
Catastrophe-driven brownfield demolition programme
In the Czech Republic, the issues of a mitigation brownfield programme funding have not increased until the
year 2007. Then some local thieves were helping themselves to metal from brownfield sites in the middle of a
small community. Unfortunately, after having its structural supports sufficiently impaired, the building
collapsed onto the thieves and also onto a public pavement. Moreover, one the trespassers lost his life. Public
protest against the general danger from dilapidated brownfield sites has resulted in great interest of the
media. One week later, on another location, a similar scenario occurred. This time, two thieves lost their lives.
Community leaders were protesting, regions were complaining that they had no funds to provide public
safety. The Government acted swiftly and all the regions were promised about 300,000 Euro each to deal with
public danger and emergency issues on brownfield properties. But just a week after the money reached the
regions, a very severe storm caused substantial damages to properties and the mitigation brownfield funds
were dissolved in removing damages caused by strong winds.

The brownfield advocacy in the Czech Republic was so successful that it has created a paradox of
overexploiting brownfield and regeneration issues in the present phase of structural funds. All the
seven of the Regional OPs have the”regeneration” or “brownfield regeneration” as their
2
programme success indicators (m of regenerated buildings, ha of regenerated brownfields). This
is forcing the beneficiaries to look for regenerating existing properties and revitalizing brownfields.
Often, it also may tempt them to misrepresent all other development they undertake for
regeneration or brownfield redevelopment.
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Table 6.2 - EU Programme Titles and Priorities Available for Brownfield Regenerations during the Period of
2007 - 2013.

1
2

3

4
5
6

7

8

Opreation Programme (OP) Name

Names of Priority
or Programmes 7 and 8

OP innovation and industry (ERDF)

Industrial premises (brownfields about 30%)
Removing environmental damage

OP Environment

Brownfield demolitions in national parks

(ERDF)
OP Rural Areas
(agricultural fund)

Urban brownfield planting
All programme priorities encourage brownfield regeneration

Integrated OP

Regeneration of housing estates

(ERDF)

Regeneration of listed historical and cultural monuments

OP Education for competitiveness

Networking,

(ESF)

Training

OP Research and development for
innovation (ESF)

Research,

7 Regional OP
(ERDF)

Cross-border programme

Institution building


Regional Operation Programme North Moravia



Regional Operation Programme South East



Regional Operation Programme North East



Regional Operation Programme Central Bohemia



Regional Operation Programme South West



Regional Operation Programme North West



Regional Operation Programme Central Moravia



Czech Republic – Poland



Czech Republic – Slovakia



Czech Republic – Austria



Czech Republic – Bavaria



Czech republic - Saxony
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Table 6.3 - Description of the Key Brownfield-related Activities in the Czech Republic.

Description of the key brownfield-related activities
1997



brownfield issue emergence



US donor grant to Czech NNO in Brno for cultural activities on brownfields



private investors are taking advantage of reduced depreciation of investments to
properties listed as cultural monuments



private investors are taking advantage of tax classification of the “repair” work to
properties that in accounting terms is a “cost item”



EU consultants introduce brownfield issue to the CzechInvest



US donor NGO mission funding to support brownfield reuse



brownfield issue wider recognition



first brownfield seminar identifying the state of brownfield know-how and main barriers to
Czech brownfield reuse



first information in Czech on brownfields



first brownfield projects are emerging



first analytical reports and articles on brownfield issues are written



first army brownfields are being transferred to local authorities but the use of sites has
been limited only for public services



first EU financed brownfield know-how transfer projects



first national industrial brownfield remediation programmes



first web page focused on brownfields



first brownfield handbook in Czech aimed for local authorities



National Development Plan for the EU funds 2004-06 expenditure included brownfields as
an issue to be addressed



since mid-2003 a revised law on army brownfield transfers to public bodies has allowed
unconditional re use of these sites



first large commercial brownfield reuse project opened



first inventorying of brownfields and sizing the of issue (detailed inventories in Ústí and
Hradecký regions and an estimate number of brownfields on the national level)



first brownfield pilot projects supported by national funding completed



research programme funding focused on brownfields



ERDF 2004-2006 funding priorities for brownfields (industrial brownfield regeneration and
12 pilot urban brownfield regeneration projects (see table 6.1)



support programme for army brownfield reuse (project and site preparation)



regional data inventorying tool



first attempt for a national brownfield inventory (CzechInvest)



2006 first handbook and course in Czech focusing on construction professionals



National Strategic Reference Framework priorities set for the EU funding 2007-13

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2004 2006
2005

2006
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Description of the key brownfield-related activities


new planning law demanded an inventory of already urbanised land with reuse potential and
data publicity



first detailed brownfield inventories in cities



private sector boom in regional property redevelopment including brownfields



CzechInvest brownfield expertise collapsed



free transfer of the Czech army brownfields and surplus property onto public bodies ended,
since then all such properties are sold through public tenders



ERRD funding for urban regeneration, industrial brownfields, selected contaminated site
identifications and contaminated site clearance



urban focused programme indicators – m of regenerated building area, ha of regenerated
sites



brownfield strategy not adopted by the Czech Government (it was not spatially focused and
was insufficiently consulted across sectors)



to access the EU 2007-2013 funding, larger Czech towns have to produce integrated
development plans



economic crises have stopped nearly all commercial brownfield regenerations that were not
financed by the EU OP funding



planning support data collection - first application of the new planning law), it gave legal
reason to make brownfield inventories and allowed to publish brownfield data



brownfield management training (project CobraMan)



land use management focus (project CircUse)



“Green light to energy saving” Programme

2011



analyses of legal, economic and system barriers to urbanised land recycling,

2012



urbanised land use monitoring focus is emerging

2007

2007
2013

2008

2009
2010

2

“Green light to energy saving” Programme – it offers funding for private persons and public
bodies and institutions for energy consumption improving measures. It has been financed from
the resources of the Czech emissions tradable certificates sold to Japan. It can be used for new
construction as well as regeneration activities.
On a reflection, the regeneration and redevelopment of Czech brownfield sites will require
substantial resources over a period that must be measured in decades. For several Czech cities,
brownfields are of such a scale and impact that substantially influence their urban competitiveness
(Ostrava, Prague, Zlín, Ústí nad Labem, Brno, Kladno and Liberec). Brownfields in the Czech
Republic also illustrate how one pressing urban problem and its remedy can be reflected in a
broader regional context. However, brownfield revitalization can make an important contribution
to local economic development and to addressing key social and environmental issues, particularly
in regions where there is high unemployment – hence supporting brownfield regeneration by
public and private funds makes sense.
Until today. majority of sources for Czech brownfield regeneration financing came, and would
have to keep coming from private investors. The role of the public sector and local governments is
to use their unique regulative powers, local leadership position and if needed also the “seed”
finance, to remove barriers for private sector investment. However, experiences have frequently
revealed that lack of financing is not the main barrier for brownfield reuse. The main barriers to
brownfield reuse are: lack of local leadership, insufficient vision, low level of development skills and
lack of stakeholders´ cooperation!
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Table 6.4 - Comparison of Two Regional Operation Programmes (ROP) in Regions with Prominent Brownfield
Issues.

Measure

ROP North Moravia
Priority 2

Priority 3

Priority 3

Priority 4

Priority 1

Priority 1

Priority 2

Regional
prosperity
support

Development of
cities and towns

Development
of towns

Rural
development

Development of
cities and towns

Development of
towns

Integrated
support of local
development

2.3 Support for
brownfields
reuse

3.1 Regional
development
centres

3.2 Subregional
centres

4.1 Rural
communities
development

1.1 Support
of regional
development
centres

1.2.
Revitalization
of medium
and small
towns

2.2 Investment
into improving
physical
infrastructure

construction

decontaminati
on of land and
buildings

infrastructure
construction

removal of not
very serious
environmental
damages

removal of not
very serious
environmental
damages

removal of not
very serious
environmental
damages

removal of not
very serious
environmental
damages







demolition, land
clearance

reconstruction
and construction

demolition,
land clearance







bringing
infrastruction to
brownfield

project technical
documentation




land purchase
(max 10% from
the cost of
application)

temporally
recultivation

Supported activities

ROP North West


brownfields
database and its
actualization


surveys


promotion

construction




land purchase
(max 10% from
the cost of
application)





project
technical
documents



land purchase
(max 10% from
the cost of
application)


partnership

promotion


demolition


demolition

demolition


construction
and
infrastructure
reconstruction


construction and
infrastructure
reconstruction


reconstruction
and
construction




reconstruction
and construction


infrastructure,
public spaces


public greenery







brownfields
database and
its actualization

brownfields
database and its
actualization

reconstruction
and construction









land purchase
(max 10% from
cost of
application)

project
technical
documentation
design
competition

project technical
documentation,
design
competition

project technical
documentation,
design
competition





promotion

land
consolidation
and access


project
technical
documentation

reconstruction
and
construction


project
preparation


reconstruction
and
construction


land
consolidation
and access

land
consolidation
and access


education, best
practice


education, best
practice


partnership




partnership



land purchase (max 10% from the cost of application)





Source: Abstract from ROPs compiled by IURS o.s., see also www.brownfields.cz, section zdroje/ financing for complete comparison of
brownfield measures in Czech Structural Funds 2007-2013

Several ROPs have also made provision for financing the JESSICA. But the understanding of
JESSICA form of financing advantages were slow to start up. Only in the Regional Operation
Programme North Moravia the JESSICA financing is operational.
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BOX 5
JESSICA – short introduction
http://jessica.europa.eu
The acronym JESSICA means the Joint European Support for Sustainable Investment in City Areas. It is a new
tool to be used in conjunction with the Structural Funds. It is not a form of a grant financing, it is a form of a
loan financing - a credit tool, where the interest rates are “soft.” The main idea lies in lending finance to
projects in disadvantageous areas that can generate profit and can contribute to local development. There is a
degree of professional assistance offered to applicants in their initial project preparations.
Financial means from the Structural Funds are invested by the initiating organization into a holding fund, or are
invested directly into an Urban Development Fund. Other investors, either public or private, can also contribute
to these funds (for example, municipalities, the European Investment Bank, commercial banks and other
financial institutions...)

Fig. Box 5.1 - Diagram of JESSICA in Operation.
Combination of public and private resources
This type of approach aims at brownfield regeneration by utilizing to a best advantage skills and powers of the
public sector as well as development, procurement and financial skills of the private sector. Especially suitable
for this solution are large B sites in towns, with not too much potential for development. In these conditions,
without such an approach the development risks for private sector are too large, and skills of the public sectors
in land development are usually too low. By mutual cooperation on project preparations, such an approach can
create some development value, reduce development risks and produce “bankable” projects – that is projects
that produce income that, in turn, can repay the JESSISA type loans. Combination of public and private
resources is a way that brings many advantages, however, on the other hand, there also some disadvantages.
Advantages for local government applicants:


better possibility to get loans – bank loans to public sectors present the smallest level of risk,



a low level of interest on the side of banks,



municipality loans usually have some local political backing,



local authority projects can usually aim just above the projects breakeven points,
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other local benefits and incomes generated by projects (taxation, employment, etc.) can be calculated
as a contribution to loan repayment,



project´s qualitative improvements to city environment also generate some income that can be
included.

Table Box 5.1 - Countries or Regions already in Operation through the JESSICA Type of Financing.

19 JESSICA Operations - EUR 1.6 billion committed
HF
UDF
EIB

Other institutions
Brandenburg (DE)
(ILB – promotional bank)
East Midlands (UK)
(King Sturge Financial Services)

Bulgaria

Wales (UK)

Moravia Silesia (CZ)

(Amber Infrastructure and
Lambert Smith Hampton)

Greece
Campania (IT)
Sicily (IT)

Operational Agreements under
HFs :

Lithuania

Estonia

Pomerania (PL)

Estonia

(Swedbank, SEB)

Silesia (PL)

(KredEx – loan and export
guarantee fund)

Lithuania

Western Pomerania (PL)
Wielkopolska (PL)

(Šiaulių bankas x 2, Swedbank,
SEB)

Portugal

Westpomerania (PL)

Andalucía (ES)

(Bank Ochrony Srodowiska, Bank
Zachodni WBK) Wielkopolska
(PL)

London (UK)
Northwest England (UK)
Scotland (UK)

(Bank Gospodarstwa Krajowego)
Andalucia (ES)
(BBVA, ACF)
London (UK)
(Foresight)
Source: http://jessica.europa.eu Term 7/2011

Brownfield can be full of surprises. Sometimes, it is necessary to modify projects during their realizations. For a
traditionally EU funded project this can present a serious problem, the JESSICA type of funding is more flexible.
Disadvantages to local government applicants:


difficulties in preparing complex projects,



many groups of interest and a number of requirements,



varied visions and expectations,



long process of building up stakeholders´ consensus.
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6.2 Financing Possibilities Brownfields Regeneration in Slovakia
By: Mária Zúbková
For regeneration of brownfield sites it is in principle possible to use the following instruments (see
Table 6.5):
Table 6.5 - Types/categories of instruments.
Types/categories of instruments

Core instruments (Financial)

Description
Grant scheme for the re-development of villages
Norwegian Financial Mechanism

Grant schemes (public,
private)

Grant schemes focused on the re-development of public
spaces and public buildings or environmental projects
financed by big companies like refinery Slovnaft, T-com,
Orange etc.
Subsidies for site development and construction of
technical infrastructure

Direct investments (public,
private)
Funds (Structural funds,
National development
funds)

fully worked-up developments financed by public sector
private investments
EFRD, Cohesion fund and other EU funds
State guaranties
Bank Guarantees for Loans provided by Slovak Guaranty
and Development Bank
EIB in past financed the international Investors to set up
Property funds, with aim to help maturing the local
property markets.

Financial
Instruments

Insurance and cumulative
funds

Environmental Fund financed from environmental taxes
and hazardous plays taxes
State Housing Development Fund financed directly from
the national budget
Guarantees for financial loans of State housing
development fund, determined for municipalities and
towns for construction of municipal rental flats
Bank guarantee for loan granted by the State fund of
housing development for renovation of housing stock
Fast bank guarantees
Income taxes

Tax systems (state or local,
land or income or special)
and delivery

Local property tax belongs to local communities.
Property and land transfer taxes (mostly concern the
transfer of property and land for business)
VAT

Credits, loans, interests,

Mortgages
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Types/categories of instruments

Description

Core instruments (Financial)
and subsidies

National Loans from Environmental Fund
State Support Programme for the Housing Stock Renewal
through the Granting of Bank Guarantees for Loans
Loans of Commercial Banks
State subsidises public “construction” savings, which is a
very popular scheme with public, yielding good returns

Other financial
instruments

Complementary
Instruments

-

Municipalities budgets based on re-distribution of income taxes and own incomes

6.2.1 European Union Funded Programmes
In terms of financing solutions for revitalizing brownfields is at most of them practically a
prerequisite for additional financing of budgetary resources or grant funds through the EU. The EU
Structural Funds could become a important source of funding for the revitalization of brownfields
in Slovakia. Equipped territory and the available infrastructure increase the attractiveness of the
territory to attract also private investors. Evidence of this is also a call (in 2008) of the Ministry of
Economy "Supporting the development of brownfield industrial parks" in the operational program
“Competitiveness and Economic Growth", measure 2.1. The only document which should
contribute to improvements in this area was operational program “Competitiveness and Economic
Growth" with just one of brownfield regeneration priorities: strategy and support is focused on
making regions more attractive for investors (rehabilitation of buildings, industrial sites, etc.),
utilizing currently unused industrial areas for new business activities.

6.2.2 Grants and Subsidies
Grants provided by Environmental Fund for 2011 protection are provided for activities in the
following areas:


The protection of atmosphere and Earth's ozone layer - is the effect the investment-promoting
activities aimed at improving air quality by reducing pollutants;



The protection and use of water;



Development of waste management;



Nature and landscape protection - to support activities aimed at conservation of biological
diversity and sustainable use of its components.

The survey, research and development aimed at identifying and improving the environment support is focused on exploration, research and development activities (services) aimed at
identifying and improving the environment. The basic criterium for granting subsidies for all of the
above activities is environmental situation in the area and need, as well as compliance with state
environmental policy priorities.
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Subsidies for site development and construction of technical infrastructure preparation work
is a survey of owners of land acquisition and land-use planning documentation for the public
convergent construction of apartments. Technical equipment is:


public water pipeline



public sewage including waste water treatment plants,



small or home wastewater supply,



local roads, including street lighting.

Applicants may be municipality, or non-profit organizations providing charitable services
according to the act No. 213/1997 Coll.
To provide grants includes all building permits for residential buildings and all building permits or
applications for planning permission for houses, which use conditional execution of the kind of
technical facilities.

Norwegian Financial Mechanism
The objective of this assistance is to contribute to the alleviation of economic and social disparities
in the European Economic Area through grants for investment and development projects. Priority
projects include:


Environment protection



Conservation of European cultural heritage



Promotion of sustainable development.

6.2.3 Loans of Commercial Banks
Among financial credit essential tools for the construction and revitalization of the property,
redevelopment of brownfields other than investment loans mainly include
Project financing.
Project financing is characterized by: close relation of loan instalments for future cash flow related
lending; risk sharing - based on the contractual relationship is the risk associated with the project
divided to more stakeholders, e.g. the holder of the project, financial institutions, equipment
suppliers of the project, after completion of its operators, government agencies, insurance
companies and the like. The risk division is different.
Off balance sheet financing - means that financing of the project will have no effect on the loan
balance of the holder - each investment project will be based in the project company. The balance
will then appear only in its involvement in the financing of the project (not as a loan made to the
project).

6.2.4 Partnerships working in brownfield regeneration
The benefits of partnerships working in brownfield regeneration include:


access to wider sources of funds,



greater leverage in the use of limited public funds, and



encouraging the private sector to develop on brownfield land.

Pure private capital enters the brownfields regeneration either from the position of the previous
owner, who is, by market or non-market powers, forced to do the regeneration of the brownfield
area. Another possibility is the input of a private investor as a new owner for the purpose of
business.
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Public sources (municipalities or regions enter the process of regeneration) occur more often,
either as purely public financing or in combination with private capital.
Public-private partnership is one of the possible forms of partnership, defined as cooperation
between the public sector and private sector with the objective to supply efficient public
infrastructure, public spaces and services. Public-private partnership recognizes that both the
public sector and the private sector have certain advantages relative to one another in the
performance of specific tasks. By allowing each sector to do what it does best, public services and
infrastructure can be provided in the most economically efficient manner. It is a long-term
cooperation that means that a public development project has not been built or supplied by public
sector only (state, region, and municipality) but by the support of private sector too.
The principle of allowing partnerships to address the cost-value gap in the development of
property on brownfield sites has not been fully recognized yet. One of the most important reasons
is economic effectiveness of the partnership projects in comparison with the public or private
projects.

Fig. 6.1 - Forms and models of Public-Private partnership.
Basic models of public-private partnerships given in the Fig. 6.1 can be described as follows:
Operation & Maintain (OM): A private operator, under contract, operates a publicly-owned asset
for a specified term. Ownership of the asset remains with the public entity as well as the
responsibility. This form is close to outsourcing. Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT): A private entity
receives a franchise to finance, design, build and operate a facility (and to charge user fees) for a
specified period, after which ownership is transferred back to the public sector. Design-BuildFinance-Operate (DBFO): The private sector designs, finances and constructs a new facility under
a long-term lease, and operates the facility during the term of the lease. The private partner
transfers the new facility to the public sector at the end of the lease term. Build-Own-Operate
(BOO): The private sector finances, builds, owns and operates a facility or service in perpetuity. The
public constraints are stated in the original agreement and through on-going regulatory authority.
In Slovakia public-private partnerships can be used in the projects of urban and regional
development and preferably for the reuse of brownfields, for scientific-technological parks,
congress centres and social housing. One of the examples is also the project of Eurovea (see more
in subchapter 11.1) where the private investor Ballymore Properties invested in the construction of
the whole area and the public sector invested in the public spaces design and landscaping.
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6.3 Financing Brownfields Regeneration in Romania
By: Dragos Ciolacu

6.3.1 European Union Funded Programmes
Since acceding to the European Union in early 2007, Romania benefits from EU advantages in
order to strengthen its capacity to enforce EU rules. Current programs run from 1 January 2007 to
31 December 2013, with a 54.4 billion € budget for Structural Funds, 18 billion € for the Cohesion
Fund and approximately 12.183 billion € for agricultural and rural development funds. Structural
Funds and Cohesion Funds are funds allocated by the European Union for supporting two related
purposes: promotion of the poorer regions of Europe and integrating European infrastructure.
Together with Agricultural Funds, Community Initiatives and Community Programs, these funds
make up the great bulk of EU funding and the majority of total EU spends. However Romania
absorbed less than 4% of the 20-billion Euros earmarked by the European Union for infrastructure
programmes.
The general description of types of funding in Romania includes: European Regional Development
Fund, European Social Fund, Cohesion Fund, European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development,
Globalisation Adjustment Fund, JASPERS, JEREMIE, Authority for Coordination of Structural
Instruments (ACIS), Management Authority (MA), BRCT, National Strategic Reference Framework
(NSRF), National Development Plan 2007-2013, Operational Programmes, Programmes for
European Territorial Cooperation.
The coordination of Structural Instruments in Romania is made according to the following
programmes: National Strategic Framework of Reference 2007-1013, (Ro: CSNR), National
Development Plan 2007-1013 (Ro: PND), National Rural Development Programme (Ro: PNDR),
Environmental SOP (Ro: POS MEDIU), Regional Operational Program (Ro: POR), Transport
Operational Programme (Ro: POST). The Regional Operational Programme, with a total capital of
2.991.727.376 Euro for 2012 and 2013, specifically includes, among its objectives, the rehabilitation
of unused industrial sites and their preparation for new activities.
Regional structures in Romania have neither functional nor fiscal responsibilities, therefore no
policy-making authority. Regional councils and agencies are in charge of drafting strategies for
development on regional levels and decision-making upon fund allocations for development
projects. Regional units lack any fiscal authority to plan and implement projects of regional
importance, as their sole function is to decide which projects to finance, under strict guidelines of
the European Commission.
The existence of 7+1 regional government is not a condition sine qua non for ensuring efficient
absorption of the EU structural funds and for reducing regional economic differences. An
important number of European member states still do not have regional governments. There are
also no formal requirements concerning the size of administrative units or the number of tiers in
public administration. Romania is still struggling with sectorial decentralization and, more
specifically, with cohabitation of deconcentrated offices and decentralized self-governments. Line
ministries are still involved in managing programmes and disbursing funds rather than sending
them to local governments. The Central Government needs to reshape their functions and limit
them to regulatory and evaluation responsibilities, as opposed to implementers in the case of
decentralized services. The same issue is even more important in financing capital expenditures.
Limiting the functions of the Central Government to policy formulation, monitoring and evaluation
implies that the remaining functions should be decentralized to local government tiers. It is
essential that fiscal decentralization accompanies the transfer of competencies, if more autonomy
is to be given to local governments. The transfer system can be adjusted for more transparency
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and predictability, such as financing local governments through block grants, clarifying the level of
the equalization in primary legislation and preferably as a percentage of macro indicators such as
the GDP. It is important that responsibilities benefitting areas outside the counties are undertaken
by regional stakeholders.
Elaborating regional development strategies, implementing regional labour market policies,
providing services of regional importance, creating regional systems of innovation, setting-up
technology transfer centres, etc. - all these activities cannot be efficiently provided neither on
central nor on county levels. Regions should also take over competencies whose implementation
on the county level does not fulfil the criteria of economies of scale and/or subsidiary, such as
environmental protection, regional infrastructure planning, regional economic development
responsibilities. The role of the Government should be clearly limited to what is of national
interest: construction and modernization of major transportation corridors, enhancing transomborder cooperation and assisting regions in developing their education and R&D potential, in
order to increase the regions ´competitiveness.

Region 1: North—East, Region 2: South—East, Region 3: South,
Region 4: South—West, Region 5: West, Region 7: Center, Region 8: Bucharest-Ilfov
Fig. 6.2 - Region NUTS2 in Romania.

6.3.2

General Regulations by the National Bank

On 15 January 2009 the National Bank of Romania approved new regulation in order to strengthen
the prudential framework and improve risk management in relation to household loans amid the
ongoing crisis on global financial markets. The new regulation will limit the fallout of the global
crisis on the domestic economy, as lenders would have the possibility to calculate a higher
indebtedness level for the borrowers that would have high-quality real estate assets as collateral
for their credits. This will insure the Romanian real estate market vitality despite global financial
crisis implications.
Romania is still one of the least developed EU Member States with regards to dependence on
mortgage debt. The level of mortgage indebtedness by Romanian households is definitely lower
than in other countries of the Central / Eastern Europe region. In addition, the demographiceconomic fundamentals of residential markets of Romania's largest cities remain relatively strong.
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In the longer term, there are good prospects for market recovery based on the country’s low
housing saturation rate, the vast backlog demand for housing and the strong demographic factors.

6.3.3 Public-Private Partnerships and Private Investments
In all former communist countries, the institutional vacuum and weak legal framework in the early
1990s permitted a large extent of opportunistic behaviour (rent shifting, bribery etc.), and in some
countries, vested interests have inhibited the pace of reform. In this environment, government
policy changes in the institutional framework, is of pivotal concern to foreign investors. During
such periods of radical institutional change, businesses cannot base their investment decisions on
present institutions, as they are often transient and in some cases even inconsistent. Thus strategic
flexibility and the ability to adapt to volatile rules and regulations can become crucial competitive
advantages. This leads to the idea that transition has moreover created specific policy-induced
entry barriers, but also windows of opportunity for investors that established good relations or
negotiated successfully with host governments. On the other side the remaining inconsistencies of
institutions increase transaction costs, especially for new business relationships, and thus inhibits
many potential transactions, in particular those of complex or long-term nature.
Lack of efficiency in institutions makes it difficult for investors to approach emerging markets, and
when the government structure changes, the information flow from authorities to investors
worsens. More, if a country is a new member of the EU, the investors have a low confidence in the
rules of that society. And when a country like Romania is confronted with the lack of funds, an
important strategy for a lucky financial assistance is the private-public partnership. The PPP law
has been adopted in October 2010, but unfortunately it was fully ineffective. In November 2011
the PPP law has been fundamentally changed, and it is hoped that more EU structural funds will be
absorbed, mainly for urban and industrial brownfield regeneration.
Several years ago Romania did not have a real estate market, as all of the properties were stateowned. Passing of several property laws have changed this picture. Now it is safe to say that
opportunities abound. The real estate market shows spectacular dynamics by increasing the
number of investors and by the increasing the number and value of transactions. This is due to the
general improvement in the business environment and the country entry into the EU. The
continuously improving highways infrastructure, due to the government commitments to EU
standards, makes the property market and especially the land market even more attractive.
The land itself is Romania's most valuable natural resource. There is plenty of agriculture land open
for development, and as the Ease of Doing Business rank of 2008 indicates, dealing with
Construction Permits in Romania is fast and easy. Romania is ranked on the 81 place out of 181, as
obtaining each of the necessary permits take up to 30 days in average.
Institutional investors, private retirement funds and investment funds, which evaluating the
investment opportunities in Romania, consider it as a market with major potential. The country is
now officially on the map of most of the important real estate funds in the world. They identify
opportunities in a market that still lacks in investment grade products. Therefore, generous yields
can still be obtained here, especially considering the relative low level of risk. Property in Romania
is extremely competitively priced, up to 25–30% lower than in other eastern European countries.
As residential prices are still low compared to the region, this sector has probably the biggest
opportunity in terms of future growth and development.
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6.3.4 National Budget-Based Financing
Due to the characteristics of the Romanian residential market (a strong trend to own versus to
rent), the residential investment market is still focused on development. The biggest profits today,
and will be in the future, in development. This is true especially as the middle income housing
projects become a more and more concrete opportunity, due to rising income and available
mortgage schemes.
The National Housing Agency (ANL) has a financing agreement with seven banks - Raiffeisen
Housing Bank S.A., Alpha Bank, the Romanian Commercial Bank, BRD - Groupe Société Générale,
Transilvania Bank, Piraeus Bank, and Domenia Credit. In accordance with this convention the banks
will finance the construction of dwellings on the lands of the National Housing Agency, granting
mortgage loans to natural persons who make an option for this type of dwellings, under the own
crediting norms of the bank.
Unfortunately, Romania funded programmes are for support of working industrial entities, rather
than re-developing them or re-creating new ones. Small scale projects for re-development are
funded on a case-by-case basis, and are not based on global economic strategies.

6.4 Financing Opportunities of Brownfields Regeneration in Bulgaria
By: Simeon Toptchiyski
Currently, in Bulgaria there are various ways of financing brownfield redevelopments, while there is
lack of specific long-term strategic programmes. Redevelopment process funding and potential
financing mechanisms are described in the following subchapters and reflect the current state of
brownfield re-developments in Bulgaria.

6.4.1 European Union Funded Programmes
The EU funding for brownfield re-development has been under the following financial
programmes and instruments:


JESSICA - Bulgarian Ministry of Regional Development and Public Works (RDPW) is
managing authority for Bulgaria
o

a

European Investment Bank (EIB), in its capacity as the Manager of the JESSICA Holding
Fund Bulgaria, has concluded an agreement establishing the Urban Development Fund
with Regional Urban Development Fund (UDF) to invest in urban projects in six major
Bulgarian cities. The UDF has been established as a joint stock company by Societe
Generale Expressbank, Elana Holding, Elana Investment and Balkan Advisers, namely the
members of a consortium led by Societe Generale Expressbank, to invest approximately
18.8 million euro of JESSICA funds and approximately additional 37.6 million euro of its
own funds (in total 56.4 million euro) into urban projects located in the cities of Plovdiv,
Varna, Burgas, Ruse, Stara Zagora and Pleven in the following four years.(Sofia Echo
newspaper)



Operational Programme “Regional Development” – the managing authority is RDPW



Operational Programme “Transport” – the managing authority is the Ministry of Transport,
Information Technology and Communications (TITC).
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6.4.2 Privatisation
Under this scheme of funding public property in both urban and industrial areas is sold to private
investors. The aim in such privatization activities is, on one side, to receive “fresh” income for state
or local authorities, and on the other one to help in re-developing these areas. Here, usually
industrial enterprises are privatised with the aim of their re-development as such, while in case of
land and urban re-development, new buildings are erected by private owners. In both cases the
process takes some time and it is highly dependant on the economic strength of private investors.

6.4.3 Public-Private Partnerships
When Public-Private Partnership (PPP) scheme for brownfield re-developments is used, the state or
local authorities participate with property and private investors participate with funds and in some
cases with the specific know-how. In Bulgaria, this scheme has usually been used for old factories
and industrial plants. Plants are either updated with new technology and machines, or they are redeveloped to produce other goods in different types from the old ones. Local authorities or the
Bulgarian State usually keep 33% or more of this kind of joint enterprise ownership.

6.4.4 World Bank
World Bank programme for brownfield re-development is mainly aimed at governmental level, as
local authorities in Bulgaria currently lack administrative (and in some cases legal) capacities for
such projects. There was a pilot project funded by the World Bank for developing best-practices to
address past environmental damages and environmental liabilities in the process of privatization.
In particular, the project supported the Government of Bulgaria in remediating past pollution and
improving environmental management practices in a large state-owned company – the MDK
Copper Smelter.

6.4.5 Bulgarian Energy Efficiency Fund (BEEF)
The BEEF (http://www.bgeef.com) was established in 2004 after the adoption of the Energy
Efficiency Act by the Bulgarian Parliament. The initial capital of the Fund has been constituted by
grants from the major donors: the Global Environmental Facility through the World Bank, the
Government of Austria, the Government of Bulgaria and several Bulgarian private companies. The
BEEF is functioning as a lending institution, a credit guarantee company and a consultancy
organization. The Fund works with industrial enterprises and private individuals, assisting them in
developing their own energy-saving projects and then financing, co-financing or just acting in the
role of guarantor in front of private banks or other financial institutions.
The Fund has been established on the grounds of the PPP principles. The Bulgarian Government
supports the main Fund policies. On the other hand, the Fund has been structured as an
independent legal entity and is functioning fully independently on any governmental, municipal
and private institutions. The Fund has been established as a commercial entity to work with
energy-efficient investments. The Fund’s main objective related to environmental protection is to
support processes for substantial reduction of green-house gases.

6.4.6 Fund for Local Authorities and Governments (FLAG)
During the second half of 2006, the Government of Bulgaria announced its decision to support
Municipalities to participate for EU-granted projects through establishing a fund that would
provide project loans and funding during project executions until the final payment from the EU
sources. The Fund has been created with the financial support of the EBRD and the World Bank.
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During the absorption of the pre-accession grants, the beneficiaries suffered from lack of financial
resources due to the requirement for co-financing (at least 20%), and the fact that the EU
programmes covered the payment only after the project execution, except the advance payment.
After the accession of Bulgaria to the EU on 1 January 2007, Municipalities (local authorities)
became the main beneficiaries of the EU Structural Funds. In order to encourage and support their
activities, the Government established the Investment Fund with the main goal to provide the
Municipalities with the needed resources for project executions on the basis of fast and easy
procedures. The FLAG (http://www.flag-bg.com) has been created as a revolving fund and will
cooperate with Municipalities at lower interest rate than the market one.
By October 2007, the Fund was registered at the National Court as a single owner joint-stock
company. In October 2008, Unicredit Bulbank became the Managing Bank selected for crediting
procedures and loans distribution among Municipalities.

6.4.7 National Budget-Based Financing
Small-scale projects for re-development can be funded on a case-by-case basis. This scheme of
funding has negligible impacts on brownfield re-development. Usually, the state funded
programmes are aimed at supporting active industrial entities, rather than re-developing them.
Examples include the National Electricity Company, Water Resources management, and some
others.

6.5 “Know-HowTransferability” (lessons learned among the partners) Chapter 6
In the process of brownfield redevelopment financial incentives can cover broad variety of
instruments. There are also complementary instruments for co-financing activities.
Rich experience in the Czech Republic with EU funds through operational programmes that can be
also used for brownfield regeneration are very good examples for other countries how to proceed
with financing of brownfield regeneration through the EU Funds.
JESSICA (Joint European Support for Sustainable Investment in City Areas) is only used in two
participating countries (CZ, BG), so other two participating countries (SK, RO) can make use of their
experience. Difficulties from the administration point of view with the EU funds can help to
situations that the allocated money cannot be used. In this situation is possible to reserve money
before return it to EU funds thanks to use JESSICA tool.
Public-private partnership benefits can be used also in processes of brownfield redevelopment.
There are many possible forms of cooperation between public and private sectors, each of them is
specific and depends on specific needs, risk allocation and partnership agreements. There are
various types of PPP transferable among countries and each country is to choose projects for the
specific PPP model functioning.

Self-studies Chapter 6
T1 Try to find out which operational programmes in your country can be used for some specific
part associated with brownfields regeneration.
T2 Has the JESSICA tool been used in your country/ or is available there? Find out this
information.
T3 In which phase is the brownfield example from chapter No. 1 in? If it is realized – where is the
source of financial support, what is potential payback period, can you find/make cost benefit
analysis of the project. If the project is in preparation time, try to carry out the way how it will
be possible to fund it.
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7

Legal Aspects Related to Brownfield Regeneration
By: Maroš Finka, Mircea Grigorovschi, Denitza Toptchiyska
European Union is characterised by different planning cutlures and systems. This fact togehterh
with different economic preconditions frames different approaches to land-re-use. Legal aspects
related to brownfield regenerations present a broad scale of problems starting with ownership
rights, planning and decision-making rights and procedural regulations, definition for
responsibilities, law enforcement system and ending with regulatory framework given by law.
Especially, there are complex legal issues associated with reuse of contaminated brownfields. The
legal issues that might arise during a brownfield revitalization process will vary based on
brownfield types - as these may be tied to different statutory and programmatic authorities,
different situation in recent and previous ownership and presence of third subjects on particular
brownfields (users, tenants, passants, service providers, infrastructure, administration). Dominant
part of the legal aspects linked to brownfield regeneration relates to land use regulations and
property rights, responsibilities and law enforcement instruments in the field of environmental
issues and regeneration planning and executive including the legal framework for public
interventions. This broad scale of legal aspects has been nationally determined, despite the
processes of the European integration and legal approximation, and the comparation of different
approaches and arrangements can serve as an inspiration. Important part of the legal aspects of
brownfield regeneration represent legal and institutional instruments. They frame the processes of
brownfield regeneration and create important instrument for regulatory interventions. Legal and
institutional instruments act in the synergies across the whole scale of intstruments as shown in
the table as follows:

Table 7.1 - Structure of the instruments supporting brovnfield regeneration.

Types/categories of instruments

Core
Instruments

1

Legal and institutional instruments

2

Planning instruments

3

Economic and Financial instruments

4

Technical instruments
Complementary Instruments

The comparative analyses of the legal and institutional instruments among the different countries
with the goal to create the platform for the transfer of innovations in this field can be based on the
classification as shown in following tables.
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Table 7.2 - Classficiation of the main institutional instruments supporting the brownfields regeneration.

National specific system of legal and institutional instruments I.
Main types/ categories /fields of instruments
State and self governmental bodies
Local level
State and self- governmental bodies
Mircro-regional and regional level
State and self- governmental bodies

Institutional Instruments

National level
Specialised professional units
Joint coordination and management bodies at the local, micro-regional,
regional and national level
Agreements, contracts
Policies
Other supporting institutions

Table 7.3 - Classficiation of the main legal instruments supporting the brownfields regeneration.

National specific system of legal and institutional instruments I.
Main types/ categories /fields of instruments
Property registration and description
National Property
Property ownership
Land consolidation
Development, planning, construction
Environmental legislation
Agricultural land protection

Legal Instruments

Self-governmental responsibilities at the regional, micro-regional and local
levels
Minerals protection law
Forestry law
Cultural heritage
Norms and Standards
Orders, Decrees
Procurement law
Legal procedures
Other legal instruments
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7.1 Legal Aspects Related to the Brownfield Regeneration in the Czech and
Slovak Republics
By: Maroš Finka
The overview of legal instruments for brownfield regeneration shows the fragmentation, not only
into many legal acts, but into many laws too (environmental, building or other specific laws). Both
countries, the Czech Republic and Slovakia are typical by rather fragmented legislative framework,
what is one of several aspects leading to difficulties approaching an integrative and
comprehensive development. As the comparative overviews show, there are the rehabilitation
measures and instruments included as parts of the overall legal framework of planning and, at the
same time, specific legislations or regulations are in place addressing exclusively issues of
rehabilitation. Such legislative frameworks can be characterized by the importance of sectoral laws
dealing with particular aspects of land-re-use, e.g. historic preservation, public housing,
environmental protections, soil protection, transportation, technical and environmental
infrastructure, housing improvement strategies offering financial incentives to owners and small
businesses.
Table 7.4 - Comparison of Legal and Institutional Instruments in Slovakia and Czech Republic.

Types/categories of
instruments

Legal Instruments

Property
registration
and
description

National
Property

Instruments in the Slovak Republic

Act No. 162/1995 Coll., on Cadastre of Real
Estates and on Registration of Proprietary and
other Material Rights to Real Estates in wording
of later regulations
Act. No. 275/2006 Coll. on Information Systems
of Public Administration in wording of later
regulations

Act Nr. 92/1991 Coll. on Precondition of
Convey the State Funds and Properties to
Other Subjects in wording of later regulations

Instruments in the Czech
Republic
Act No. 265/1992 Coll., on
Registration of Proprietary and
other Material Rights to Real Estates
in wording of later regulations
Act No. 344/1992 Coll., on Cadastre
of Real Estates of the Czech Republic
(Cadastral Law) in wording of later
regulations
Act No. 200/1994 Coll., on Surveying
and Mapping and on Changes and
Amendments of some Acts in
connection with its coming into
force in wording of later regulations
National property related acts Act
No. 219/2000, 201/2002 and
320/2002.

Restitution Act No 229/1991 Coll. on
Regulation of Property Rights to Land and
Other Agricultural Property

Property
ownership

Act No 181/1993 Coll. on easement of property
injustices caused to churches and religious
organizations
Act No 138/1991 Coll. on the Property of
Municipalities

Act No.184/2006 Code of Laws, on
Proprietary Right Withdrawal or
Proprietary Right Limitation
Concerning Lands or Real Estates

Act No 503/2003 Coll. on restitution of
ownership to land and on the change and
complementing of the Act of the NR SR Nr
180/1995 Coll. on Certain Measures for the
Settlement of Ownership Rights to Land
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Types/categories of
instruments

Land
consolidation

Development,
planning,
construction

Instruments in the Slovak Republic

Land consolidation law no. 330/1991, in
wording of later regulations

Act 50//1976 Coll. On Territorial Planning and
Building Code
Act 539/2008 on Regional Development
Support

Instruments in the Czech
Republic
Land consolidation Act No.
139/2002, on Land Amendments
and Land Offices, and in Law
Amendment No. 229/1991 Code of
Laws, on Amendment on
Proprietary Soil and Other
Agricultural Land Relations
183/2006 Code of Laws, Building
and Planning Act + 8 implementing
decrees

Act on Waste No. 223/2001 Coll. in wording of
later regulations
Act no. 287/1994 Coll. on Nature and
Landscape Protection in wording of later
regulations
Act no. 24/2006 Call., on EIA and SEA in
wording of later regulations
Environmental
legislation

Act. No 17/1992 Call. on Environment in
wording of later regulations
Act no. 245/2003 on Integrated Prevention
and Control of
Pollution of Environment and on amendment
and supplement of certain other acts
Directive 2004/35/CE of the European
Parliament and the Council of 21 April 2004 on
environmental liability with regard to the
prevention and remedying of environmental
damage

Act No. 114/1992 Code of Laws on
Land and Country Protection
Act No. 100/2001 Code of Laws, on
Environmental Impacts and on
Some Concerned Act Amendments
Act No. 185/2001 Code of Laws, on
Waste and Some Other Act
Amendments
Act No. 17/1992 Code of Laws, on
the Environment - Dealing also
with Land Contamination

Act No. 334/1992 Code of Laws, on
Agriculture Land Fund Protection
Agricultural
land
protection

Self
governmental responsibilities

Law no.220/2004 Coll. on protection and use of
agricultural land, in wording of later regulations
in wording of later regulations

Act No. 252/1997 Code of Laws, in
the meaning of the Act No. 62/2000,
Act No. 307/2000, Act No.
128/2003, Act No. 85/2004, Act No.
317/2004, and Act No. 94/2005
Code of Laws

Act 369/1990 Coll. on Municipalities in wording
of later regulations

Act No. 128/2000 Code of Laws, on
Communities

Act 221/1996 on Territorial and Administrative
Division of the SR and Act 222/1996 on
Organisation of Local Self Government in
wording of later regulations

Act No. 131/2000 Code of Laws, on
the Country´s Capital City of Prague
Act No. 129/2000 Code of Laws, on
Regions
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Types/categories of
instruments

Minerals
protection
law

Instruments in the Slovak Republic
Act no. 44/1988 on the protection and
utilization of mineral resources
(The Mining Act) in complete wording of the
Act
of the Slovak National Council No.498/1991
Coll. in wording of later regulations

Forestry law

Act no. 326/2005 Coll. about Forests in wording
of later regulations

Cultural
heritage

Act no. 49/2002 Cultural Heritage Protection
Act in wording of later regulations

Norms and
Standards

Methodology for the localisation and approval
of photovoltaic electro power plants , MVRR
2010

Instruments in the Czech
Republic

Act No. 44/1988 Code of Laws, on
Minerals, Their Protection and
Utilization (Mining Law)

Act No. 289/1995 Code of Laws,
(Forestry law), in the meaning of the
Act No. 238/1999, Act No. 67/2000,
Act No. 132/2000, Act No. 76/2002,
Act No. 320/2002, Act No.149/2003,
Act No. 1/2005, Act No. 444/2005
Code of Laws

Norm 4SN 73 6110 k § 20 parag.5a)
Public Notice 501/2006 Code of
Laws, (road designs)
7 Planning Degrees
Public Notice No. 498/2006 Code of
Laws, on a Authorized Inspectors
Decree No. 499/2006 Sb
Public Notice No. 500/2006 Code of
Laws, on Analytical Documents on
Territories
-on Spatial Planning Documents
and on Their Filing Modes
- spatial planning activities

Order no. 453/2000 Coll. about executive of
selected paragraphs of the Act no.50/1976 Coll.
in wording of later regulations
Orders,
Decrees

Order no. 55/2001 Coll. about planning
documentation and planning data.
Order no. 532/2002 Coll. about general
technical requirement concerning the
localization and construction of buildings
Order no. 249/2003 Coll. about sensitive and
vulnerable territories

Public Notice No. 501/2006 Code of
Laws, on General Requirements
Concerning Territorial Utilization
Public Notice No. 502/2006 Code of
Laws, regulating the former Public
Notice the Ministry for Regional
Development No. 137/1998 Code of
Laws, on General Technical
Requirements for Construction
Public Notice No. 503/2006 Code of
Laws, on
Details Concerning Spatial Planning
Management, Statutory Contracts
and Territorial Proceedings
Public Notice No. 526/2006 Code of
Laws, on Executing Some
Construction Law Regulations
Concerning Construction Rules
Decree on Remediation after
National Industries Mining
Damages. VP/S 131/03-160, 2003,
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Types/categories of
instruments

Instruments in the Slovak Republic

Instruments in the Czech
Republic
enabling exceptions from Public
Support Prohibition within the “
Environmental Impact Eliminations
Caused by Mineral Resource
Extractions” Programme
+ Government Decree No. 69/2008

Act No.137/2006 Code of Laws, on
Public Tenders

Procurement law
Legal
procedures

See the procedures included in respective law
acts

Other legal
instruments

Directive of the Ministry of the Agriculture of
the SR to the implementation of the Decrees
no. 12/2009 about the forest land protection in
the territorial planning

Institutional Instruments

State and
self
governmental bodies

cc 6500 communities with elected
local governments
Municipalities, cc 2994 municipalities with
elected local governments

Local level

State and
selfgovernmental bodies
Regional
level

See the procedures included in
respective law acts

cc 205 communities with special
responsibilities
Local cadastral offices cc 77
Local branches of the State property
office

8 Self governmental regions and subjects of
territorial sovereignty and responsible for
selected tasks of middle level of state
government
Cadastral offices (8 regional offices)

14 regional elected administrations:
kraj
14 Regional Cadastral offices, with
sub-offices in selected towns

Regional state specialised offices (e.g. building
offices, regional and district environmental
offices)

8 Regional State property offices

Regional land offices, district land offices

77 District offices carrying duty
under the land consolidation act

Regional building offices

14 Regional land consolidation
offices

Regional forestry offices
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Types/categories of
instruments

Instruments in the Slovak Republic

Instruments in the Czech
Republic

The President

The President

The parliament

The parliament

The government

The government

Ministry of Environment

Czech Office for Surveying , mapping
and cadastre an independent office
incorporated in accordance with the
law 359/1992Sb.On Surveying,
Mapping and Cadastral Bodies in
wording of later regulation

Ministry of Transport, Construction and
Regional Development, Ministry of Agriculture
and Rural Development
Plenipotentiary of the Government of the SR
for territorial management, integrated
management of catchments areas and
landscape
Office for Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre
of the Slovak Republic

State and
selfgovernmental bodies

Office representing the state in property issues,

National
level

Subject of the public law responsible for
privatisation of public properties.

State property fund

Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development
Ministry of Environment
Slovak Inspectorate of the Environment
Minister of Transport, Construction and
Regional Development of the Slovak Republic

Office representing the state in
property issues, independent
institution whose budget is included
in the budget of the Ministry of
Finance. The office is regulated by
the following laws Act No.
219/2000, 201/2002 and 320/2002.
Ministry of Agriculture (MZE)
institution The Central land
consolidation office
MZP - Ministry of Environment
CIZP- Czech Inspectorate of the
Environment (the regulator)

Ministry of Health of the Slovak Republic

MMR – Ministry of Regional
Development, section Planning and
also section Regional development

Central coordination body for the National
Strategic Reference Framework

MPO – Ministry of Industry – the
mining section

Statistical office of the Slovak Republic

The Czech Forests

State Forests

MD - Ministry of Transport

National Agency for Development of Small and
Medium Enterprises

Governmental

Ministry of Economy

Specialised
professional
units

State property office

Slovak Environmental Agency .- Centre of the
Rural Environment Protection, Centre of
Environmental Policy Development, Centre of
Environmental Informatics , Centre of
Environmental Education, Centre of the Urban
Environment Protection, Centre of
Environmental Management, Centre of Waste
Management and Basel Convention, Centre of
Assessment of Regions´ Environmental Quality,
Centre of Landscape Planning, Natural and
Energy Sources

PPP centrum
Regional development agencies
Chamber of the real estate offices
Association for property
development
Czech Association for geoinformation
Chamber of Architects
Chamber of registered engineers
and technicians

URBION – State spatial development agency

Association of Regions

Regional environmental advisory and
information Centres of the Slovak
Environmental Agency

SMOCR (the union ot towns and
villages)

SARIO Slovak Investment and Trade
Development Agency

NSZM (national network of healthy
towns)
SHSCMS (union of historic cities)
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Types/categories of
instruments

Instruments in the Slovak Republic
Regional development agencies

Instruments in the Czech
Republic
UUR – MMR planning institution
Czech Environmental Information
Agency
CzechInvest and its regional offices Industrial land redevelopment
agency
MAS see:

Joint
coordination and
management bodies

Euro-regions (12), and micro-regions, Local
Action Groups,

http://eagri.cz/public/web/mze/ven
kov/mistni-akcni-skupiny/ and
http://eagri.cz/public/app/eagriapp/
MAS/Maps/MASVyber.aspx?stamp=
1295211933895

Regional Development Agencies
Agreements
contracts

various MAS contracts
Planning Agreements

see also section planning on
Planning Agreements

National development plan
National strategic reference framework,
National Plan of Tourism Development

National Development Plan,

Slovak implementation of the Lisbon strategy,

National Strategic Reference
Framework

National Plan of Regional Development of the
SR
National Plan of the Agriculture Sector
Development

Policies

Czech implementation of the Lisbon
strategy

National Action Plan of Employment

Strategy for regional development
policy 2007-13,

National Plan of Social Inclusion

Strategy for economic growth,

National Strategy of Sustainable Development

Strategy for sustainable
development,

Agenda 21 at the national, regional and local
level

Spatial development policy

National environmental action plan (2004)

National environmental policy

National Strategic Rural Development Plan
2007-2013

National transport policy
National energy concept,
National Urban framework

Strategy, Principles and Priorities of State
Environmental Policy (2004)

National development plan,

Thematic Strategy Living Environment in the
Cities

National strategic reference
framework,

National transport policy 2005-2015

Czech implementation of the Lisbon
strategy

National Energy Policy 2006-2020/2030
State programme for old environmental loads
sanation (2010-2015)
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Types/categories of
instruments

Instruments in the Slovak Republic

Instruments in the Czech
Republic

National Association of Real Estate Agencies
Association for Support of the Public-Private
Projects
Other
supporting
institutions

Slovak Chamber of Architects
Slovak Chamber of Civil Engineers

Public Register of Agricultural Land Ministry for Agriculture (MZE),

ZMOS - Association of Towns and Communities
of Slovakia
State Housing Development Fund
Similarity in the structure of instruments in the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic is
determined not only by the continuity of the development of legal, institutional environment from
the common history in joint state unit, but by their belonging to central European planning culture
similar to Germany, Austria, Poland and Balkan countries as well. In this context the structure of the
legal and institutional instruments influenced by the historical development in both countries, EU
approximation process they have gone through can be inspiring for the development in Bulgaria
and Romania.

7.2 Legal Aspects Related to Brownfields Regeneration in Romania
By: Mircea Grigorovschi
European regulations regarding industrial regeneration


Toledo Declaration – Urban integrated regeneration 2010



ICOMOS – common principles ICOMOS-TICCIH to preserve fields, constructions, areas, and
landscapes of the industrial patrimony

The system of regulations regarding urban and industrial area regenerations in Romania
In Romania, there are no specific regulations regarding urban or industrial area regenerations.
The field regulation has been assured by the legal system, regarding environment, protection of
historical monuments, spatial planning, authorization of realizing constructions.

7.2.1 Law of environmental protection
Legal provisions of the national regulation have derived from the EU legislation.
Objective of the law:


regulation of the environment protection;



objective of major public interest.

Principles:


removing pollutants that damage heavily and heavily people’s health;



maintaining, improving environment quality and reconstruction of the deteriorated areas

Implementing the principles requires:


the obligatory procedure of evaluating the impact on environment during the initial stage of
projects, programmes or activities;



correlating environment planning with territory planning and urbanism;

Environment protection is an obligation for the central and local public authorities, as well as for all
physical and legal entities. Environment protection authorities lead the procedures for authorising
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and emitting environment agreements which are compulsory for both new investments and the
modification of existing constructions.
The procedure for evaluating the impact on the environment includes:


requesting the environment evaluation by project holders;



analyzing whether the project and types of activities agree or not to the impact study;



initial study;



analysis and preparation of a guide with resulted problems;



study of the impact on environment.

It is necessary to accomplish an environmental balance when changing either destination or owner
of the investment, or when stopping all activities generating impact on the environment, in order
to determine the obligations regarding the reconstruction of the environment quality in the area
of impact: analyse of the environmental balance; set out of the conformity programme; application
of protection measures and ecological reconstruction.
Specific provisions include protecting aquatic systems, the atmosphere, the soil, subsoil and
above-ground-ecosystem, human inhabited areas and the regime of protected areas and natural
monuments.

7.2.2 Law regarding historical monument protection
This law regulates the juridical regime of historical monuments, protected by law and belonging to
the national cultural patrimony. Some of the industrial aggregates, areas and sites that undergo
the process of reconversion are classified as historical monuments, aggregates or sites, and as
such they are protected by the provisions of this law. The protection process comprises measures
with scientific, juridical, administrative, financial, fiscal and technical features. These aim at assuring
the identification, research, inventory, classification, proof, preservation, maintenance,
consolidation, restoration, value of historical monuments, as well as their social, economic, and
cultural integration in the local communities´ lives.
The monument categories include monuments, aggregates and sites. The historical monument
classification is divided into 2 subgroups: A – historical monuments of national and international
value; and B – historical monuments representative for the local cultural patrimony. The protection
area has been established for each historical monument.
Interventions on historical monuments are made:


Based on the approval of the Ministry for Culture and Cults, or its decentralized services;



Possible interventions within legal conditions: research work, preservation, construction,
extension, consolidation, restructure, landscape planning, valuing, function or destination
changes, etc.



Construction authorization for this type of work (thus also for reconversion work), issued under
legal conditions regarding construction work authorization based on approval of the Ministry
for Culture and Cults or its decentralized services.
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7.2.3 Law regarding territorial planning and urbanism
This law assures the legal framework for writing, approving and implementing documentations of
urbanism and territory planning in order to harmonize economic, social, ecological, and cultural
policies at the whole territory level. It functions on both national and local levels to enssure a
balanced development in various areas, aiming at a better cohesion and efficiency of economic
and social relations. It is the most important Romanian law regarding territorial and urban
evolution. Any process of urban, territorial or building regeneration must be made according to its
provisions.
Documentation types for Territory Planning:
Territory Planning Plan (Ro: PAT)
Local Territory Planning Plan (Ro: PATZ), reffering to inter- communes, inter- cities, inter- counties
or regional aspects.
County Territory Planning Plan (Ro: PATJ)
Urbanism Documentation:
General Urban Plan (Ro: PUG) and Local Regulation of Urbanism (Ro: RLU);
Area Urban Plan (Ro: PUZ) and Area Regulation of Urbanism (Ro: RZU);
Detail Urban Plan (Ro: PUD).

7.2.4 The process of authorizing constructions (including regenerated industrial
constructions), Law regarding construction work authorization
Any regeneration process concerning any type of constructions, including the industrial ones must
be legally authorized. To authorize regeneration works on industrial areas, the following conditions
must be fulfilled, and a series of stages covered:


Obtaining the urbanism certificate for regeneration issued based on the approved
documentation of Territory Planning and Urbanism;



Certifying the property right of a particular building;



Technical expertise of the building;



Obtaining the environmental approval;



Obtaining all approvals mentioned in urbanism certificate;



Topo lifting approved by the office of cadastre and real estate advertisement (Ro: OCPI) and
submitting the geo-technical study;



Obtaining the approval of the Ministry for Culture and Cults or its decentralized services in
case the industrial construction undergoing the process of reconversion is a historical
monument;



Elaborating technical documentation for obtaining the Construction Authorization (Ro: DTAC)
for the following specific branches: architecture, resistance, installations (electrical, sanitary,
heating, technological);



Cost evaluation - estimative specification;



Obtaining the Construction Authorization (Ro: AC);
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Preparing the Technical Project and Details of Execution (Ro: PTh+DDE);



Project verification by persons authorized by the Ministry for Regional and Tourism
Development (Ro: MDRT)

7.3 Legal Aspects Related Brownfields Regeneration in Bulgaria
By: Denitza Toptchiyska
Generally, the legal framework concerning brownfield redevelopment in Bulgaria could be divided
into two main fields: legislation related to regional development and legislation focused on
reducing harmful industrial effects on the environment.
Following the political changes after 1991 in Bulgaria, the legislation related to regional
development passed through many significant changes, in order to be adapted to the new political
context, as well as in order to respond to main requirements in this field proposed by the EU. In
the field of environmental protection, the EU directives have been introduced in the Bulgarian
legislation with the aim of implementing high standards that must be taken in consideration by
both public authorities and private entities, especially in the field of industry.

7.3.1 Constitution
The Constitutional basis for regional development and regional policy is its Art. 20. proves the
following: "The State shall create conditions for balanced development of particular country
regions and supports regional bodies and activities by means of its financial credit and
investment policy." Article 142 provides that a region shall be an administrative territorial unit
entrusted with the conduct of regional policy, implementation of the Government on local levels,
and ensuring harmony of national and local interests.

7.3.2 Regional Development Act
The Regional Development Law, adopted in 2008, in its introductory texts (Chapter 1 Fundamental
Principles, Article 1) declares as its subject – management of the following: planning,
programming, ruling, resource supply, monitoring, controlling and estimating strategy
implementation, as well as plans and programmes for conducting public policy in regional fields.
The state shall create conditions for balanced and sustainable integrated development of both
regions and municipalities and it shal cover the system of legal and regulated documents,
resources and actions of all competent bodies directed to:


diminishing cross-regional and intra-regional differences;



providing conditions for a rapid economic growth and high employment level;



developing district / territorial/ cooperation.

According to the Regional Development Act, plans for regional development shall be adopted on
both national and local leve.l
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7.3.3 National Regional Development Strategy in Bulgaria for the Periods of 2005 –
2015
The National Regional Development Strategy (NRDS) in Bulgaria for the periods of 2005-2015, is
the fundamental document formulating long-term objectives and priorities of the country’s
regional policy. It outlines the strategic directions and levels of the regional policy and it acts as a
starting point for getting and distributing the EU assistance for implementing programmes related
to regional development. The place and role of the NRDS, in the system of strategic planning and
programming documents related to regional development, have been defined in the Regional
Development Act.
In the analysis provided in the NRDC relating to the development state concerning settlement
network and urban structure, it is stated that “manufacturing zones in cities occupy huge areas,
however, they often lack public works and feature obsolete and unattractive buildings, that can
hardly be upgraded and re-used. Most probably, the potential localization of future production
facilities with improved technologies will be sought somewhere beyond the boundaries of these
areas, on a “green field”. This, however, does not resolve the problem of restructuring and renewal
of manufacturing areas in cities, including evacuation of some production facilities to provide
space for other, so far neglected urban needs, such are green areas and public services, the urban
development policy should focus on.” Such areas are classified as those needing intervention in
the frames of the Operational Programmes of Bulgaria and respectively will be supported by both
the EU and national funds. The Opertional Programme “Regional Development” focuses more
specifically on such territories.

7.3.4 Legislation in Environmental Protection
Since 1989, Bulgaria has greatly increased the importance it devotes to international
environmental co-operation. The Government has given greater attention to implementation
requirements from the side of international commitments. Internationally recognised principles
and procedures have been introduced into national laws, and draft laws have been prepared along
these lines, including harmonisation of Bulgarian environmental requirements with the EU
standards.
Main legislative acts:


Environmental Protection Act



Waste Management Act



Water Act



Clean Ambient Air Act



Protected Areas Act



Medicinal Plants Act



Soils Act



Liability for Preventing and Remedying Environmental Damage Act
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7.3.5 Public-Private Partnership Act
After long debate the new Public- Private Partnership Act was adopted in 2012 and will enter in
force in the beginning of 2013. For the efficient implementation of the law in 2013 will be
approved a National programme for public-private partnership (PPP) as well as an Action plan for
the projects based on PPP for the period until 2020.
According to the Bulgarian law public –private partnership is a long-term collaboration between
public and private partners for undertaking activities in public interest for better use of invested
public funds and sharing the risks. One of the major aims of the PPP is to provide the necessary
regulatory framework for foster private investment in construction, maintaining and management
of technical and social infrastructure and undertaking activities in public benefit. The duration of
PPP should be between 5 and 35 years.
It is expected that the law will have beneficial effect regarding redevelopment and regeneration of
deserted industrial areas.

7.4 “Know-HowTransferability” (lessons learned among the partners) Chapter 7
The experience from Rumania and Bulgaria has shown, that the involvement of the stakeholders
into the brownfield regeneration processes can in a decisive extend contribute to fulfill the gaps in
the institutional environment. On the other side, the well functioning institutions and developed
goal oriented legal framework can be decisive for the efficiency of regeneration processes as well
as for sustainability of the outputs form these processes.
The experience in the Czech Republic with the introduction of a new act on Territorial Planning
and Building No. 183/2006 Coll. is innovative from the point of view of the recognized category of
brownfields in Czech planning and inspiring for the Slovak Republic. It enabled to designate
roperties as brownfields by qualified planners and the duty to provide basis for a regular
brownfield inventorying and data update in administrative units called ORP as well as to classify
brownfields as limits to spatial development. Moreover the brownfields are one of the categories
for identification the land use data items compiling the GIS layers of the new nation-wide planning
support system (ÚAP). The law had placed duty on all the Czech local authorities to provide
surveys of their brownfields and update such data in the intervals of 2 years. Nominated local
authorities ORPs are required to collect all GIS data and publish their main findings on the
Internet. In the Slovak Republic a new act on Territorial Planning and Building is being prepared
and the new Czech approach and experience with brownfield issues in planning is highly valuable.

Self-studies Chapter 7
T1 Please discuss the key legal and institutional instruments supporting the brownfield
redevelopment in your country and the key gaps in the legal and institutional system in your
country.
T2 Please discuss what innovation in legal and institutional environment in your country is
needed in order to facilitate the process of brownfield redevelopment in your country.
T3 Seek for the possibility to transfer the best practice from the other countries and identify the
key legal and institutional environment under which the best practice example was delivered.
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8

Social and Cultural Issues and Participation in Brownfield
Redevelopment
By: Dagmar Petríková, Zuzana Ladzianska
Processes of European integration and globalization of markets are intensively being reflected also
in social and spatial development and redevelopment of brownfields is currently becoming an
important issue across Europe. Sites, municipalities, cities and regions are constantly being a part
of permanent and intensive competitive and cooperative relations. Acceleration of metropolitan
and regional competition has brought new challenges even for areas and territories which were
not primarily considered as assets or perspectives. One of the most prominent examples of such
territories are brownfields – former industrial zones, neglected urban areas, derelict sites or areas
with low standards of quality of life. These areas are subsequently generating huge scale of social,
economic and environmental problems. Degraded housing, improper transport and infrastructure
facilities, environmental risks and problems, unattractive and disconnected urban structures and
high unemployment and weak social cohesion are the most frequent factors. Many of such places
suffer with multiple deprivations where the various social problems and general culture
downgrade are getting into spotlight. Many of those brownfields are characterised by the quality
of life below the average standard within its urban boundary but constituting a strategic factor in
the functioning of a city. Large dimension, complexity of problems and uncertain future are the
key factors. Achieving the sustainable reuse of previously developed land is one of the biggest
challenges facing the planning, regeneration and development sectors.
The importance of including social and cultural aims and objectives in brownfield regeneration
schemes is increasingly acknowledged. Beside the economic, technical, environmental, physical
and managerial aspects of brownfield redevelopment, social and cultural factors also play an
important role in the success of a brownfield regeneration project. In the process of deciding upon
a suitable land use and urban design for a brownfield site, it is necessary to consider the local
neighbourhood and the potential impacts of the project. This is especially important, because
brownfield sites are often historically closely interlinked to their neighbourhood and located in
dense urban quarters. Quantitative as well as quantitative redevelopment of any urban area is not
a process of mere expansion, but more often is a natural renewal of the urban fabric in its
functional and material dimension. It is obvious, that most of the brownfield areas include the
particular places which are in different phases of their life-cycle and the places with predispositions
for different uses.
The overall aim is to promote a good coexistence of different uses, as well as to revive an identity
within the city quarter and to re-profile the image of the city quarter. In many cases, the bad
image of the deprived area is more severe burden than the most significant elements of physical
degradation. The vicious circle worsening both the physical conditions as well as the image of the
area is hard to break. Moreover, many of such deprived places tend to radiate the bad image
throughout the adjacent neighbourhoods. The problems are magnifying, the assets are
continuously disappearing. Lack of strategic vision is obvious. Renewal of the deprived area must
also be based on the process of re-evaluation of the place identity. New content must be
somehow interlinked with the positive and historically determined elements from the past, but
identity must also be enriched by new elements. Needless to say, that this process must be based
on the approval of the inhabitants and their identification and acceptation of the new identity
model. Branding of such place and the communication toward different target group will be
successful only if this fundamental precondition is met.
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The main questions to be answered in this context are: “How the surrounding neighbourhoods do
benefit from the intended land use functions?” and “What burden does the intended land use
function suppose on those surrounding neighbourhoods?” A participatory process in which the
neighbourhood is involved represents a good mean to reach sustainability and to make the citizen
accept the project.

8.1 Conceptual model of social and cultural objectives and instruments of
required in achieving sustainable brownfield redevelopment
In the frame of conceptual model eight key social and cultural objectives have been developed to
be considered when developing brownfield sites. The objectives are sub-divided into those that
deal mainly with ‘people’ and those that deal mainly with ‘place’. Therefore the conceptual model
can be called “People and Places”. This relation was found to be useful, although several of the
objectives incorporate elements of both ‘people’ and ‘place’. For simplicity, the objectives are
placed where their primary emphasis lies. For each of the objectives, discussions about instruments
to achieve them also took place.
Before presenting the eight social and cultural objectives it is useful to present a conceptual model
of how social and cultural objectives fit into the process of sustainable brownfield redevelopment.
This is useful to demonstrate how social and cultural drivers fit in with economic and
environmental objectives.
The framework in the Figure 8.1 conceptualises how the social and cultural objectives (Box B) fit
with other objectives (Boxes A and C), and lists suggestions for their means of implementation (D).
The Figure shows that the objectives need to be defined, then implemented through appropriate
instruments if sustainable brownfield reuse (Box E) is to be achieved. Clearly different objectives
have different means of implementation. The objectives are clearly overlapping and therefore it is
necessary to search for the instruments and tools that will follow fulfilling several objectives
In order to achieve sustainable brownfield development, social and cultural, economic and
environmental objectives all need to be met. However, in the past, economic objectives have
driven brownfield development, and there now needs to be a strengthening of environmental and
socio-cultural aims and outcomes. Without more consideration of social and cultural impacts
current brownfield redevelopment schemes could become the blighted areas of the future. There
also needs to be careful assessment of which ‘instruments’ are best to achieve these aims: e.g.
specific policies and regulations; particular methods of public participation or new coalitions of
agencies; fiscal measures, such as tax incentives; better skills and education; or other, new
instruments yet to be devised.
The Figure below (Fig.8.1) conceptualises the social and cultural objectives (Box A) and brings the
suggestions for their means of implementation (Box B). The Figure shows that the objectives need
to be defined, then implemented through appropriate instruments for the achievement of
sustainable brownfield reuse. Clearly different objectives will have different means of
implementation.
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A
Economic
objectives

B
Social and cultural objectives
1. Preserve cultures that are valued by local people and
exploit opportunities for new forms of social and
cultural development
2. Ensure employment opportunities appropriate for
the development, provide learning, or ‘up-skilling’,
opportunities in order to improve employability
3. Promote social equity in brownfield development
4. Improve perceptions and image of brownfield
development
5. Contribute to strategic sustainability objectives in the
urban context
6. Ensure physical accessibility
7. Provide liveable and sustainable environments for
local communities
8. Strengthen the place attachment in the minds of
local people

C
Environmental
objectives

D
Appropriate instruments for achieving social and
cultural objectives
 High quality master planning
 Effective public participation and consultation (specific methods e.g. ‘planning
for real’)
 Social impact assessment
 Cultural heritage rating methods
 Preferential entry system to local colleges/training for local people
 Good project management and planning (i.e. allowing for interim uses, phasing
of development)
 Supportive legislation and regulation (e.g. on public transport, housing
densities, local mobility)
 Good collaborative working arrangements between all agencies involved in
development (including ‘neutral’ organisations)
 Survey mapping the internal and external image of the area and the depth and
characteristics of the place attachment among stakeholders

E
Sustainable

Fig. 8.1 - Social and cultural objectives and instruments required in achieving sustainable brownfield
development (according to Cabernet, 2005).
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8.1.1 Social and Cultural Objectives: a position statement
The following section lists the eight key social and cultural objectives to consider when developing
brownfield sites. For each objective, the suggested instruments of implementation are also given.
These objectives are considered to be the most important social and cultural objectives for any
brownfield development. It should be stated that social and cultural regeneration are now
significant drivers for change, far from being peripheral issues in brownfield development, (as, for
example, in Bratislava, Ostrava, Newcastle upon Tyne, Milan, Vienna, Barcelona, Bilbao and others).

8.2 People-oriented objectives
Objective 1: Preserve cultures that are valued by the local people and exploit
opportunities for new forms of social and cultural development
A major problem in brownfield development is the displacement or destruction of local cultural
heritage and knowledge. This has been a common experience across Europe, for example in the
redevelopment of industrial sites such as mines, docklands and those with other heavy industrial
uses. In addition new, redeveloped schemes often lack a cultural or social identity of their own.
Some examples from recent practice indicated, that even the areas with a heavy industrial past
might generate some positive connotations in the minds of people. These positive characteristics
must be approached in highly sensitive way, in order to preserve “the collective memory of the
place” and should interpret the old content in new contexts. City and its urban fabric is a kind of
metatext which interpretation is externalised in many layers and facets. University campus of
University of Bicocca in Milan used the former industrial structures from the Pirelli plant.
Preservation of huge scale, retaining original industrial colours (red, black, and grey) and some
landmarks is the context of the industrial past. Architectural studio of Vittorio Gregotti adopted the
area according to its old industrial identity, adding some completely new functions. Maybe the
lack of the continuity was the main factor why the other proposals (e.g. concept of totally new area
on “green meadow” from Frank Gehry) did not succeed. Current design of the Biccoca University
campus is a tribute to all those who lost their jobs when the Pirelli plant was closed (back in the
80-ties).
There is a need to preserve elements of existing or past cultures to provide some continuity, but
also to balance this with the needs of new development and offer opportunities for new forms of
social and cultural development. This objective relates primarily to ‘people’: to maintaining, where
appropriate, skills, experiences, crafts and memories. But it is also about maximising benefits from
the physical environment, for example, by making the best use of industrial buildings and familiar
and valued landscapes. In particular, the objective is to highlight high quality existing features with
complementary high quality new designs.
An important point to remember, however, in seeking to achieve this objective is that a realistic
approach must be taken towards the skills match between previous and new uses for brownfields.
This can be best done by:


academic research into the cultural and social history and its record and promotion as well as
integration of cultural heritage in wider sustainable strategies of revitalisation (preservation of
artefacts, cultural tourism



involving the public into the processes of identification of locally significant valuable structural
elements of the brownfields,



using the most valuable structures as the innovation initiating points in the brownfields,
restoring them from public sources and re-using them for public purposes thus supporting the
quality of living environment in those localities,
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use GIS (Geographic Information Systems) for identification of social and cultural data in the
areas of brownfield,



application of SIA (Social Impact Assessment) and social and cultural sustainability indicators
for the appraisal of regeneration process.

Other practical ways of preserving cultures and heritage are linked with public art. For example in
Belfast a public art strategy was devised with the aim of capturing and displaying the story of the
place and its history. Here, on a flagship site, landscape architects were employed to research the
area's history and reflect this in the design of the public realm. Other mechanisms used on this site
included keeping archives of written and aural histories and retaining place names. For example,
names such as 'The Gasworks' (Belfast) and 'Docklands' (London) convey a previous use of the site.
Of course, a key to being able to maximise cultural benefits is access to adequate resources, and to
this end all available funding opportunities need to be pursued. An important point to remember,
however, in seeking to achieve this objective is that a realistic approach must be taken towards the
skills match between previous and new uses for a site. In many circumstances complete change in
the economic activity on site is inevitable, and new populations will be moving in when the area is
redeveloped. In these cases, the best that can be done is to make a full record of the past and
move on.

Objective 2: Ensure employment opportunities appropriate for the development,
provide or enable learning, or ‘up-skilling’, opportunities to improve employability
Having a meaningful job in the area and thus having the opportunity to redesign its shape, identity
and vital characteristics is one of the most essential elements of the place attachment at the
individual level. If inhabitants consider their jobs as valuable and meaningful contribution to
redeveloping the area and improving its characteristics, it will make their ties and attachment
toward the place much more robust and vigorous.
A major problem in many brownfield development schemes is a lack of appropriate employment
opportunities. Hence an objective is to create new and innovative job opportunities wherever
possible and/or appropriate. Alongside this, it is important to ensure access to any new jobs for
local people. In this sense access is both ‘physical’, i.e. meaning local people can actually travel to
new jobs, but also related to ‘skills match’, i.e. the jobs are available to local people in terms of
qualification, skill and experience requirements.
There are numerous ways of achieving employment opportunities through brownfield
development. Sometimes, the need is for housing development to provide homes near to
employment; in other cases, the need is for new employment-generating buildings on site; in
others still the need is for new mixed-use neighbourhoods. Where possible, infrastructure, new or
reused buildings in brownfield developments should be used for new enterprises and job creation.
Another important way of maximising employment opportunities is to foster interim uses on sites
before longer-term redevelopment. Sometimes brownfield regeneration can be phased over
decades and permitting or enabling short or medium terms uses can be crucial in sustaining the
economic viability of a neighbourhood.
In the process of brownfields revitalisation, the people and communities are not merely adjusting
their needs, expectations and goals within the process of redevelopment of the area, but they are
improving and learning new skills. This process of learning yields many assets not only on
individual level, but might generate some new benefits for the community as a whole. Mutual
interactions, continual and permanent lessons of urban redevelopment, feedback from various
milieus, searching for social and political consensus as well as balanced decision making might be
the most significant elements of such collective learning. The principal task is to secure the
feasibility of the adopted solution for various target groups, its sustainability and thus securing the
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control mechanisms. The immediate and full feedback as well as the permanent monitoring of
running activities is of high importance. Many measures and steps are of utmost importance, due
to their irreversible nature. It is necessary to anticipate the future spatial and social development,
to judge and estimate the risks, the possible escalation focal points, to reveal hidden sources and
to utilise them in a friendly, open and honest manner. One of the main scopes of such “practisebased” learning lies also in promotion of innovative behavioural patterns. Community based on
innovative behaviour will be probably better equipped to future unknown risks and destabilisation
processes (brain drain, newly emerging social tensions etc.). It has been shown in recent years that
intervention from external milieu is not always the most effective tool if the community itself is not
able to learn and to prevent the endangering factors.
One example is preferential entry into training and education for local people, whereby the entry
standards for courses in a local college or on training schemes are reduced for local people. This
had been a very successful scheme in Dublin for example, although it is reliant on supportive
legislation. Similarly, preferential local employment, with some ‘on the job’ training is advocated.
Other creative local solutions address very specific problems e.g. local employment matching.
Wherever possible entrepreneurial and ‘enterprise’ skills should also be provided. One message
that is very clear, however, is that it is important to work with existing local groups and agencies
with local experience and knowledge if progress is to be made. ‘Outsider’ organisations are
unlikely to be successful unless they engage those who are already integrated within the
neighbourhood.
Where possible, new or reused buildings or infrastructure in brownfield developments should be
used for new enterprises and job creation and give support to:


identifying the gaps on labour market and use them as targets for specific training based on
the local tradition,



offering special courses and training programmes and adapting them to the knowledge and
skills standards in the locality of the brownfields,



using the specific potential of skills and knowledge of the local population and train them
towards suitable employment opportunities that are required by increased competitiveness on
labour market,



self-regeneration process of the brownfield using the local potential for starting the business
activities,



establishing a local training centres in order to educate local people in relevant skills and
methods.

Objective 3: Promote social equity in the brownfield development
Balanced social mix among the newcomers and long-term local residents is very important
precondition in order to meet social sustainability of the area. The purposes why people came into
the area might be different (job opportunity, affordable housing etc.) but the quality of social
cohesion is one of the most relevant factors when forecasting the future perspective of the given
area.
An important objective is to provide affordable housing and business accommodation. In any
given development it is important to strive to meet the differing requirements of local residents
and potential newcomers. A key aim in urban brownfield regeneration schemes is to attract
relatively wealthy people to an area to improve the local economy, however in these cases
consideration should also be given to providing a proportion of affordable accommodation for
local residents and businesses.
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An equally important issue is access to services and facilities. Wherever possible, access and
opportunities should be open to all – schemes should resist elements of ‘privatisation’. Likewise,
transport and physical infrastructure should not disadvantage particular social groups, such as
non-car owners, or disabled people. In devising schemes, all involved should be mindful to attract
a mix of people to support local facilities.
In many instances these objectives can be achieved through planning: both high quality master
planning and strong local policies on elements such as affordable housing will be crucial. Similarly,
supportive legislation and regulations on, for example, building quality, transport provision and
access are important. The incorporation of social equity aims at the outset of a development
project is also the key. These are complex issues that can only be resolved through joint working
with a number of agencies; for example those responsible for housing, health, environment,
transport, and education and local community organisations and at the same time the way should
be given to:


involvement of the local community representatives directly within the working of the
development agency,



supporting public-private partnership as the optimal model for complex revitalisation
processes guarantying higher social diversity,



avoiding single used and mono-structural character of revitalised brownfields because even in
the case of high quality they lead to social exclusion of certain social group (high society,
outsiders, ethnic group etc.),



ensuring a variation in types of housing supply (rented housing mixed with owner occupied,
large dwellings mixes with small ones, high rise mixed with low rise),



strict control of the standards of barrier-free environment for disabled, children or women
during the process of designing and constructing /restoring the structures in the brownfields,



give special consideration to children and young people and their ability to influence and
enjoy their neighbourhood.

Objective 4: Strengthen the place attachment in the minds of the residents
Concept of place attachment is based on the psychological identification with certain place, space
and community living in certain territory. Existential value provided by such relation is considered
to be meaningful. It generates the feeling of togetherness and provides the framework for
everyday rituals, behavioural patterns and acting in various social roles. Every regional/city/place
identity (as a broader category) must be based on the feelings of place attachment of the people
living in the area. Identity of each place/area/region grows up from the combination of the natural
characteristics of the living space (rivers, terrain, morphology) and the artificial interventions of the
human being (settlements, infrastructure, culture, language). Karavathis and Ashworth (2005)
distinguish three ways how people make sense of places: artificial innovations of physical space
(architecture, urban design), the ways how certain places are used (behavioural patterns) and
various forms of place representation (movies, pictures). In the specific case of the brownfields,
especially the first (architectural and urban design) and the second category (social behaviour) are
essential. However, it has been shown in recent years, that identity of certain place/area is not the
mere “track of the history”, but it is a living organism, absorbing plethora of new impulses and
influences. Regional identity must be preserved, but also actively promoted and fostered. Several
new tools of strategic management (Place Branding, Corporate Identity) recently appeared in order
to steer and communicate this identity in proper way.
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Place attachment is a subjective category reflecting the depth of the social/emotional tie or
attitude toward certain place. It is one of the fundamental preconditions of social cohesion within
territory. Place attachment is saturating many psychological needs: the need for security, the need
for self-realisation, the need for belonging and structuring the outer environment. In order to
foster place attachment in the mind of inhabitants/residents/visitors, the place must be legible and
transparent. Many brownfields are lacking the sufficient amount of distinctive traits and
characteristics; they are rather diffuse, without landmarks, poorly structured etc. In order to
strengthen the place attachment of various groups, the place must appeal not only on the social
and emotional ties toward the area, but should aspire to express some values (“I appreciate the
way how this place is redeveloped”, “I am proud of the policy toward disabled people which is
externalized here”). Lack of vision, based on the common values is sometimes more hindering
burden for integration of brownfield to city organism than the neglected physical shape or
infrastructural problems. In order to strength place attachment of the people, there must be some
pattern or concept offering the opportunities for mental identification. If there is any landmark,
most often it bears a negative connotation and a might become a symbol of poor image of the
area. Process of stigmatization of certain social groups related to the derelict problematic areas is
often running for many years and has a lot of inertia.
In the process of strengthening of place attachment of the people, special attention should be
paid to:


fostering the social cohesion and the sense of community, promoting the attitudes of
belonging toward the community (“I am an active part of our community)” through actions
and events,



promoting to develop positive attitudes and emotional ties (“I am proud to live here”) and to
neutralise negative attitudes and prejudices,



shaping the positive distinctiveness of the redevelopin site (“Here you can find something
special”),



promoting the behaviour based on the certain social models (“Our community is visitorfriendly, our environment is barrier free”),



promoting the openness and the mutual information exchange with the other communities,
municipalities, cities etc. (“We are part of the following associations, networking…etc”).

8.3 Place-oriented objectives: creating a better place for living
Objective 5: Improve perceptions and image of the brownfield development
One of the most significant setbacks in the process of brownfield redevelopment is the persistence
of its bad image. Image of the place/territory is an abstract mental construction in the minds of the
target audience. Negative image means the attribution of negative connotations toward the
subject and is reflecting its reputation or negative emotions related to its existence/appearance.
We have to bear in mind that the modification of the bad image toward the positive one is
enormously hard task. The following factors seem to play essential roles:


image making is a long-term process – it is hardly possible to create positive image of the
certain place within short period and by several particular steps and measures. Social a
economical processes within the area have certain inertia and the image is bound to these
processes.



there is no monolithic image, prevailing image is an intersection of various images among
various target groups. In many cases, certain place or area might have negative image among
certain particular target group and predominantly positive image among other group.
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image of the place/area is in the process of permanent modification. It means that even the
most positive image must be kept up by daily communication activities. Image making and
image keeping is a very delicate process, beginning with the screening and diagnostics,
continuing with evaluation and assessment and finishing with the strategic interventions.

Brownfields have – due to their appearance – often a negative public image that moreover might –
especially as the generation of brownfields is in most cases accompanied by the loss of jobs and a
rising unemployment rate in the particular urban quarter – also include the neighbourhood. Poor
image is seen as one of the most destructive elements in brownfield development. Such a negative
image is an obvious hindrance to the development of the brownfield site itself as well as it might
be to the neighbourhood.
The perceptions of outsiders are just as important as those held by the inhabitants. It is a goal of
the project team to cultivate a positive image of the regenerated area among those who will be
living and working on the land, so that they can develop a sense of neighbourhood and
community. As a general rule, a negative image coincides with a bad appearance, decaying
buildings and social stigmatisation. A bad image of the neighbourhood can lead to a dip in
investors’ confidence. Whole areas can suffer from ‘low esteem’ which then results in lack of
confidence for investors and newcomers. An obvious part of the problem is the opposition to
redevelopment, for example the anxiety of change.
Suggestions of successful instruments to tackle this were numerous. The first action is simply to
assess the existing identity and image of the site and to make a plan for an area. Taking immediate
action on a site is important: even if action is as simple as putting up flags, or sign boards showing
planned development. Interim uses for the site can then play an important part in beginning to
change the image of an area. ‘Soft’ uses such as green space can be beneficial. Holding local
events to help develop plans and to communicate planned change are also important. Another
idea is the introduction of small community centres onto brownfield schemes. Examples in
Copenhagen of such centres have provided meeting places, encouraged the creation of local
groups and helped improve skills and self-confidence in an area. Yet another suggestion is to
develop a new landmark building on the site (such as the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao), or
renovate an existing building, such as the landmark Gasometers in Vienna. Such buildings can
promote the image of brownfield regeneration schemes very successfully. All involved in
development of brownfield sites need to establish trust early on in the development process
through the involvement of local businesses and residents. Working through existing mechanisms
such as Local Agenda 21 can prove useful in achieving this trust. Interim and soft-end uses of the
Brownfield, like green areas, can also be helpful to begin changing the image of the site and its
neighbourhood.

Objective 6: Contribute to strategic sustainability objectives in the urban context
The objective of contributing to strategic sustainability relates to maximising opportunities to
create more socially and culturally sustainable urban forms within the town or city as a whole.
Examples of this are: contributing to more compact cities which are diverse in terms of ethnicity,
age and economic status; designing developments to support population densities high enough
to make public services viable (such as public transport, hospitals, schools etc.); and contributing to
reducing urban sprawl with its associated social inequity problems. It is about developing an
appropriate mix of uses in the city as a whole rather than just concentrating on one particular
brownfield site. Interconnectivity and interlinkage of the brownfield site and the surrounding urban
fabric is necessary in order to promote the integration of the brownfield within the city.
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This objective can be achieved largely through good spatial and land use planning techniques.
However, supportive legislation is required which puts the onus on developers to reuse brownfield
sites before greenfield, and to develop at densities appropriate for the location of the brownfield
site.

Objective 7: Ensure physical accessibility
The objective of creating brownfield development sites that are physically connected to their
surrounding areas is crucial. This means creating links and overcoming physical barriers. It also
means providing for modes of transport other than the private car – such as walking, cycling and
public transport. And it means integrating these modes of transport in space and time. The
importance of physical connections to aid accessibility to jobs, services, facilities and employment
opportunities cannot be overstated.
The main aim is to develop brownfields so that they are in physical harmony with their immediate
surroundings. Numerous industrial brownfield sites are situated in basically advantageous
locations in inner urban city districts. Nevertheless, in many cases new transport infrastructures are
considered mainly for motorised means of transport, as they are regarded as important economic
location factors. And in fact, the economic success of regenerated brownfield sites often depends
essentially on the interest of investors in the accessibility of the sites for local, regional and
national motorised transportation systems (distance to high- and motorways, to airports, etc.), for
the supply and distribution of goods as well as for the accessibility for customers and staff. But to
provide accessibility in a sustainable way, the site should be adequately accessible for all
population groups and all means of transport according to the specific local conditions.
Accessibility is also a social objective as it encourages not only the main mobile part of the
population but particularly disabled persons to make use of the site. The objective has also
economic benefits. Opening the site for all population groups improves the chances to market the
site and creates synergies between different uses by attracting as many potential consumers as
possible. Finally, there can be great benefits for the environment. A sustainable reorientation of
transport is needed to lower the trend of the one-sided situation of car mobility and to increase
the ecological means of transport. Accessibility in this context can support this general objective.
As especially inner-urban brownfield sites were often ‘forbidden land’ and not accessible to the
public, they were barriers between urban districts for a long time. This situation of separated
districts poses obstacles for the accessibility of destinations in the neighbourhood as well as the
urban design and the whole townscape. To solve these problems and to overcome these limits,
connecting different surrounding districts of former brownfield sites become an important
sustainability objective for land use and urban design. The former brownfield sites should be
integrated as links and corridors, in order to connect the districts and to make the site accessible
for the public. To meet the demand for these connections, a thorough analysis of possible
destinations and sources in the surrounding areas is needed. Special issue that deserves our
attention is accessibility of the brownfield to disabled and handicapped people. Especially the
brownfield with new functions like retail, relax and leisure time are dependent on the attention of
these target groups. Universal design of former brownfield is the key of the successful
reintegration of the area into the surrounding urban fabric.
In order to achieve a physically well-connected site, a supportive legislative framework is required
(for example, compulsory purchase orders may be required to buy land to enable links). High
quality master planning for the site is also essential so that the infrastructure for a choice of travel
modes can be carefully integrated. Local transport mobility plans can be of use too, as they can
link to city wide, regional and national plans.
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Objective 8: Provide liveable and sustainable environments for local communities
The objective of providing liveable, healthy and sustainable environments for local communities is
extremely important, whatever is the end use of the site. In the past, too little attention has been
paid to the types of neighbourhood that people want to live in, work in, and spend their leisure
time in. All too often homes and business spaces have been poorly designed and badly
constructed and little attention has been paid to the public realm. Frequently new developments
have quickly become the setting for crime and other anti-social behaviour, and have housed
concentrations of economically disadvantaged people. However, advances in understanding and
skills in urban design, neighbourhood planning and landscape design in the last decade are
beginning to produce exemplars of healthy, safe neighbourhoods which provide a high quality of
life. Key elements of these neighbourhoods are good access to open and recreational space, high
quality public realm (landscaping, lighting, public art etc.), provision for walking, cycling and public
transport, and a sense of place. It is obvious, that physical planning alone cannot eliminate social
problems, but providing developments that do not add to existing problems is a beneficial step.
The key principles for fostering thriving new communities are:


new neighbourhoods should have a local centre within walking distance,



there is variety of uses and users,



the street layout encourages walking and cycling,



a variety of open space is integrated into the life of the neighbourhood,



services and infrastructure are sustainable and allow for growth.

Sustainable neighbourhoods should not only have an active mixed use centre, but should also
attract a variety of people, with different family structures and living requirements.
Good consultation and design processes are a key to securing such high quality neighbourhoods,
when coupled with highly skilled planners, designers and community representatives. Innovative
collaborative design and planning processes have been devised to achieve such high quality
results, such as ‘planning for real’, ‘visioning’ and ‘scenario testing’ methods. In order for these to
be successful all involved in the redevelopment need to be committed to collaborative processes,
and resources need to be available to facilitate them.

8.4 “Know-HowTransferability” (lessons learned among the partners) Chapter 8
Czech Republic
Brownfield regeneration process is largely seen as technical and environmental or even economic
process. The social dimension of the process is often left in the background. In the Czech Republic,
the cultural and social aspects were often neglected in the past. At present the culture becomes
one of the driving forces of the process of regeneration through artistic activities. Active input of
citizens into the process of regeneration, their involvement in the way that the final product is not
only architecturally interesting but also acceptable for people living in the surrounding is just at
the beginning.
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Romania
Preserving the industrial fields as witness museum areas should be the method having the ideal
results concerning the preservation of the cultural values, however, this issue couldn’t be largely
put into practice worldwide because of economic constraints. Successful examples, in which the
industrial landscape could be preserved and capitalized, are located in the accessible areas of
some important urban communities which increased their economic value. Apart from museum or
educational functions, the cultural industries, which largely depend on the activity associated to
the metropolitan areas, could be developed.
The most frequent strategy concerning the urban regeneration was to attract ‘the creative
industry’ for the development of the deconstructed urban areas. The concept of “creative
industry”, which appeared in the late ‘90s, refers to the economic contribution brought by culture,
moving from the process of creation itself to the economy of the creative act, that means activities
related to distribution, proliferation, promotion, education and consumption. The cultural fields
included in the creative industries are represented by architecture, publicity, art and antiques
markets, craftsmanship, designing, cinema and video productions, music, entertainment, written
culture, software and IT services as well as television and radio. Nowadays, the former derelict
industrial areas are used by different persons, from homeless people and those looking for scrap,
to people interested in them, with cameras, or film directors in search of post-apocalyptical
settings. In the best cases, these are used with responsibility, being restored and reconverted into
residential areas, malls or offices, kindergartens, discos, theatres, cinemas and restaurants.
The adjustment and the reuse of the industrial sites can contribute to power system saving and to
sustainable development and, last but not least, can induce a good state of mind and preservation
of the cultural identity inside communities. The cultural purpose of the disused factories can be
concentrated around three solutions: the civic hall, the monument and the museum. The first type
is the most flexible and it provides the integration of the cultural energies and curiosities of a large
and different audience, with cultural and aesthetic interests, which are very different. The civic hall
provides instruments for interpreting the history of the industrial building. The second type of
usage is the monument, which is applied to those industrial artefacts, for whom it is difficult to find
a commercial function: furnaces, technological installations used during the process of production,
tanks etc. Some industrial monuments are kept alive by old technological installations only for
educational purposes. The third cultural destination refers to museum. The industry and the
industrial culture were exhibited in the museums of science and technologies, but recently, from
the beginning of the ‘70s, they have been exhibited as echo-museums, in museums of science and
technologies. In this case, unlike the outdoor museums, the buildings are not removed from the
original sites.

Bulgaria
Bulgaria has a rich network of natural and cultural resources concentrated in a small area which
includes nine sites – seven cultural and two natural – in the List of World Heritage (UNESCO). The
protected areas are 5% of the area of the country.
Promotion of cultural heritage is hampered by the lack of purposeful management to provide
sufficient and differentiated funding. Another cultural issue is the poor construction of adequate
transport and infrastructure of cultural corridors and sites.
In the fourth quarter of 2010 economic active population aged 15 - 64 years was 3 358.9 thousand,
announced by the Bulgarian National Statistical Institute (NSI). The economic activity rate is
highest in the Southwest region and lowest in the Northwest region.
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Southwest has the highest employment rate of all the Bulgarian regions. Traditionally, low
unemployment in the Southwest region is due to the influence of Sofia – capital of Bulgaria.
Northwest region has the lowest employment rate, particularly in Vidin.

Self-studies Chapter 8
T1 Please discuss with your colleagues what social and cultural objectives of the brownfield
redevelopment projects you find the most important for your projects.
T2 Please seek and discuss with your colleagues the appropriate instruments for achieving social
and cultural objectives for the brownfield redevelopment projects in your country.
T3 Try to find the examples of successful brownfield redevelopments from social and cultural
aspects in your country and study such examples in Europe. Identify in what aspects they are
successful and in what aspects they failed.
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9

Public Participation in Brownfield Redevelopment and
Regeneration
By: Dagmar Petríková, Matej Jaššo
Participative planning culture, based on the involvement of all relevant actors, stakeholders and
target groups proved to be most successful in the process of sustainable brownfield
redevelopment. One of the most frequented problems related to brownfield is lack of vision and
certain fragmentation and disconnection among the actors and stakeholders. Participative
planning is able to overcome these barriers, stressing the common goals and targets and
facilitating the process of visioning and searching common identity. Public participation in
brownfield regeneration should target to go beyond the legal standards of formal planning
procedures and to understand it as “a systematic attempt to involve the public in the design,
planning decision, implementation and evaluation of brownfield regeneration projects to ensure
their social acceptability”.
Public participation in planning brownfield redevelopment is a process in which the opinions and
standpoints of all stakeholders – citizens, civic associations and initiatives, NGOs, business units,
regional and local governments, professionals - are integrated in the decision-making process.
They all can get involved in community planning and actively take a part in the process of
brownfield redevelopment.
The stakeholders are people or organisations who have a real interest in the particular issue being
considered, either because they could be directly affected by a planning decision or because they,
(an organisation), has been created for the purpose of influencing these types of decisions. The
former are clearly the local residents, workers businesses etc., while the later includes
organisations, which want to protect the environment, or associations of house-builders, or
retailers.
In general in the process of public participation the whole population can be considered as the
public and when national planning issues are being considered, it could be true. In practice most
planning issues are of a much more local nature and public participation works most
effectively when applied at smaller scale and when the issues that are considered are well
defined. In that case it is always a person or a group of people who are interested to give the
views, get involved and affect the decision. They are called “the public concerned“ and mean
the public affected or likely to be affected. The concept of the concerned public varies in quantity
and quality and depends on the plan/proposal under consideration.
The process of public participation is focused on meeting the visions, needs and requirements of
the stakeholders and as such contributes to fulfilling of social needs and social dimension of
sustainable brownfield redevelopment. In the process of public participation various interests are
confronted and consensus for acceptable solution is sought. The involvement of the public can
start from the beginning of brownfield redevelopment plan making and can extend to
implementation and at the same time focus on all aspects of brownfield redevelopment planning,
environmental issues, social issues, housing, transport and others.
Good practice in public participation process would usually involve a detailed mapping of
stakeholders to identify whom to include. The basis for successful public participation is
information of the citizens and other stakeholders, consultations and communication with the
public, which leads to motivating, and involving of the public. We cannot expect an involved and
responsible opinion or standpoint from the citizens in case they are not informed about the
alternatives and anticipated impacts of the solutions. The most important instrument to get public
involved is to start as early as possible, inform truly and introduce a full and unbiased picture of
the planned brownfield redevelopment.
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An useful concept in considering public participation is the ‘Ladder of Participation‘ that shows
that there are a number of levels of public participation, from mere public relations, verging on
citizen ‘manipulation’, through to the higher levels where the public are in control of the process
and the outcomes. At these higher levels, public are not passive recipients of other people ideas
and plans, but can be proactive in initiating regeneration activity in ways that meet their own
needs and aspirations. It should be noted that it does not follow that higher levels on the ladder
are always the best. Different levels (and different approaches) will be appropriate in different
locations and circumstances.
Table 9.1 - The Ladder of Participation (according to Arnstein, 1969).
Public control
Delegates control

Degree
of public power

Deciding together

Partnership
Placation
Consultation

Degrees
of tokenism

Consult

Informing
Therapy
Non-participation

Tell

Manipulation
Public participation is frequently considered as synonymous with achieving consensus, however
this is a misrepresentation. While consensus is always desirable, it is not always achievable. Good
public participation processes nevertheless give stakeholders the opportunity to articulate their
views, with these being seriously considered in the decision-making process, even if decisions
ultimately run counter to these views.
Public participation should not be regarded as a static or one-off activity. What constitutes
effective public participation will change as a project progresses through the stages of inception,
planning, implementation and long-term use and management. For example, having engaged
citizen interest during the project planning process (where issues will focus largely on questions of
‘what’), different mechanisms will be needed to maintain this interest and on-going involvement
during the implementation phase (where issues will largely revolve around questions of ‘how’). In
addition public participation should not be regarded as a necessarily highly formalised or
mechanistic process. Quality public participation process, or at least a large part of it, can
frequently be conducted in a relatively informal manner.
An important part of the process of public participation is bilateral communication with the
public, consultation of the problems, identification of the views, needs, wishes and
requirements of various social groups of the citizens on the issues concerning particular plan or
redevelopment proposal, solution and change of which leads to active participation and consensus
with the citizens.
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The figure below illustrates the development of involvement of the public, based on feedback:

Fig. 9.2 - Three levels of citizens’ involvement (adapted from OECD 2001a).
Public participation in decision making on brownfield redevelopment is not only a democratic
value in itself, it can moreover contribute to the quality and success of brownfield regeneration
projects both in terms of short-term project goals and long term sustainability of projects. For a
number of reasons it has a particular relevance and importance for brownfield regeneration
projects:


major industrial restructuring frequently leads not only to abandoned and damaged land, but
also to abandoned and damaged communities. The processes of finding a new future and a
new identity, for both the site and for local people, must go hand in hand if regeneration is to
be meaningful and truly sustainable,



brownfields are frequently located in inner city areas or in urban areas where people live. The
impact of brownfield redevelopment can greatly affect those who live or work nearby. These
people are therefore key stakeholders and should be engaged in developing regeneration
strategies,



the views of local communities can have a strong impact on the development process, in
terms of possible opposition, contributing local perspectives to regeneration solutions and of
finding a ‘win-win’ solution,



brownfields are commonly associated with issues of contamination (real or perceived) and
associated risk to public health Local people will therefore have a particular interest in the
proper management of this risk,



brownfield regeneration presents a major opportunity for contributing to the imperative of
sustainable development. One of the central tenets of sustainable development is putting local
people at the heart of decision-making. Recent reviews of successful projects have shown that
brownfield regeneration that fails to adequately engage with local people is not sustainable
brownfield regeneration, and carries a much greater risk of failure.

9.1 Principal International Documents for Public Participation
Aarhus Convention - UN/ECE Convention on Access to Information, Public participation in
Decision-Making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters – signed on 25 June 1998 by
Ministers from 35 European countries and European Union in the town of Aarhus, Denmark. The
European Convention on Human Rights is now known as the Aarhus Convention.
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EC Directive 35/2003 of 26 May 2003 providing for public participation in respect of drawing up of
certain plans and programmes relating to the environment was adopted in order to contribute to
the implementation of the obligations arising under the Aarhus Convention, in particular by
providing for public participation in respect of the drawing up of certain plans and programmes
relating to the environment, addressed to the Member States.
The Aarhus Convention and the EC Directive 35/2003 are included in the „acqui communitaire“ of
the European Union and since June 26th 2005 they entered into force in all EU member states and
provide the framework for good practice by providing the basic procedure for public participation
and specifying the types of decisions to which it should apply. Public participation in making
decisions on brownfield redevelopment is vital. It brings benefits in making an individual decision
and also for democracy more generally. It uses the knowledge, skills and enthusiasm of the public
to help make the decision and recognizes that the public has a significant role to play.
The objective of Aarhus Convention and the EC Directive 35/2003 is to support the responsibility
and transparency of decision-making processes at all levels as well as to strengthen public
participation in the environmental and social decision-making. There are three main principles and
pillars to support public participation and transparent decision-making:
1

The access and right of the public to obtain information on the environment,

2

The right to participate in decisions that affect the environment, and

3

The right to justice in environmental matters.

Ad 1/ Information about the environment and the impact of activities on it has sometimes been
kept secret. That is changing. In a democratic society, people should have a right of access to
information about the environment. The Aarhus Convention and the EC Directive 35/3003 give
people this right. They set out a general right of access to information on the environment where
information can only be withheld in certain circumstances. They emphasise the need to make
access easy and prohibits discrimination between requests for information on the grounds of
citizenship, nationality or place of residence. Making information available on request is vital but
equally essential is collecting and publishing information in a form which is easy to understand
and readily available.
Ad 2/ Opportunities for public participation in making decisions that affect the environment have
sometimes been limited. The Aarhus Convention and the EC Directive 35/3003 give the public a
right to participate in making these decisions. They set out minimum levels of opportunities for
participation and the procedures that must be followed. It is only by working with the public that
decisions will be made which provide a good environment and meet the needs of local
communities for a better quality of life. This is why public participation in decision-making is
highlighted in the Aarhus Convention and in the EC Directive 35/3003. However, successful public
participation depends on more than just granting a right to participate and setting out a
procedure in a Convention and a Directive.
Ad 3/ If rights are to be effective, the public must have a way of seeking justice when those rights
are accidentally, or deliberately, denied. The Convention and the EC Directive 35/2003 set out
rights of access to justice to meet this need. They highlight rights of appeal against decisions to
refuse requests for information on the environment, against failures of law in decision-making
processes, or against actions which are illegal under a country’s environmental laws.
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Principles of public participation in decision making according to the key documents – White
Paper on European Governance, Aarhus Convention and the EC Directive 35/2003:


Openness – presented as the ability of institutions to communicate their decisions in an
accessible and understandable language.



Participation – which should stretch over the whole policy chain from conception to
implementation, is considered as a way to secure confidence.



Accountability – with a stress on a clear definition of roles and the taking of responsibility.
Minimum standards, though not legally-binding, move one step further in the direction of
structuring a hands-on approach to managing consultation:



Clear content – all communications should be clear and concise, and should include all
necessary information to facilitate responses.



Target groups – relevant parties should have an opportunity to express their opinions.



Publicity – relevant stakeholders should ensure adequate awareness-raising publicity and
adapt communication to all target audiences. Without excluding other tools, open public
consultations should be published on the Internet.



Time limits for participation – at least 8 weeks should be allowed for reception of responses
to written public consultations and 20 working days notice for meetings.



Acknowledgement and feedback – results of open public consultations should be displayed
on websites linked to the single access point on the Internet.

9.2 Stakeholders´ platform
Problem of brownfields regeneration touches upon a broad spectrum of organizations and
individuals who all understand expertly certain facet of the whole issue. They are all presented with
individual difficulties that hamper their intention for an effective brownfields revitalization process.
Often such difficulties cannot be solved by those who experience them, and on the other hand,
they are not actually experienced by those who can solve them. This is why there is a need for
communication and participation that can utilize such individual experiences and connect them to
those who are in position to deliver required changes that can remove such problems. This process
often also needs to be accompanied by a further and deeper research connecting and touching up
on spectrum of other expertise. Such research or its results may be too expensive or inaccessible
to individuals or single organizations. They may however be much more accessible to them, should
they be in an ownership of a broader platform, of which they are members. Synergies arising from
such cooperation are then shared not only by the members but also by the society as whole. In
this case such synergies would be geared directly to reducing barriers to brownfields reuse, thus
encouraging their revitalization uptake.
Stakeholders´ platforms at a local or regional or even national level could be created and
supported by the various stakeholders who are the parties of the brownfields revitalization
process. However to create such a platform, an initiative needs to come from a promoting
organization, government of private, who has the foresight to realize the full benefits of such an
action. The main stakeholders would be mainly the problem holders, developers, and various
consultants, financing institutions, contractors, regulators, state, regional or local administration,
development agencies and others. They all individually have to cope with various risks that are
attached to brownfields revitalization process and by trying to do so, they have to cope with
insufficient or inflexible legal framework and battle on with low or non-existent cross-sectoral and
cross-professional cooperation.
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How can it happen?
Promoter would contact selected stakeholders to form a preparation committee planning to set up
such a platform. The preparation committee prepares an outline of the new platform activities and
enables production of the required documents leading to the new body registration as a legal
non-profit entity. Such organization could be governed by a board where should the top
representatives of the main stakeholders be represented. It is in this board level that the main
benefits may germinate, as such a board would offer a broader understanding and experience of
the brownfields issues from leaders or strategic leaders of different stakeholders organizations. At
the board level informal discussions would assist to clarify possible approaches to more horizontal
solutions. Board would set the strategic tasks for the organization and would outline a direction it
should be going. The management of new organization would deliver tasks as set by the board.
One of the main task of the NGO non-governmental) management would be to obtain sufficient
outside funding (through membership, project, services) that would enable the organization to
function as a training and expert body.
Other tasks of such an organization should be:


promotion of the issue on a national level and searching for new and more effective solutions,



concentration of know-how,



collection of data and suitable indicators,



creation of an expert consultative and referential source accessible by other stakeholders and
also by public,



legal changes proposals and lobbying for suitable amendments of legal framework,



participation on committees working on brownfields or related issues,



contact on international expertise,



cooperation on national and international projects.

What is needed for the implementation?


Identify suitable stakeholders and set up the initial founding meeting at the highest strategic
level.



Appoint preparation committee and set responsibilities for the new body registration.



Prepare articles of agreement or similar such documents explaining the aims, tasks and rules
of the organization.



After registration call a general meeting, elect the board, set the tasks and appoint
management.

Public participation can lead to better decisions. That is, decisions that better meet the needs of
more people, decisions that last longer and decisions that have more validity. Better decisions will
lead to improvements in everyone’s quality of life. By considering the issue as widely as possible,
improvements in social conditions, the economy and the environment can occur at the same time.
There is no secret to this. Involving more people in the process uses a wider range of experiences.
It brings in more points of view and uses knowledge about local conditions that might not be
widely known. If the decision takes account of this wider range of experience and views, it is more
likely to be ‘right’ since more issues have been considered and more risks evaluated. Lengthy
arguments after the decision has been made can also be avoided since the different opinions have
already been considered. The decision is more likely to withstand scrutiny if the decision-making
process is more open, more honest and more accountable.
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Although there is sufficient existing know-how to enable public participation to be more widely
adopted in planning practice, there are nevertheless a number of areas that require consideration
in brownfield redevelopment process:


Critical evaluation of public participation benefits. Although there is an extensive
experience that highlights the value of public participation in achieving positive outcomes, and
although public participation is important in regards to social and environmental justice, there
is a lack of critical evaluative research on this matter. Further work is therefore required to test
the hypothesis that quality public participation process will invariably lead to better projects
and that this therefore represents good value for money.



Validity of representativeness of demonstrated views and interests in the process of
public participation and related role of Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs). There
is always a big question mark whether the views, opinions, interests and complaints that have
appeared in the process of public participation are representative for the whole community or
they represent just some interest groups and what is the role of NGOs in the process of public
participation. In regions with a strong tradition of NGO involvement, there is already a greater
effort and involvement to participate in participation processes. Alternatively, in regions with
the absence of NGOs there is less overall capacity to demand and manage public participation
and when NGOs start with getting involved, the question is whose views and interests they
represent and what role they will take in the whole process. There is much variation across
Europe with NGOs, in some countries the use or involvement of such bodies is now
increasingly common whereas in others it is virtually unknown. There is some evidence that
the involvement of such organisations correlates with the depth of public participation
processes. A fuller understanding of what constitutes best practice for intermediary bodies /
‘honest broker’ organisations is required.



Availability of resources for participation processes and effectiveness of their utilisation.
Difficulty of securing funding for public participation processes is frequently cited as an
obstacle, especially where it is regarded as a project overhead or included within the category
of ‘fees’ rather than regarded as a legitimate project cost in its own right. Of equal
significance is the availability of expertise in facilitating participation processes as well as their
efficient utilisation. Special sets of skills are needed to properly achieve this, and the expertise
is often lacking among planning practitioners. Another important element in factors/resources
of participation processes is time. The effectiveness of participation processes depends not
only on funding but on human resources and time as well. It is therefore necessary to examine
the opportunities for minimum time consumption of the participation process by its
implementation into the processes of planning and strategy making, which are usually going
on under separate legislation with its time schedule.

Public participation does not guarantee that everyone will be happy with a decision since different
groups of people will have different priorities and concerns. But involving the public at an early
stage in the decision-making process, and finding ways for their views to be heard and taken into
account, helps to build consensus. It means that concerns can often be met early in a planning
process, when changes may be easier to make, rather than late in the process when even small
changes may cost both time and money. In addition, by being involved in the process, the public is
exposed to the whole range of factors which may influence a decision. Even if people do not agree
with the final decision on brownfield redevelopment, they are more likely to understand why it was
made.
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9.3 “Know-HowTransferability” (lessons learned among the partners) –
Chapter 9
Czech Republic
PPP Partnership as one of the possible models of regeneration is still accompanied by a number of
ambiguities, misunderstandings or concerns. The key terms of the Czech Republic is to understand
the interdependence of the whole system of activities. It is not only one activity, or only the flow of
funds. Partnership can reflect the mutual information exchange through implementation of joint
activities to financial connections. PPP opponents consider this tool to be a disguised loan that
may have a negative impact on cash flow of municipalities in the future. On the other hand,
sometimes the provision of a public service or public interest is impossible without PPP.

Romania
There is a methodology in Romania for informing and consulting the public on the development
or revision of urban planning, approved by the Order no. 2710/2010 of the Ministry of Regional
Development and Tourism. This methodology is required to be applied by developers, users and
public administration. Failure to comply leads to invalid approved documentation. Consequently,
any action related to brownfields - comprised within the urban planning documentation - is
subject to the process of public information and consultation. Besides this legal provision that has
a certain degree of generality including all spatial development plans (Territory Development and
Urbanism Planning) there is still the need of other actions that would lead to greater public
involvement in decisions making referring to spatial planning and intervention on brownfields.

Bulgaria
Each Bulgarian or foreign citizen has the right to access public information through both electronic
and non-electronic means in Bulgaria. The Executive Environment Agency (EEA) and the Regional
Inspectorates of Environment and Water (RIEW) disseminate information about the environment
and sustainable development among pupils, students, NGOs, academia and business. There are
more than 20 visitor information centres in protected areas that operate successfully. For the
reported period, Ministry of Environment and Water’s public information centres and its offices
were visited by over 22,000 people. Web sites on the Internet of Ministry and its subsidiaries are
constantly maintained and updated.
The Regional Inspectorate of the Environment and Water, the Basin Directorates and the National
Parks Directorate issue annual reports on the state of the environment.
The MEW and RIEW “green phone” service allows public participation in providing warning signals
of environmental pollution.

Self-studies Chapter 9
T1 Please discuss in which phase of brownfield redevelopment projects it is the best to involve
the public and other stakeholders and how this phase is in accord with public participation in
the planning process in your country.
T2 Seek for the best way of public and other stakeholder involvement and try to simulate the real
process of participation with the comments and concerns of the public for and against the
brownfield redevelopment project.
T3 Please discuss if it is realistic in your country to form a stakeholder platform for
communication and participation to overcome difficulties in the process of public participation
in the frame of brownfield redevelopment projects.
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10

Brownfields Regeneration in the Czech Republic – Case
studies

This case study was written by Jirina Bergatt Jackson with a kind cooperation of RNDr. Jaroslav
Bičan from the Development Department of the town Uherské Hradiště. The case study draws on
his knowledge of the Uherské Hradiště barracks - ten years of brownfield regeneration efforts.

10.1 Best Practical Experience in Barracks Redevelopment - Uherské Hradište,
the Czech Republic
Analytical Background
General Context
After 2000, massive reduction of the Czech Army personnel have left large amount of army
property vacant. In many Czech towns barracks had historical roots going back to 18 century and
the army presence has formed strong historic, spatial and social connections with local
communities. At the beginning of the third millennium, many of then vacated and often quite
dilapidated army properties were offered free of charge to local municipalities during a set period
of time. Most municipalities responded positively and accepted this “gift”. In medium and small
communities army barracks complexes presented vast redevelopment opportunities, however,
most municipalities had lacked experience and development skills concerning possibilities how to
exploit this opportunity and deal with necessary barracks transformation.
Also, the local market that was already inflated by an influx of industrial, institutional and
agricultural brownfields, had difficulties to absorb any further development opportunities. In
location terms, some army barracks were better located and better connected to mayor
infrastructure that others.
The barracks location in Uherské Hradiště (approx. 17 ha) could be categorised as a B type
brownfield site based on the CABERNET classification. The nearby army training grounds (approx.
50 ha), based on the same classification, are probably a C type site. Since the very beginning, it was
very important that local authorities adopted a positive regeneration leadership role here. And it
was the Uherské Hradiště leadership and their governance approach that became the decisive
factor for the army barracks brownfield regeneration success. The municipal council leadership in
Uherské Hradiště demonstrated the best practical example in approaching the process for army
barracks regeneration in the Czech Republic during the recent ten years. In 2011, the barracks
regeneration project in Uherské Hradiště was awarded a prize by the Association of Czech
Urbanists and Planners that, at the same time, nominated the project for the European Urban and
Regional Planning Award 2011–2012, organised by the European Council of Spatial Planners.
Urban Context
When considering the European perspective, the town of Uherské Hradiště can be found in the
middle of the Central European area and it is relatively well located on the way to two European
capitals - Vienna and Bratislava. However, considering the location point within the Czech
Republic, the town lies in Zlín region, close to the country´s eastern boarders. Town does not
benefit from its convenient proximity to major infrastructure and the whole Zlín region has been
considered as the one not having enough development potential. The town, so as many other
towns of the region, has followed long-term stagnating population trends, nevertherless, the
Uhersko-hradištsko (the area) has locally been an important micro-region, relatively quite well
performing economically. The urban conurbation has been formed by three more or less
interconnected towns. The historic town centre of Uherské Hradiště occupies some 30 hectares
and the army barracks were adjacent to it approx. 500 meters to the East. The barracks site was
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some 17ha of an enclosed campus covered up by approx. 60 various buildings, placed on the front
of the river Morava, forming a buffer between the town centre and the industrial zone. In 2002, the
barracks area was already in a quite dilapidated condition, luckily enough, the major pollution
caused by previous army logistic activities, was removed by the Ministry for Defence contractors.

Source: www.mapy.cz , Uherské Hradiště, (Development Department)

Fig. 10.1 – Site Photo before Regeneration.
Today, the army barracks in Uherské Hradiště are not a brownfield any more. They became a new
quarter of the town, while in many other Czech towns, that may have been even larger, better
located or were regional capitals, army bases are still sources of dilapidation, failed promises,
litigation or speculation.
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Visioning, Planning, Programming
Since the starting point in 2002 – the army base transferring process into the town´s ownership the municipal council had realised that in their given geo-economic situation and with very limited
market opportunities, the town has to take some steps and address, steer and lead the barracks
site redevelopment on their own. Infact, even before the army base was transferred into town´s
ownership, the municipal council had started preparing a concept for the barracks reuse. The
council policy was to identify new public facilities for this site (housing, education, sport, public
domain, etc.). In accordance with this concept, the council also immediately amended its local plan,
so that the permit for intended regeneration uses was ready and in place.
Uherské Hradiště has decided for a conceptual and purposeful approach based on a long-term
revitalization. The structural conditions of buildings were evaluated, the quality of technical
infrastructure assessed and the town´s own development needs were were also considered. Then
the following goals and development principles were formulated:


activities with positive impacts on economic development of the town would primarily be
preferred,



mixed development was envisaged for the barracks area, comprising of:
a) residential zone in the western and northern parts of the site,
b) educational zone in the central part of the site,
c)

commercial zone with shopping area in the eastern part of the site.

These visions and principles for future utilization have been drawn up in an urban study called
“The Utilization Concept of the Former Military Quarters in Uherské Hradiště”. This study that has
fulfilled a role of the development master-plan, was a result of combined efforts of local specialists
and an expert panel group. The master plan was submitted to the public for consultation and
subsequently it was approved by the municipal council. Since its initial approval, the master plan
was updated twice, mainly to reflect the possible funding sources from the emerging waves of the
ERDF. To control the process of progressive transformation of former barracks, the town have
established a management group for barracks conversion, headed by the town mayor.
Since very beginning it became clear, that the town´s own budget alone could not at all have
financed all the required regeneration work and investments, and that alternative funding sources
would have to be used. By 2004, the town councils´ activities were able to raise interest from some
supermarket chain operators who actually purchased a corner of the barracks site and also
financed improvements to site access and its infrastructure. This gave the council the needed cash
flow for further investment co-financing and so profits, created by the site development
improvement on selected sites sold to private investors, were used for financing further
development of barracks´ public projects.
To kick-off regeneration activities and to promote this site on the local market, the town council
took a strategic approach of placing various public investments on the site that could benefit from
national grants support and later also from various EU ERDF funding sources (special housing,
education, etc.). When in 2004 the ERDF funding became available, the town council again used it
in a very creative and strategic way. By back to back grant arrangements, the town had managed
to build up an educational campus. The campus tenants were then able to apply for further grants
- this time from the ESF funding source. In this way, the site gained 1, 200 students (teaching
premises, canteens, student halls, etc.) and branches of three separate Czech Universities4 were
located there.
4

Faculty of Technology, UTB Zlín; Faculty of Economics, VŠB Ostrava; Pedagogical Faculty, UP Olomouc.
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Implementation Phase
Commercial zone – admission of private investors to the site regeneration and conversion
process brought up first visible results – a new supermarket, car parking for 100 cars, an improved
access to the site and neighbouring sports activities were opened by the end of 2004. Limited
commercial development activities have continued on the site until today (2012).
Residential zone – was not strictly mono-functional – it included also amenity buildings or
company administrative headquarters. The first two projects were former military buildings
reconstructed into rental apartments and “sheltered” housing. Other smaller buildings were used
as residences for private companies. One of the buildings was also purchased and reconstructed
by the Zlín Region for special training purposes. In the northern zone, private developers have
built a number of new blocks of flats, including new street connections. In 2010, the public green
areas were improved - a former military shooting range was revitalized into a town park and a new
public square was created.
The educational and training zone, however, had the largest development impact and from the
point of view of the town, it was the most important project. The educational and training zone
was implemented into the central part of the site. Here, the town realized two projects, both with
the support of the EU ERDF funding. In 2006, several major buildings were revitalized and adapted
for "The Regional Educational Centre – university Campus" and for "The Life-long Learning
Centre". These facilities were then complemented by a new "Catering and Accommodation
Centre”. In 2011 the last vacant building in this zone was reconstructed as a training centre for
industry.
Transport infrastructure improvements – Over the years, majority of transport and
infrastructural improvements were carried out by various adjacent private and public projects, but
in 2009, the major street running through the site was revitalized.
After ten years of regeneration efforts, the heavily urbanised parts of the site were refurbished and
the less urbanised parts were substantially remodelled and redeveloped. The regeneration process
is however still going on, because the weak local market is able to absorb only a limited level of
development yearly. The barracks are, unfortunately, not the only brownfield in the town and they
also have a strong competition from the Greenfield developments on town outskirts and in
surrounding villages. The Table 10.1 describes the major activities that were realised during the
ten years of barracks redevelopment.
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Table 10.1 - Major Activities during the Ten Years of the Barracks Redevelopment Implementation.

2000
2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2008
2009
2010
2011
2012



Last soldier is leaving the army base



Decision by the Ministry that the barracks are not needed by the army any more and
can be transferred onto the town



Town becomes the barracks owner



The barracks regeneration concept is prepared



Suitable land use for the site approved by the local plan



Project preparation work



First grant application for national finance sources



Canvassing for further public investments to the site (mainly regional)



Commercial investors´ interest in the site



Revision to the barracks regeneration concept



Public tender for a strategic development partner for the commercial zone



Grant application to the ERDF for the educational zone



Commencement of housing use regeneration work



Completion of the commercial zone including a new access to the site



Funding for the educational zone from the ERDF sources and also from the national
budget



Public tenders for construction work on the educational zone



First tenants move to the “sheltered” housing



Completion of the regional investment for the Slovácké museum



Completion of private investments into a tennis ground facilities



Completion of life education centre and commencement of centre activities



Commencement of a private mixed development (commercial/housing) investment



Public tender for housing construction in the North of the site



Completion of the site main infrastructure



Completion of housing



Landscaping and public domain improvement works



Preparatory work, application to funding source and tender for Verbířská Street
revitalization



Revitalization of Verbířská Street



Revitalization of the Green Square



Revitalization of the park „Za plotem“



Completion of the centrum of further education – MARLIN



Construction of a multifunctional block
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Outputs and Results
Land use
Only approx. 15% out of the original 17ha of the barracks area was allocated for commercial
activities. Majority of land use (over 60%) was dedicated to housing and the remaining land was
dedicated for educational activities.
Public investment
By 2012, from all the funds invested into the barracks´ regeneration (16, 800, 000,00€), the city
council invested only 7% and managed to attract to the site 7% of investments from national
sources and 28% of investments from the various EU ERDF funding sources.
Private investment
By 2012, private investors´ participation on the site development was 58% of all the realised
investments.
Investment leverage
This accounts to 1 : 14 leverage for the town of Uherské Hradiště – every Euro of town´s
investment was matched 14 times by other investments. The public private - investment leverage
on predominantly public uses site is then respectable 1 : 1.4 – for every Euro of public investment
to the site the private investors have invested 1.4 Euro.
Ownership
Approx. 72% of buildings located on the site remain in public ownership (regional or municipal)
and only 28% of buildings are privately owned. From the original 17 hectares of land, today the
town owns only 15%. This amount contains mainly the reserved housing land dedicated for later
development5. This land has been converted into a park for the time being.

Sustainability Preconditions
The municipality´s direct involvement in brownfield regeneration, made the town seek new
management approaches and new financing and procurement methods. All this turned the Town
Hall in Uherské Hradiště into one of the most “clued up” town halls in the Czech Republic, thus
enabling the Uherskohradištsko micro-region to be one of the most competitive locations of the
Zlín region.
Today, the former barracks area in Uherské Hradiště is regenerated, fullfeatured, urbanistically
integrated, multi-functional district, with all townscape attributes, such as streets, squares and
other public spaces. The existing knowledge gained from the regeneration of the former barracks
area shows that:

5



a strong conceptual approach is positively reflected on functionalities of the particular
regenerated area,



well-planned and prepared regeneration approach creates readable and less risky conditions
for in-coming investors and their new activities and investments - and then they do not
conflict with municipal interests, living environment or other developers´ intentions,



the regeneration investment requirements in such cases always highly exceed public budgets,
hence strategies have to be used that can take advantage from multi-source finance and from
participation in the EU ERDF and other funds support or from the state budget support,

Source: Investment and Ownership Information Source: Monika Špačková, Kasárna v Uherském Hradišti a Hodoníně a jejich
přeměna: srovnávací studie, http://is.muni.cz/th/321947/prif_b/
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strong investor involvement enables a quick kick-off for the area regeneration process,



opening the previously closed areas to the public improve urban quality, create new public
spaces and bring benefits for the entire community – and this is very positively accepted by
the public.

New Initiatives
After successful dealing with the barracks site in the urban context, in 2011, the town council
decided to address a revitalisation of the 50 ha army training grounds that has been located in the
Eastern edge of the town. An integrated regeneration programme with four key projects (three
public, one private) has been prepared by the council. The intention is to create a new recreational
area for the town from the present partially overgrown location. With the existing town´s council
experience and the ERDF funding support, even the C type site regeneration seems to be a realistic
proposal.

Fig. 10.2 - Regeneration Results.

10.2 Army Brownfields in the Czech Republic - Challenge or Lost Opportunity?
The economic transition of the post communist countries resulted in spatial patterns, lifestyles, and
rapid value changes. International technical assistance and the EU accession process have
managed to provide needed know-how in many areas. But spatial planning, land use and property
management were deemed to fall within Czech national subsidiarity. Luckily, technical assistance
of the early 1990s has helped to restore the Czech cadastral register, thus aiding both restitutions
and privatization, and later also surplus Czech army property transfers.
Over the past two decades, the structural changes taking place in the Czech society have also
affected the composition and size of the Czech army. Over the two decades, the army has
disposed of a large amount of its unused property to new owners. In the period of the years 20002008, these new owners were predominantly Czech local and regional authorities. The army
property was transferred to them for free, as a measure of compensation for economic losses
communities experienced due to army personnel vacating them. Not all the transferred property
was brownfield land at that time. However, after it was left empty for a few years, it quickly became
so. For many local authorities the transferred army real estate was a short-term “gift,” but a longterm liability. This was because, in general, local and the regional authorities were unused and
untrained to handle and manage property, reuse or redevelop it. This is why the majority of local
authorities tried to materialise the value of their newly acquired real estate by sale, as they
themselves had had no funds or know-how for developing it. During these disposal processes
many authorities entered into various redevelopment agreements that may have not been directly
to the advantage of their local electorate. They also experienced fraud or became victims of
broken promises. Finally, the transfer of such a large amount of real estate into the Czech market
has dampened the market (though it was a rising one at that time). As these army properties were
entering the Czech real estate market in large volumes, the market was already plagued by
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industrial and other institutional and agricultural brownfields (the estimated volume of brownfield
sites in the Czech Republic is 10, 000 (+/- 2,500), there is no real
number (see
http://library.witpress.com/pages/PaperInfo.asp?PaperID=21578). It, therefore, became an
Eldorado for property speculators, who have never had immediate intention in property reuse or
redevelopment.
In spite of the fact the army and its property needs have shrunk rapidly, the army real estate
disposal was slow to start. One of the reasons was the army resistance to reduce the size of its
empire; the other fact was the difficulties of the first transfers to local communities. These have
demanded, in accordance to the national law (Act No. 219/2002 Sb and, the degree 62/2001 Sb,
219/2000 Sb.) that free transfers to local authorities had to be covered by a 10 year covenant,
limiting the property resale and use only to public bodies and facilities. Such conditions could not
be at all fulfilled by Czech towns that are usually not large enough to accommodate such large
volumes of public uses. For example, the town of Hodonín has 25,240 inhabitants and is facing
unfavourable demographic trends. There are 230 ha of built-up area in Hodonín and the town now
owns two separate army barracks with 28 ha of space and 41 buildings.
It took interpellation to the Czech Parliament by the towns´ Mayors, who could see the vacated
army property amidst their towns abandoned and slowly crumbling down. Since the mid-2003 a
new law (Act No. 174/2003 Sb) was passed that allowed the Ministry of Defence to transfer the
Czech army surplus property onto public bodies unconditionally until the end of 2007. At the same
time, some of the past disposals´ restrictive use covenants were also lifted. Since the beginning of
the year 2008, any local authority acquiring surplus army real estate needs to place an offer for it
in an auction. As such a bid price has firstly to be agreed by a local council in a public meeting,
these local authorities may actually not have much chance to acquire anything.
Especially, in case of larger property parcels, local authorities are, therefore, losing part of their
chance to influence and steer these redevelopments towards future public benefits. To help with
the cost of preparing the redevelopment of the ex-army properties, the Czech Ministry of Regional
Development is running a modest grant programme since the year 2002, to cover the costs of
development documentation and infrastructure improvements of army brownfields transferred to
local authorities. Local authorities, other public vendors and also private owners that have acquired
properties from the Ministry of Defence can also apply to several funding resources in the present
round of Structural Funds (2007-2013) that support brownfield site regeneration. Local authorities
planning and development powers, if implemented with skills and foresight, are proving to be a
very strong tool to aid redevelopment (see the example of the case study of the town Uherské
Hradiště).

Interest of Czech local governance in redevelopment
Many Czech local authorities initially failed in understanding that brownfield sites revitalization is a
long-term process that needs motivated public policies, clever strategies and cooperation with
local and regional stakeholders - especially in places, where the market is not too strong (that is a
fact in the majority of Czech smaller towns and communities). For more than a decade, some of
the Czech local authorities are trying to redevelop their ex-army property, but with limited result to
date. For example, České Budějovice, Mladá Boleslav or Kroměříž, are all towns with relatively good
market conditions but their barracks are still “lingering.” Meanwhile, some of these local
authorities are passing planning decisions for projects located elsewhere that actually compete
with the ex-army Brownfields for their development potential (often Greenfield shopping centres,
entertainment and sports facilities). This makes redevelopment of their brownfields harder, as it
channels valuable development opportunities away from them. Local authorities that sold their exarmy properties or have entered into various development partnerships, have often lost control to
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steer their brownfield site development through good and bad times. Since the crisis of 2008,
most of these development agreements have failed to deliver.

Learning by example
During the last two years at the Czech MUNI University in Brno, various case studies were
compiled documenting the reuse of ex-army properties. From such case studies as well as some
other resources, one can evaluate attributes for a successful army brownfield site development. For
a publically led development, it aspires that the key to success is the quality of local leadership.
This is followed by an ability to produce fast land-use change, integrated programming and a mix
of private and public finance. These can apply, even in not too prime locations. The other key
factor appears to be the strength and the integrity of local entrepreneurs, matched by a limited
but well-focused public investment. An early example of this are the ex-Russian army barracks in
the town Nové Mýto. However, for successful commercial development, the key attributes are
location, location and location. The Palladium (See http://www.youtube.com, Palladium Praha)
shopping centre, right in the middle of Prague, is a good example of a very intensified and
profitable ex-army property redevelopment. The other key attribute to be successful in a case of
privately lead development is the quality of the partnership achieved between project promoters
and local authorities (for example, the Waystone activities in the town Stříbro (see
http://www.kasarnastribro.cz). Where it works well, things can move fast.
By the time the massive army property transfers occurred, the brownfield issue in the Czech
Republic started to be understood. The Czech law was very responsive to city Mayors who
complained against the use-limiting covenants of the ex-army transfers. Programmes were
prepared to help local authorities to finance development plans and infrastructure improvements.
The EU Structural Funds were mobilized to aid brownfield redevelopment. What, however, has not
happened and what no Mayor was asking on the national level for, was help with:


property development know-how,



property management skills,



creation of development partnerships and their management coaching.

These skills were missing then and are still missing today. What is also missing is a wider
dissemination of experience of those, who have actually done it and who have successfully walked
through the mine field of an ex-army brownfield site redevelopment. And, finally, what is still
missing is a wider land management understanding of land recycling principles on municipal but
also on regional scales.
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11

Brownfields regenertion in Slovakia – Case studies
By: Peter Bláha

The theme of brownfields regeneration in Slovak conditions has been a relatively new topic which
is yet quite “timidly” faced by investors, architects and the whole society. So far we have had
relatively little experience with regeneration of brownfield sites in our country, however, the
quantity of them, the economic situation in the country and the (lucrative) position of brownfield
sites within the towns obliges us to be increasingly interested in the issues of how to transform
them into a typology usable at present and restore them to life. It is not a simple task, given the
fact that former industrial buildings and other underused areas "enjoy" under-estimation and
investors as well as municipalities often do not consider their importance and value as part of the
cultural heritage. There prevail efforts rather to "erase" brownfields, eliminate any traces of the
past and reshape the land for "empty site and start to build from scratch. With this attitude
architects do not have enough opportunities to prove their creativity and inventiveness they,
however, do not lack, and which are particularly necessary in brownfield transformations. But
unless investors do not change their approach and realize that their effort of incorporating original
objects into a new architectural design is after all, not only in terms of marketing, more
advantageous for them than they thought, we still remain only in the level of theory.
So, while in Slovakia most of unused brownfields are considered only as a great potential for the
future and they still wait for their chance, some of them have already been successfully "re-born" –
we present two examples – two from the capital and one from the city of Poprad.

11.1 Eurovea
Analytical background
“Eurovea” is the name of a new international trading centre in Pribinova Street on the left bank of
the Danube River, between the Apollo bridge and the Old bridge in Bratislava, in the vicinity of
the new Slovak National Theatre building and office building Tower 115. With its location in the
city centre it connects the river embankment with the old town and extends the offer of spaces for
shops, entertainment and leisure. It is considered to be a successful urban extension of Bratislava´s
(relatively small) historic city centre. The whole area of “Eurovea” is a former brownfield site. An oil
refinery was originally located in this place, which was founded in 1885 and produced gasoline,
kerosene, paraffin, candles, mineral jelly and asphalt. In 1944, during World War II the refinery was
bombed and 80% of the factory was destroyed and continuously caused contamination of soil. All
refinery activities were definitively shut down at this place in 1963 when the plant moved to other
location in the outskirts of the city.

Visioning, planning, programming
Attractive site in the city centre has been abandoned for many years. The project was implemented
thanks to the Irish developer group that respected the valid General City Plan which prescribes
amenities and urban greenery for this area. However, the final project did not result in any urban
or architectural competition and did not pass through large public discussion either; it was a direct
contract (which is a usual procedure in Slovakia).
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Fig. 11.1 - Historical picture – Eurovea.

Implementation phase
In July 2006, the execution of the first phase of the project began. “Eurovea” (phase I) was opened
2
in spring 2010 and in an area of 230,000 square meters it offers 60,000 m of shopping spaces,
2
leisure facilities and entertainment as well as other area over 60,000 m of office spaces, hotel
facilities and apartments. The completion was possible thanks to foreign capital of the Irish
developer who cooperated also with Slovak architects on the final design. The project is situated
around a new central square and includes a unique riverside park and terraces. “Eurovea” includes
not only offices, apartments and a hotel but also the largest underground car park for 1,700 cars in
Bratislava. Almost two thirds of its area is greenery and public spaces. The most popular part of the
2
project is the “Eurovea shopping place Galleria” with the area of 60,000 m . The first phase consists
of the following parts: the Danube riverside park, apartment complex, “Eurovea Galleria” - a
shopping centre, a place for leisure - fitness centre, casino, 25-meter swimming-pool, multiplex
cinema with 9 screens, high standard office spaces and a five-star hotel.
The second phase of the planned project would also include high-rise office buildings as well as
additional hotel capacities and shops. It expects construction of modern skyscrapers, the highest
one of 33 floors and the other one in the range of 13-28 floors.

Fig. 11.2 - New Eurovea.
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Outputs and results
“Eurovea” belongs to successful urban achievements within the city. This project resulted in a new
important zone that exceeds Bratislava's boundary and people started to enjoy it. The spaces
among the building are proposed as traffic-free and their surroundings are formed as a pedestrian
zone (the Danube promenade, several larger urban square shapes). These spaces are closely linked
to public indoor spaces of shopping and entertainment mall. The interior “galleries“ serve as
communication spaces as well. There are numerous socializing facilities operating inwards and
outwards the structure. Thanks to this project, the river Danube "returned" back to Bratislava - well
designed and implemented promenade on the left bank of the river (it also forms part of the
flood-protection line) is full of people not only during weekends and it became the place for a
number of various social interactions.
An important part of the project, in terms of brownfield regeneration, is the object of the
Warehouse No. 7. The reinforced concrete structure was built in the 20s of the last century in a
functionalist style, reminiscent of classical style. The industrial nature is enhanced by the railway
track leading directly to the object, which is still preserved, and which originally connected the
entire embankment of the Danube from the refinery to the contemporary port. The building was
completely renovated, at present there is an exhibition related to the “Eurovea” construction and
spaces where temporary exhibitions have been organized. The role of the Warehouse No. 7 should
increase its importance in the near future, when it should be transformed into a city auditorium, its
capacity should be increased and it should become an alternative for the malfunctioning of PKO
(Bratislava's Culture and Relaxation Park). Its utilization should be mainly for social and cultural
events of larger scale. Currently, the Warehouse No. 7 is located on the edge of the zone, but if the
planned second phase of developing intentions would be realized it would get to the central
position of the whole zone and together with the new building of the National Theatre it would
have a chance to create a cultural counter-weight to the hegemony of current "consumerism"
character of the urban area.

Sustainability precondition
“Eurovea” is a successful project, which was definitely beneficial for Bratislava (often confronted
with the similar “Riverpark” project located only about 2 km east from “Eurovea”, which has a
superior architecture, but its contribution to "cityness" is minimal). From the commercial and urban
points of view it has been the most successful brownfield transformation in Bratislava so far. The
integration of the object of Warehouse No. 7 into the project can be highlighted and it is only a
pity that there were no more buildings from the original site of the refinery preserved that could
have been incorporated into the project (but unlike other projects we, at least, did not witness
physical destruction of historic industrial structures). “Eurovea” contributes to the expansion of
"pedestrian zone" of the city, it is an example of a compromise between the need of the city and
the objectives of investors and, thanks to this, it is undoubtedly facing a bright future.
The manifold forms of use and communal facilities of this settlement type are a major urban
attraction far beyond the immediate environs. The Danube riverside promenade and the adjacent
lots were effectively taken account of in the architectural concept; there is good permeability.
Further development of the adjoining lots will integrate the complex even better into the cityscape.
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11.2 Rozadol
Analytical background
“Rozadol” is a new modern housing complex slightly outside the centre of Bratislava in the city
quarter known as Ružová dolina (Rose Valley). The residential development is well connected to
city transport network, very close to a major thoroughfare Bajkalská ulica (Street), highway
connection is about 1.5 km away. “Rozadol” forms an individual block unit within the urban
structure of the city.

Fig. 11.3 - Rozadol – historical.

Visioning, planning, programming
“Rozadol“ is situated on the site of a former dairy plants “Milex”, and it has been defined through
the streets of Trenčianska, Priemyselná, Mliekárenská and Ružová dolina. After the entry of foreign
investors in formerly state-owned company for processing and producing dairy products, the
company passed through transformation and moved to another location in Bratislava. An
untapped area remained on the original site, which, however, thanks to a convenient location
within the city, in the heart of residential housing neighbourhood, has become a magnet for
developers and has been transformed into a new, modern multifunctional complex with the
predominant character of housing. This transformation took place in accordance with the valid
General City Plan, which prescribes the housing function for this zone.

Implementation phase
The project has been a result of an architectural competition (authors of the project - architect
Peter Moravčík and Juraj Šujan) and it was completed in 2003. Architects cared to ensure that the
ground-plan structure would reflect three basic designs of urban structure: line-form housing
estate, tract street line typical for socialist-realistic settlements and the theme of high-rise building,
which dominates the complex. These basic features are supplemented by additional elements such
as small facilities of public services, located freely within the block (restaurant, bars, book store,
fitness centre...). This is the way how they were able to bring together the most significant features
of this part of the city and, at the same, time transform them into new values.
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Outputs and results
Most positive is the fact that the whole complex arrangement of buildings creates their own halfprivate atriums. It results into a situation when a man who lives in the contact with the city centre
has enough privacy even in the exterior of the building. This is the way why the composition and
construction defines a relatively intimate feeling. The plan area is formed of 9 major objects
consisting of apartments, offices and public services. Five of them are six-storey high buildings
which all have green roofs, three are eight-storey high apartment buildings and the last part is a
twenty-four-storey high multifunctional residential building with swimming pool on the roof. At
the same time, this building is one of the highest residential towers in Slovakia. The characteristic
appearance of the complex is determined by a ceramic brick-colour facing. The whole complex
features a high quality urban and architectural design, as well as realization, which contribute to
the new genius loci of the district in which it is located.

Fig. 11.4 - New Rozadol.

Sustainability precondition
Unlike the previous project of “Eurovea”, in “Rozadol”- neither objects nor fragments of the
original structure of the dairy production industrial area were managed to survive. No footprint
was left of the previous function and, at first sight, “Rozadol” seems to be a completely newly built
project, therefore, future generations will not even know what the site was previously occupied by,
nothing will remind them of it (maybe only the name of the street in which the whole object is
located - Mliekárenská is translated as “Milkman“ Street).
However, this is also one of the successful cases of brownfield transformation in Bratislava. After
closing down the manufacturing, the site did not „stand unnoticed“ for a long time, but rather
promptly it was converted to this new typology, which due to sensitivity, "understanding" of the
place and quality architecture, has become one of the best residential addresses in the capital. The
development due to its manifold forms of use and areas for pedestrians provides new momentum
and vibrancy for its environs. Flats and other facilities are high-end. The compact design enables
good energetic efficiency. The open spaces within the complex are car-free. The courtyard-type
design, typical of the southern section, creates open spaces for the flats and thus enhances their
quality. The project is permeable for pedestrians and entirely barrier-free. Greened areas above the
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underground garages and on the roofs partly compensate for the high development density. The
project complements urban space by providing a multi-use meeting-point in a development zone
constructed on a former industrial site. It was successfully integrated into the surrounding urban
tissue. The architectural structure also renders the residential quarter permeable for pedestrians.

11.3 Tatra Gallery in Poprad
Analytical background
“Tatra Gallery” is situated in a former steam-power plant building that is located near the railway
station Poprad-Tatry towards the city centre. This location can be characterized as the broader city
centre with a combination of housing and facilities. Currently, low-floor apartment blocks are
situated there (built because of enlargement of the city towards the railway station) as well as
public facilities of higher regional significance (secondary education, temporary accommodation,
commercial services). A front park of the railway station creates contact with the area. Industrial
and manufacturing zones have been continuously squeezed from the locality due to natural
reasons.

Visioning, planning, programming
Poprad's steam-power plant was built in 1912 as a device to supply electricity to the Tatra
tramways from Poprad to Starý Smokovec and further on to Tatranská Lomnica and Štrbské Pleso.
The plant was built by the Hungarian company Siemens - Schuckert Budapest – Bratislava. The
reason for becoming a brownfield was the re-building and reconstruction of the Tatra's railways.
The power produced by the plant was insufficient and its further development was impossible
because of the environment in which it was located.
The impact of changes to the surrounding structure: the location was slowly changing when
production facilities moved to suburban areas of the city. Production was replaced mainly with
housing and facilities. The actual vast area of the plant was not utilized anymore and no demands
were placed on the surrounding structure that was limited only by territorial barriers.

Implementation phase
Funding: European funding mechanisms. Financial budget: Self-governing region of Prešov.
Construction-technical condition: new premises were added to the object, the original part was
reconstructed in the original extent.

Outputs and results
The steam-power plant has acquired a new function – it became the seat of the Tatra Gallery,
which enhances the functional content of the locality and with respect to its activities it hardly
affects the services. The building has retained its appearance and thus it does not alter the
composition of the environment. The gallery is naturally integrated into the surrounding
structures. The mass and spatial compositions help to preserve them as well. Its new feature has
naturally been supported by functions and by maintaining the character of its surroundings.
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Fig. 11.5 - Tatra Gallery in Poprad.

Sustainability precondition
The new function of the plant – a gallery – has been oriented upon the general public, but due to
its specific focus it has primarily attracted local educated levels of population and tourists.
Therefore, it
does not impose increased demands on the surrounding area and it rather
underlines the railway station front space as a welcome place for visitors in the context of city
tourism development.
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12

Brownfields regeneration in Romania – Case studies
By: Nicolas Samson, Olivia Cristina Rusu, Mircea Grigorovschi, Dragos Ciolacu

12.1 Fabrica de Tigarete Iasi -The Cigarettes Factory
Proposal for regeneration
The Cigarettes Factory or Tobacco Manufacture as mentioned in ancient times is one of the oldest
factories established in Iasi. Its buildings were erected in 1875 and the manufacturing started the
following year. The factory became the property of the State Monopoly in 1879, then new
buildings began to be built and the machineries were replaced. According to historians, in 1929
the plant was included in the Autonomous House of Monopolies of the Romanian Kingdom. It was
rebuilt almost from scratch after the buildings were destroyed in a bombing that took place in
1944 and a year later its activity was resumed. In 1997, the Cigarettes Factory from Iasi came under
the tutelage of the Romanian Tobacco National Corporation (RTNC, RO: SNTR), which later turned
into Galaxy Tobacco, after the privatization process in 2004.
The "Cigarettes" Barrier is named after the well-known cigarettes factory located in the
quadrilateral formed by the National Road, the railway and some depots of the Romanian Railway
Company.

Fig. 12.1 - Position of the Cigarettes faktory.
The Cigarettes Factory went bankrupt in 2003 when the last 190 employees of the company were
dismissed to make way to a forced privatization of land and buildings by the company Galaxy
Tobacco which was controlled by a society registered in the Virgin Islands. Left without any
administrators in Iasi, the fabric became prey to thieves of iron and brick, the first material being
taken to the “Remat” warehouse, located just across the factory. The only two buildings that could
be saved are the former tobacco warehouse and some buildings that guard the second entry into
the former tobacco factory. These became in 2010 the property of the National Museum Complex
of Moldova. That is all that could be saved from the factory built in 1875. "In these buildings, listed
as Historical Monuments, it is intended to set up the first industrial archaeology museum in
Romania, given the fact that they are the only heritage buildings that still remain conserved from
the suite of old factory buildings in Iasi. The role of this museum will be to keep the technical
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heritage, inside the building which has an area of approximately 1420 square meters. Exhibition
spaces, warehouses and documentation centres will be designed." said Vasile Munteanu, the head
of the local Culture Department.


In 2000, there were 720 workers at the Cigarette Factory.



The former factory was covering a land area of 3.5 hectares, its value being estimated at over
10 million Euros.



"Most of those buildings were destroyed by the people from the neighbourhood, from
Pacurari, who, even if fined, continued the daily fabric demolition." (representative of the
Department for Culture, Cults and National Cultural Heritage from Iasi)

Analysis of the current situation:


location: the factory is located in Iasi, in Pacurari neighbourhood, in the old industrial area of
the city;



original function: it was a tobacco factory since 1876 until 2003 when it went bankrupt;



the total area of land is of 3.5 acres with a built area of almost 1500 m;

Source: (Microsoft Corp., Pictrometry Corp.)

Fig. 12.2 - Location map of the Tobacco Factory, Iasi, Pacurari neighbourhood.
Buildings saved by the National Museum Complex of Moldova


The height regime of the area is ground floor + 5 ... 25-30m;



Zoning: North - Octav Bancila park, located on the National Road intersected with Arcu Road
- Iasi former brewery located on Fire Mill Road; - East - railway parallel to Fire Mill Road; railway locomotive depot of Iasi; - South - stadium railway depot located on the National
Road; - West - St. Anthony of Padua Catholic Church, brick store and warehouse of Petrom gas
station, located on the National Road;
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The state of the building: the halls are in an advanced state of decay, the same as the former
brewery from Iasi, the only buildings preserved in a better state being the two buildings taken
over by the National Museum Complex of Moldova;



Finishing works: use of brick, metal and - to cover the almost destroyed ancient halls – wood;
use of PVC for the windows of the two saved halls; the exterior finishes are now damaged in
the worst stage;



green-space: the former Octav Bancila Park in the northern part of the complex, a strip of
green space between two large buildings and football field in the S; few green spaces on the
pedestrian streets;



traffic movement: National Road that links Fire Mill Road and Pacurari Street (N28)- Tobacco
Street - linked to National Road; - railroad located in northern part of the complex, parallel to
Pacurari Street;



Interventions on buildings: the only interventions were changing the carpentry and the
heating system;



Present buildings:
o

in the N there are: the former brewery (which is also in an even more advanced stage of
decay) and collective dwellings that do not exceed 30m in height;

o

in the E there are: collective dwellings, the locomotive depot and the railway company
depot stadium;

o

in the S there are: a kindergarten, collective housing, the Catholic Church;

o

in the W there are: Petrom store gas station, a brick warehouse.

Analysis - Proposals
Given the current situation and the continuing degradation process of the entire complex, an ideal
initiative would be to restructure it. Although two of the buildings are already chosen to form a
museum, the whole area presents a good potential for economic, social and cultural development.
The halls could enter into a conversion process; those that are unstable, presenting a major risk,
are suitable to be demolished. The idea to keep at least the façades of the halls would be logical
and clear.
Pacurari neighbourhood contains an industrial area of well defined historical storage; maintaining
the Tobacco Factory with the necessary reconversions could generate a new centre of interest in
Iasi. The lack of heavy traffic and the presence of Pacurari and Fire Mill Streets facilitate immediate
access to the complex. The addition of underground parking that could link these streets would be
in the benefit of both residents of the neighbourhood and staff of the new complex. Having to
deal with a big area of land (3.5 hectares of which less than 50% is occupied), building
underground parking would not put a lot of problems and would help a lot from all points of view.
Lack of educational space in the area has always been a minus, so building a school near the
existing kindergarten would provide even more value to the neighbourhood. The existing football
field could be rehabilitated; building new basketball and handball fields, a gym (open to all
residents of the neighbourhood) could increase youth interest in the area. As this part (S) is
proposed for a sports program, fitness centres and café shops are also to be included in the
project.
Another reason to preserve as much as possible of the area would be to keep an outline of Iasi
history almost untouched by creating a museum (already proposed by the National Museum
Complex of Moldova, in the two buildings) and a library that could be functionally related to the
school. The concept of the museum could be: a Railway museum (as located near the railway and
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its halls). Iasi is one of the first cities that implemented the railway system in our country; this
museum with its own library would bring an important impact on the city economy.

Fig. 12.3 - Visions.
The existing spaces can provide shelter for multipurpose exhibition pavilions, teahouses, café and
shops. This could create job offers and solve urban and landscape problems.
Mainly, the height would be preserved, taking into account the current structure of the city. New
links between the main streets could be included in the general plan, but it would be more
important to create new pedestrian streets, squares and parks that would have a much stronger
impact on citizens.
The materials used for both buildings and street furniture could be largely those already on site.
There is also the possibility to achieve some interesting plastic contrasts between the old façades
[of brick] and new textures / colours [of glass, steel, etc.]. The urban furniture should be simple,
easy to maintain and neat. New green spaces will be generated depending on the new
composition [primary and secondary] axis, aiming at a simple but effective arrangement.

Fig. 12.4 - The urban furniture.
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Pedestrian axes can be drawn so as to make an easy connection between main and secondary
bodies; throughout the route one might notice areas of interest: green spaces, mirrors of water,
rest areas, etc. Careful processing of the composition can generate new and original lines of
perspective that will direct people’s interest towards certain key points of the complex, either in
the existing buildings, or in the new ones or simply towards statues, street furniture or other items.
Developing at least partially the above proposed solutions would solve a myriad of problems that
Pacurari and Zimbru [in particular] neighbourhoods and Iasi, in general, are facing, while leading to
the creation of a new pole of local development, an investment source, a centre of social activity
and last but not least: a culture and leisure area.

12.2 Combinatul de Utilaj Greu Iasi -Unit of Heavy Equipment II
Analysis of the existing situation and evolution stages
Initial name and function of the area
The Unit of Heavy Equipment II is located in the area of southern Iasi. The initial function of the
area was that of industrial park, formed especially of ample industrial spaces serving the
construction of heavy equipment (combine, unit). The constructions comprised specific facilities
(foundries and slide bridges) needing large openings, as well as resistant metallic structures.
History of UHE II
The unit was founded in 1976 by the Decree no. 39/1975 and the Decree no. 70/1976. To make it
an industrial platform, the following main stages were covered:


1976 – start the works of investment;



1977 – put into place the section of Mechanical welding, which during the first years executed
the components used to build the other industrial halls and the related equipment and
installations;



1978 – put into function the section Cast Iron Foundry, which took over the execution of the
frames for machine tools;



1978 – put into function the section Metallurgic equipment, section of mechanic treatment,
where it was started the machining of the components destined to the other sections;



1980 – put into function the sections Heavy forging and Tools, which also marked the
beginning of industrial production for third parties;



1981 – put into function the sections Electric steelworks, Steel foundry, and Modelling, in
parallel with the execution of some landmarks for internal necessities;



1982 – put into function the sections Heavy mechanics, Heavy complex technological
equipment, and light complex technological equipment;



1982 – put into function the hall of Secondary thermal treatment;



1986 – put into function the section Light forging and stamping, which completed the current
equipment of the company.

In parallel, at different moments, were built and put into function the related investment
representing the connection station, the oxygen factory, the lime factory, the telephone, the
network of factory railway, the households of carbon dioxide, oil products, etc., the road network,
the workshops of metallic covers, the administrative and social buildings, the accommodation for
single people, the canteen, the high school, etc.
The main industrial equipment, especially of machine-tools of performance, imported (Japan,
France, China, Italy, Germany, Czech Republic and Slovakia, etc.) were purchased, assembled and
put into function between 1980 and 1986. The initial project of the platform, of Japanese
inspiration, supposed the execution of some investment such as: re-melting under hard, micro-
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mills, pouring very large ingots, etc. and its finishing was cancelled after 1989. The first product
executed in the unit, except for the metallic constructions for the future halls, was the oven of
thermal treatment with the surface of the hearth of 40 square m, executed in the section
Mechanic-welding.
On 3 July 1980 was placed the foundation of the largest place for manufacturing equipment in the
country, and on 10 September 1980 this factory of tools started to produce. The first charge of cast
iron was poured on 15 April 1978, and the first charge of liquid steel was poured on 6 July 1981. In
time, the company produced and commercialized complex technological equipment, units and
spare parts for the industries of mining, metallurgy, building and refractory materials, special
production, semi-finished made of cast iron and steel, forged and stamped pieces, including
services and technical assistance, for the beneficiaries in the country and abroad.
Political aspects
On 11 March 2008 it was opened the general procedure of insolvency towards the debtor SC
FORTUS SA, being called judiciary administrator SIGMA IPURL, and on 26 April 2010 was
appointed as the second judiciary administrator the House of Insolvency Transilvania SPRL.
According to the constitutive document of the company and the data offered by the Office of the
Registry of Commerce within the High Court of Iasi, the main object of activity of the company
consists in “producing equipment for metallurgy,” according to code CAEN 2891.
SC FORTUS SA Iasi was founded in 1991 based on Law 15/1990 and the Government Decision
no.1254/04 December 1990 regarding the set-up of commercial companies of shares in industry.
Since the year of its founding, the company had the headquarters in Iasi, being registered in the
records of the Office of Commerce Registrar of Iasi.
According to this government decision, on the date of founding the company were transferred the
assets and liabilities corresponding to the units of state dissolved by the newly formed company.
Thus, the total taking over of patrimony of the former Unit of Heavy Equipment Iasi took place –
which was founded in 1976 by the Decree no. 39/1975 and the Decree no.70/1976.
Table 12.1 - Surfaces existing Halls.

No.

Name

Surface land (mp)

1

Main building SC Fortus SA

1,282,682.19

2

Hall CF Fortus + dump of old hard

62,985.00

3

Dump of hard Ciurea

141,126.15

4

Access way steelworks

4,585.72

5

Water tower and access way

2,821.27

6

Railway connection Fortus-Ciurea

1,540.52

7

Access halt Dump new hard Fortus 1

725.00

8

Access halt Dump new hard Fortus 2

16,185.00

9

Hydro-technical joint “Valea Adancă”

211.70

10

Oxygen factory

18,739.63

11

Sports field

3,375.00

TOTAL

1,535,248.18
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After Law no.137/2002 came into force, a law regarding some measures to accelerate the
privatization, A.P.A.P.S. Bucharest published the ad of sale of the shares owned by it at S.C.
FORTUS S.A. Iasi.
A.P.A.P.S. Bucharest, by Order no.2/08.04.2002, introduced the procedure of special administration
at S.C. FORTUS S.A. Iasi starting with 10 April 2002. S. C. FORTUS S.A. Iasi was privatised by the
contract of sale-buying shares no. 22/28.06.2003 signed by A.P.A.P.S. Bucharest (current A.V.A.S.
Bucharest) as seller and S.C. Metalexportimport S.A. Bucharest as buyer. The actual transfer of the
right of property on the shares was done on 25 September 2003.
Reconversions in the UHE II
In the western area was realized the unit “Tehnopolis”. It is a Scientific and Technological Park built
in order to use the results of the activity of research, apply the advanced technologies in
economics and increase the participation of the institutions of higher education to the process of
economic and social development by science and technology. In the northern area, the structure
of a hall was used to realize the supermarket Selgros.
Revitalizing the urban tissue was also done by new buildings, placed on the site of the Unit. The
Exhibition Centre Moldova is a new building, especially thought to offer the organizers of fairs and
exhibitions an appropriate space for such events, which offers all the necessary functionalities,
utilities and facilities (exhibition space with enough capacity, spaces to deposit, space of car park,
related services such as units type, coffee shops and locker rooms). In the north-eastern area was
built the Hospital Providenta, a medical unit with five sections (internal medicine, medical recovery,
ophthalmology, general surgery, anaesthesia, and intensive therapy).
The programs of urban regeneration represent strong tools to revitalize the urban tissue, valuing
the human and material potential of the area.
Industrial hall belonging to UHE II – Hall of metallurgic equipment
The hall suggested for restoration is located on the site of the Unit of Heavy Equipment II, in the
northern area of the site.
The state of the building and finishing
The building has a structure of metallic resistance. The roof is terraced and presents lights located
on the direction east-west. The surface closures are made of brick masonry and curtain walls.
Because of not using it, it is noticed the degrading of the finishing: degrading of the paint, rust of
the metallic joiner. Yet the resistance structure is not compromised, which allows to use the hall for
the project suggested.
Surfaces and regime of height
The total surface of the field related to the chosen Hall is of about 9 ha (93,600 square m), while
the built surface is of about 3 ha (32,400mp). Thus, it results a percentage of using the field of 34
%. The regime of height of the hall is variable (from east towards west): 6 m (P), 9 m (P+1), 12 m
(P+2).
Circulations
At the moment, the site is related to the road system from Soseaua Nicolina by a street without
any assigned name, serving the complex “Technopolis” and the Hospital Providenta.
Supplementary access can be done by means of street Hlincea or highway Iasi-Ciurea,
communicating with Bulevardul Poitiers. The pavement tiles are realized on reduced areas and are
damaged, being necessary to rebuild them and solve the relation with the other pavement
circulation. The car and pavement circulations represent about 6% of the surface of the field.
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Green areas
About 70% of the surface of the site is represented by unimproved green space, with reduced
plantations of high vegetation. The trees are located around the hall, except for the southern side,
and along the car circulation. The large unimproved green area allows suggesting various
landscape solutions.
Suggestion of reconversion
The rehabilitation of the industrial halls of UHE takes into account various economic, social,
cultural, urban and logistic aspects. The analysis according to these criteria of the site indicate the
necessity of an area of entertainment that serves both the neighbourhood and the city, increasing
the level of comfort and the wish for a private neighbourhood with a series of social and cultural
facilities. The reconversion of the industrial hall in a sports centre changes the dynamic of the area,
imposing new ways of circulation, car park, and a series of the supplementary facilities. At the
same time, it becomes a centre of economic interest.
Facilities:


Tennis courts, basketballs and volleyball areas



Covered swimming pools



Pools of entertainment in the open



Fitness rooms



Table tennis



Public eating



Medical cabinet



Locker rooms

12.3 Lactis Iasi- Metalurgiei Iasi
Analysis and Proposals for Reconversion Name of the area
Lactis Iasi- Metalurgiei Iasi compound
Description of the location
The area under research has the following borders:


in the North : - Chimiei Boulevard (Splai Bahlui – the Right Riverbank)



in the South : - I.T.S.A.I.A. Trans Company Building – Iasi



in the East : - SACOM Europe



in the West : - Metalurgiei Boulevard

The field is flat and it is placed at the same altitude as Metalurgiei Boulevard
Original Function
SC Lactis SA – A state-owned asset company specialized in dairying
History:
The building of SC Lactis SA started in 1974 and lasted for 4 years, until 1978.
The enterprise was brought into use in 1978.
Later, another approximately 3000 tone cold storage was build within the limits of the company, in
the Eastern part.
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The whole system of the enterprise became automatic, from the moment the milk came into the
pipeline system and up to the moment the products were packed up. This process provided the
dairying products with weatherization till the moment of consumption.
The resulting products of Lactis Company were: Milk, Milk Powder, Cheese, Butter, Feta Cheese,
Sour Cream, Sana Yoghurt, Yoghurt (Acidophilic Products), and in the hot season ice cream
became the main product.
The company came under a process of decline after the Revolution. Around the year of 1993, this
process was due mainly to the lack of the raw material and also to the lack of funds to cover the
expenses for the raw material. Moreover, the impossibility to cover the need for raw material (milk)
was also due to the numerous local producers who came out on the market and who used to
absorb all the milk supplies.
The functions associated to each building of the company are illustrated in D.1. diagram
The current situation
Currently, the areas owned by Lactis were divided and rented to approximately 40 companies
having other fields of business, starting from production, distribution to storage activities.
The functions of the companies within the enclosure are illustrated in D.2. diagram
Legal Conditions:
The industrial area was under the property of SC LACTIS SA.
The area is 42,840 square kilometres wide
Economic Conditions:
The area under research belongs to the municipality, in the built-up area, coming under the land
registry group of industrial units and services, and having clear links with the residential area.
Consequently, the site is under the urban planning regulations.
Analysis of the territorial and local impact of the existing industrial area
The industrial area under research belongs to an urban industrial network marked on the Splai
Bahlui and Calea Chişinaului axis. Currently with the expanding of the housing districts (ANL) in the
Northern part and P+10 group towers in the Western part, a tendency of expanding of the Tătăraşi
area can be noticed. This thing places the area under discussion in a negative situation from both
urban and landscape point of view. The arterial and pedestrian traffic is marginal in the area, the
internal access being possible only from the Southern area, where the Administrative address is
located. The area has access to the tramway by a tram station. The finishes are under a state of
degradation, some processes of rehabilitation being needed, according to 153/2011 Law, which
refers to improving the environmental-architectural quality of the buildings. Because of very large
on-road and parking areas, the lack of landscapes has a great impact on the environment. The
public space needs planning as it is also in a state of degradation.
Because the housing area is under a continuous process of growing, to solve these issues, we
suggest that this function should be transformed into an educational one. Currently with
reorientation, a series of changes are proposed, such as: expanding the landscapes, reducing the
traffic road, rehabilitating of the present constructions, landscaping according to the function. For
a maximum efficiency, reconversion of all the areas and establishing a cultural pole is suggested.
Another aspect the reconversion covers is represented by the need of an educational complex in
the respective area. This will encourage the development of the area on both the Bahlui and
Metalurgiei Boulevard axes which, for the moment, are economically/socially/urban inactive.
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Spatial Planning Analysis of the Current Situation:
A junction area between two distinct areas which are urbanistically outlined, respectively an
industrial and a residential area P+4-10 of height.
In the Northern and Western part there are two major traffic ways, one of these is Chimiei
Boulevard on the North side, and the other one, Metalurgiei Boulevard. These interpenetrate one
another, Metalurgiei Boulevard going forward towards Tătăraşi District, across Metalurgiei Bridge.
In the Northern part of the site there are a residential area (ANL blocks of flats), on the Western
side in the vicinity of the building of ex TEROM Company and of a residential complex P+10 of
height.
Roadwork:
The traffic in the area is available along two relatively main roads, one of them having a tramway.
Both of them are covered with well and very well kept asphalt surfacing final coating. On the West,
outside Metalurgiei Boulevard, there is a tramway. This represents an important connection with
the rest of the city.
Public Utilities:
The site within SC LACTIS IASI premises owns the following networks:


storm sewer systems



underground electrical power lines



underground plumbing and pipeline systems



lighting system within the premises



gas pipeline network in use



telephone network

Construction Area:
11,200 square meters
Number of Storeys:
The number of storeys on micro-zones is illustrated in D3 Annex
Implemented Functions:
The new implemented functions and the current micro-zones of implementation are illustrated in
D4 Annex
The State of the Buildings:
The following categories of constructions can be found in the premises of SC LACTIS SA:


massive constructions on large areas, having a secure architectural structure and with good a
state of construction, but with low-quality finishes because they were used for an extended
period of time.



administrative buildings having a good architectural structure, but the finishes have traces of
aging.

Landscapes:
The landscapes within the premises of SC LACTIS SA are in a relatively bad condition because of
the lack of concern of the administration for this area.
The size and setting for the landscapes within the premises are illustrated in D2, respectively D.0
annexes (PUZ).
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Analyses of the Impact in the Territory:
The presence of a brownfields area deconstructs the urban architecture by its lack of consistency.
Suggestion
In the existing complex, with the characteristics of the location and neighbouring residential areas
and also with the further growth of this kind of areas and the existing connection with the city,
along with the population growth in the area, the implementation of a regional educational
program is more than welcomed.
The present construction represents a good start for implementing an educational program which
should include kindergarten, primary and secondary school, along with the administrative
structures and functions concerning the food needs for the new function.
The new complex suggests disposing or resizing the parking areas in the whole complex, for an
adequate pedestrian traffic, expanding landscapes and creating sports fields in the Southern area,
by disposing of the new parasite steelwork within the premises, and replacing them in adjacent
areas.
The structure of the proposed complex as well as each function in detail, the connections between
them and the roadwork of the complex are presented in D.5 Annex.
The existing structures in the premises of SC LACTIS SA will be maintained and refurbished
according to the special function they will be invested with in the new plan. The structures of the
former garages will be disposed, because of their serious state of wear, and the area will function
as sports fields.
Landscaping:
The landscapes will be planted with ornamental trees and lawn and also with a curtain of species
of plants specific to the local area, functioning as an insulator against the rest of the industrial
field.
The Suggested Construction Line:
The suggested construction line is limited by the Northern and the Eastern fronts of the complex.
Number of storeys:
The number of storeys of the area will be P+10 maximum, and it is dictated by the presence of a
residential area in the area. The new implementation proposes maintaining the buildings in their
actual shape and it doesn’t modify the current number of storeys.
Conclusions
The current documentation has been drawn up for the functional reconfiguration of the premises
of SC LACTIS SA Iasi in the educational area, having a positive impact on the nearby residential
areas.
The current conditions of the site as well as those of constructing have led to the planning
solutions mentioned above. We estimate that the proposed reorganization consistently fits in the
area, as having at least an equal status within the planning of the complex. By its functionality and
personality, as well as by the materials that were used, this site will harmoniously participate to the
personality of the most important urban settlement in Moldavia.
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13

Brownfield regeneration in Bulgaria- Case studies
By: Simeon Toptchiyski, Denitza Toptchiyska, Antonia Kralchevska

13.1 Thermal power station in Asparuhovo, Varna -Boutique hotel Ventura
Background
The thermal power station in Asparuhovo, Varna was built in 1952 in a typical soviet architectural
style. Its purpose was to provide electricity for the neighbourhood whose population consisted of
specialists that worked in the shipyards construction situated nearby. The building was considered
a symbol of the industrial revolution in the area and its most prominent feature was its chimney
which was to be seen from the sea. In the late 1980s the thermal power station stopped
functioning and was soon abandoned. Since then the building and the area around it became less
populated and underused which put them in the category of brownfield.

Fig. 13.1 - Urban kontext.
Location: it is situated at the south coast of the channel linking the lake to the sea in the
neighbourhood of Asparuhovo, Varna, Bulgaria.
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Fig. 13.2 - Location.
2

Total area: 500 m .
Original function: thermal power station.

Fig. 13.3 - Former power station after reconstruction.
Problems: the building was abandoned for 30 years, could not perform its original functioning
and was almost completely destroyed; only its silhouette has left.
Demand: complete reconstruction of the building do that its value in architectural, cultural and
local context is preserved.
Market conditions: the building was offered for purchase in an open competition in 2002, after
unsuccessful bit by its current owner it was purchased from the winner of the competition.
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Fig. 13.4 - Former power station before reconstruction.

Visioning, planning, programming
Existing strategic action plans and documents
Once purchased the building underwent a massive reconstruction process which took 2 years
(from 2006 to 2008). The aim of its news owner, the investor Mr. Botusharov was to preserve the
building as much as possible so that it would be possible to create a venue, later defined as a
boutique hotel, that would attract visitors and tourists that appreciate the revitalization of old
buildings as well as draft beer.
Actually the current owner of the old thermal power station said in an interview that he was
looking for a suitable building where it would be possible to incorporate the draft beer installation
he had bought earlier.

Implementation phase
Steps
The reconstruction process of the abandoned building started in 2006. While evaluation the site it
became clear that not much of the old building can be saved- during the reconstruction only the
facade of the old thermal power station is preserved, including the volume of the building, its
external walls and the chimney. The walls that are 50 cm wide were strengthened and the brick
chimney renovated. It took half a year to reinforce the exterior walls and to provide access for the
construction equipment. All floor levels were rebuilt and the roof was replaced completely.
Stakeholders
The main stakeholders in this project are:


The municipality of Varna.



Private investors, including Mr. Botusharov, Microspecter Ltd.



The parties involved in the project are:



Investor: Krasimir Botusharov, Microspecter Ltd.



Architects: Vladimir Popov, Krasimir Popov, Velin Neychev and Krasimir Botusharov



Executor: Stimex Ltd., Stoyan Stoyanov



Construction: Eng Petranka Marinova
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Priorities
The bottleneck priorities of the investor in the reconstruction of this Brownfield were as follows:


The reconstruction of an old abandoned building which can no longer fulfil its primary
function.



Revitalisation of the area around the building.



Return of investment and future profit.



Making an innovative architectural idea a reality.



Tourist and visitors attraction.

Outputs and results
Achieved quality
The reconstruction of the old thermal power station was completed in 2008. It officially became a
boutique hotel named Vendura easily recognizable for its brick chimney.

Fig. 13.5 - Final stage.
2

The building gross floor area is estimated to be around 1500 m . It has 14 rooms for guests, 10 of
which are double. It has three originally decorated halls, a bar and gallery hall at the attic floor as well
2
as an installation for draft beer. The rooms the area of each room is 40 m or more. The height of the
attic gallery is 12 m and is suitable for different social or cultural events, which attracts many new
investors in the area.

Fig. 13.6 - Hotel interior.
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For the reconstruction of the building interior were used materials such as oak for the doors and
the floors as well as granite and marble, ceramics and wrought iron. The furniture was especially
designed for the needs of Vendura hotel.
The ultimate recognition for the quality of the reconstruction of the old thermal power station in
Asparuhovo came in 2009 when the building won the award for best building in the category
“Urban Hotel”.
Since its opening the hotel has attracted many visitors as well as investors in the previously
abandoned area. It is considered to have contributed for the local and urban development by
creating an attractive and easily recognisable trade mark.
The architect involved in the building renovation Vladimir Popov said: “This is an example of a
building situated in a harmoniously designed living environment. In the plan of the area is
previewed the construction of fountains, wide sidewalks and recreation areas.”

13.2 Industrial area, Pernik, Bulgaria - STOMANA INDUSTRY SA
Background
STOMANA INDUSTRY SA nowadays is a leading steel manufacturer in Bulgaria. This is the first
modern metallurgical enterprise Bulgaria. It was established in 1948 with a decree of the Council of
Ministers that assigned the Ministry of Industry and Handicraft for the construction of steelworks
near the town of Pernik. At first the site took the name V. I. Lenin but afterwards it was changed to
“Stomana” - after its main product “steel” in Bulgarian.
Trough out the years this was one of the top steelworks in Bulgaria. The company produces a wide
range of products, including reinforcing steel, heavy plate, merchant bars, special steels, special
profiles and sections.

Fig. 13.7 - Location of Stomana industry.
In June 2001, SIDENOR SA, Greece, acquired the majority of the share capital of STOMANA AD
from EUROMETAL SA (current participation 100%), and assumed responsibility for the overall
operation. The transition to the private sector, which constituted a turning point in the company's
history, involved a major investment plan aiming at the modernization of the production facilities
and the overall restructuring of the company.
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Location: The steelworks is located at the industrial zone of the Bulgarian city Pernik at a really
convenient place, good transport links to the city of Pernik and its neighbouring cities, really close
to the capital Sofia (20 km).
Total area: 4-5 km

2

Original function: steel-works.
Problems: lack of proper land management, there were unused territories and the level of local
development was unsatisfactory.
Demand: There was a clear demand for renovation and revitalization of the area, for investments
and implementation of eco-friendly ideas in the local settings.
Market conditions: The strategic location of the site represents a great advantage for its future
revitalization and development. It has direct connection to national, European and international
transport networks (road and railway).

Visioning, planning, programming
Existing strategic action plans and documents
The municipality of Pernik, Bulgaria was an active partner in EU project "Revitalisation of Industrial
Areas in South East Europe- RETINA" part of the on South-East Europe Transnational Cooperation
Programme 2007-2013, funded by the European Regional Development Fund.
The RETINA project started in June 2009 and should end on 31 July 2012. The leading role in this
the project has been entrusted to the National Development Agency of Hungary and the leading
partner municipality Csepel near Budapeshtta in particular. Other partners are local municipalities
from Italy, Slovenia, Slovakia, Greece, Romania and Bulgaria.
On the behalf of Bulgaria it is the Ministry of Regional Development that is responsible for the
implementation of this program. The project has a total value of € 3 327 500 and the budget just
for the municipality of Pernik is € 275 800, of which 15% is national co-financing.
The aim of the project activities in Bulgaria is to combine the efforts of Pernik municipality and
existing small and medium enterprises that arose after the privatization of the former steel-works
"Steel" (STOMANA INDUSTRY SA), in order to build a large business park in Pernik so that the area
becomes more attractive for new investors.

Implementation phase
Steps
The project activities are previewed to be implemented for 3 year-period of time. This includes
partners meetings in Bulgaria, as well as the other partner countries, an active participation in the
process of all the partners involved in this project as well as sharing of relevant experience and
good practices in the sphere of revival of old industrial zones.
Stakeholders
In Bulgaria the stakeholders may be divided into two groups: public and private. The public
stakeholders were the Ministry of Regional Development, the municipality of Pernik and their
respective agencies and departments. The private sector was represented by many local private
entities including the major enterprise STOMANA INDUSTRY SA and other SMEs like: Klöckner
Metalsnab AD , "kolhida metal" AD, "Lemi Tafo", "Mal muk" etc. as well as the future investors.
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Bottlenecks priorities
The main priority of this initiative was the revitalisation of old industrial areas, in the case of
Bulgaria - in the area of the city of Pernik, near STOMANA INDUSTRY SA by creating a modern
industrial business park.
The overall objective of the RETINA project is to ensure growth, competitiveness and quality
employment in the areas by preparing a series of concrete revitalisation and investments plans to
catalyze revitalisation while contributing to a quality urban environment.
RETINA is considered to be a chance for re-boosting economy and social growth in areas where
heavy industry used to play key role in the life of the cities.

Outputs and results
The outputs and results of the project listed at the official site of the project include the
development of specific tools and methodology which could be made available to many other
cities in SEE coping with similar problems and challenges. (See http://retina-project.eu/retinaproject-description)
During the project is planned the development of a common Brownfield revitalization method that
incorporates the method on integrated master-planning and the method for stakeholder
engagement, as well as a model masterplan and process management tool for stakeholder
engagement.
Each partner will carry out a regional case study and a needs analysis that will result in a regional
Brownfield revitalization plan and a relevant investment program.
Exploiting the transnational dimension of the partnership 3 thematic Taskforces will jointly develop
3 transnational case studies, 3 transnational benchmarks and peer reviews, 4 masterclasses and 3
training sessions for the Brownfield stakeholder groups.
The transnational case studies will result in joint experiences in Private-Public Partnership and
ownership constructions, early commitment of private sector in dealing with contaminated sites
and branding of a Brownfield using a design contest.

13.3 Former barracks, municipality Sevlievo, Bulgaria - Park for recreation,
sports and entertainment “The barracks“
Background
The terrain set for the construction of the future park for recreation, sports and entertainment in
the town of Sevlievo is located in the North part of the town near the river Rositsa and it is
surrounded by living quarters.
Before it was given as property to the Municipality of Sevlievo with a Decision of the Council of
Ministers in 2004 to be used as a public park, this was a closed territory for the town in the
framework of the fence of the barracks, living its own life managed by the military habits and
regulations.
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Fig. 13.8 - location of former barracks.
The striving of the government for coming closer to the European standards and the forthcoming
membership in the European Union was a good reason to apply the European practices for turning
the Brownfield site or military terrains into town parks for recreation, culture and entertainment.

Fig. 13.9 - Stage before starting regeneration 1.
Sevlievo municipality applied under the Operational Programme "Regional Development" under a
grant scheme "Support for improving the urban environment" for the design and construction of a
park for recreation, sports and entertainment "The barracks". In 2009, the municipality won
funding under the program "Regional Development" of 3 075.44 693 lev. The contract was signed
on July 16, 2011 and should be completed in 24 months.
The design work is done by a team of "Forum - Alexandrov".
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Fig. 13.10 - Future.
Location: it is situated at the north-west part of Sevlievo town, north-central Bulgaria, part of
Gabrovo Province. The future park will be located at about 700 m from the central town square
“Svoboda and will be bordered by residential complex "Dr. Atanas Moskov” and housing units,
located on "Stephen Peshev" Str. and "Yoto Ivanov" Str.
2

Total area: 127 010 m

Original function: Military barracks

Fig. 13.11 - Stage before starting regeneration 2.
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Fig. 13.12 - Stage after regeneration 2.
Project Goals: the implementation of the project idea will allow the creation of conditions for
recreation, sport and entertainment of the population; will help improve the aesthetic environment
in the central city part and increase the landscape, grassed areas and playgrounds in Sevlievo.
Architectural Goals: to build links between the main street and the river areas; comprehensively
to improve the living conditions in the city by strengthening existing urban, environmental and
recreational functions; to be established as the main area for recreation, sport and social
interaction of citizens and guests of Sevlievo. Overall, make the town a better place to live in.

Visioning and planning
The park for recreation, sports and entertainment "The barracks" will be built in stages. The first
stage includes construction of a new fence, construction of underground communications
infrastructure - lighting, drainage and sewage network. A square of battles and victories, a wall
water fountain, an area with water mirror sites for picnics, ornamental fountains and pergolas,
entertainment sites, playgrounds, major and minor lanes and a parking spot will built as well.

Fig. 13.13 - The park for recreation 1.
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Fig. 13.14 - The park for recreation 2.
Subsequently, the municipality will seek funding opportunities for rounding off with facing the
water corners, equipping sports areas for paintball, places to ride rollers, skateboards and other
extreme sports.

Fig. 13.15 - The park for recreation 3.
The park is planned to have up to 4000 visitors and:


24 953 sq m parking lanes



5880 sq m green space



1066 sq m playgrounds



1060 m water areas



254 new conifers, 715 deciduous and 5880 shrub vegetation



170 park benches



sets of children's facilities



2 picnic equipments, 3 fountains, 4 pergolas
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Annex 1 CircUse Approach to Improved Urban Land Use
Sustainability
The project CIRCUSE - Circular Flow Land Use Management (see www.circuse.eu) has been
financed from the CENTRAL EUROPE program. 12 partners are preparing the concept of Circular
Land Management that represents an integrative policy and governance approach. This would
presuppose a changed land use philosophy with regard to land utilization. Such modified land use
philosophy can be expressed by the slogan “Avoid – Recycle – Compensate”.
Similarly to recycling-based principles that have become commonplace in recent years in areas
such as waste and water management, the “circular land use management” should become
established policy in sustainable land utilization. Material cycles can serve as a model for circular
land use management. CircUse reviewed current key instruments that have affected the
governance in the areas of planning, information, organization and cooperation, funding and
budget, marketing and arrangements in all the six partner countries. Based on these findings,
existing and new potential instruments were considered, while accounting for regional differences
in framework conditions.
One of the instruments used is an Integrated Action Plan (IAP). The IAP for urban circular land use
management represents a package of measures that can be implemented or initiated locally. They
contribute to brownfield redevelopment and promote reuse of already urbanised land. Packages
of such measures usually aim at reducing zoning of undeveloped land for future development and
focusing on exploiting the inner development potential of previously urbanised land. IAPs for
urban circular land use management are informal instruments for establishing circular land use
management in short and mid-term horizons. They result from discussions on land use policy aims
for urban regions, analyses on how existing governance instruments help to regulate land
utilization are employed. Assessments of spatial and organizational shortcomings are carried out.
This leads to specifying a package of measures which would be necessary in short and mid-term
horizons to make headway towards accomplishing urban land policy aims (on local, metropolitan
or regional levels). These measures are normally closely linked to established instruments of formal
and informal spatial planning. However, the action plans also list stakeholder responsibilities,
aspects of organizational and management processes, as well as performance reviews and time
schedules for implementation. Integrated action plans are extremely implementation oriented.
They cannot and should not replace current planning, instead the measures depicted in the action
plans should be meshed with spatially relevant formal and informal planning or existing sectoral
planning and draft planning.

The principle of reuse and phases of land use
Many Central European cities have been developed (or are fast developing) into regional
agglomerations. However, available planning methods, institutional structures and associated
management tools have not progressed fast enough to cope with the increasing scale,
interconnectivity and complexity this growth has generated. The “traditional” planning visions have
still been applied, despite the fact that they can no longer deliver integrated planning for modern
cities facing demographic changes and challenges presented by the need to react on climate
changes. “Circular land use management” should become an established policy in sustainable land
utilization. Material cycles serve as a model for circular land use management: the constructed city
is considered as a system with a structural make-up that is subject to various usage phases and
where, in certain instances, entire districts and industrial areas are dismantled and made suitable
for subsequent use, whereby the total area of land used should remain unchanged. Structures no
longer fit for reuse are demolished or renaturalized; infill measures are implemented in areas with
high settlement pressure. The idea of a “circular” use thus seizes upon the notion of a use cycle of
the allocation of building land, development, use, abandonment and reuse.
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Source: Difu (2005)

Fig. An 1.1 - Phases and Potentials of Circular Land Use Management.

Potential of circular land use management
Strategy of this nature primarily and systematically seeks exploiting the potential for developing
existing building sites and reuse derelict lands. It focuses solely on internal development (recycling
abandoned sites, higher density development, infill development, multiple use, etc.). The entire use
cycle, from planning to utilization, disuse, dereliction, and building and land recovery form the
core of the strategy. The ultimate aim is dynamic site preservation. If an ideal scenario for this
vision would be realized, only land that is currently in use would be utilized for new settlement
initiatives. However, zoning small areas of new land for development is not categorically ruled out,
assuming that as mitigatory measures abandoned sites are being reused in other areas. Circular
land use management, therefore, aims to minimize zoning of “Greenfield” land (for development)
and promote activation of existing building land, including, derelict land, gaps between buildings
and also exploiting possibilities for infill development ( seeTable Box 2.1).

CircUse Project Conclusion
The concept of Circular Land Use Management represents a new integrative policy and
governance approach. But reusing derelict land and lowering Greenfield development requires
cooperative efforts both of the general public and private sectors. This can only be achieved
through constructive collaboration and participation of a wide spectrum of stakeholders. It would
rely on stakeholders´ ability to cooperate, on creating appropriate cooperative structures, on
focused communication and a wide information dissemination, as well as on utilising PR and
mediation services. The Circular Land Use Management key to success is vested in accepting some
of the Greenfields sites using under specific conditions. But primarily, it relies on seeking and
utilising the potential of all existing and already urbanised sites, including gaps and brownfields.
The Circular Land Use Management intends to provide an integrated political and governance
approach throughout a whole spectrum of policy areas and throughout various fields of activities.
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Table An 1.1 - Expansion and Internal Development Oopportunities of Lands

Expansion opportunities
(outlying land which has yet
to be developed)









Internal development
opportunities







Theoretical development reserves with no (specific) planning status
Regional planning reserves (anticipated building land)
Preparatory land use plan reserves (building land awaiting
development)
Legally binding land use plan reserves which are fundamentally
reclaimable (raw building land)
Gaps between buildings (land prepared for building/building land)
within the ambit of settlement-expanding legally binding land use
plans
Gaps between buildings within the ambit of legally binding land use
plans using pre-existing developments and unplanned interior areas.
Scarcely developed lots/opportunities for infill
Brownfields
Vacant buildings
Land that will be abandoned in the foreseeable future
Urbanised land designated by planning for intensification
Source: German Institute of Urban Affairs, Own Diagram

These activities need to be implemented on local and also on regional levels. The Circular Land
Use Management approach has to be integrated into the local urban and the regional land
development policies. But the Circular Land Use Management land cycles also rely on interplay
among a number of other strategies and various instruments in different fields of activities. They
rely on a suitably comprehensive deployment of tools (instrument mix) from various areas
including especially: planning, land information systems, cooperation, organisation and
management, investment and support programmes, suitable legislation and marketing of the land
recycling concept. And they also rely on real estate markets absorption. But the main driving force
of the Circular Land Use Management is always the public sector. There is, however, a need for
better inter-sectoral, inter-actor (public and private sector, NGOs, households, property owners…)
collaboration.
A collaboration across all the administrative levels (national, regional, local) is necessary for
achieving targets of Circular Land Use Management. On a local level, there is a need for better
land use data and better site specific information (e.g. data on land use potential of gaps and
brownfield sites). The spatial planning on regional and municipal levels needs to be coordinated
and the land use has to be qualified (e.g. land consumption targets, transparent identification of
land use requirements, etc.). From a national level point of view, legal framework support is
needed for sound instruments and new organisational forms (e.g. development agencies, funds for
redevelopment or renaturalization of brownfield sites, topping interest rate grants for private
investments, cost-benefit-survey for land use development projects ex ante and ex post).
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Annex 2 Visualising Brownfields in the Czech Republic
Advantages and barriers to brownfield data use
Regions and local communities that have large amount of brownfield land, need to understand the
nature, the size and the seriousness of their problem. But gathering brownfield data alone does
nothing for promoting local brownfield reuse and it costs money. To justify any process of
inventory, data need to be worked with, analysed and incorporated into plans, strategies and
policies. Analytical findings arising from the gathered data can be useful for both brownfield
redevelopment support and also for spatial planning. Data analyses point out the nature of the
issue and indicate the key points that need to be addressed. This is why regions and communities
need brownfield data. But they need data outputs in easily accessible IT technology formats.
Firstly, to lower technology costs, and secondly, to cope with the level of IT skill barriers. The other
thing regions and communities need are formats of data that offer easily procurable and
“communicative” outputs. (It is not very easy to communicate to anyone a line of GIS polygon
attributes...). What is needed are easily produced graphical outputs, giving information on each
single brownfield and also analytical outputs on groups of brownfields.

Can brownfield data and analyses help to brownfield re-use?
All the databases concentrate on promoting a single site remediation. These promoted sites,
providing they are in commercial locations and there is a market need for them, may get
regenerated. However, the issue is not as black and white as that. It takes more to promote
brownfield reuse, then to visualise, promote or aid individual sites. Local conditions need to be
considered and understood and wider opportunities exploited. Even in non-prime locations certain
shifts and improved competitiveness can be achieved if the local regeneration issue is handled well
and understood. When addressing brownfield regeneration, solid and comparable data can be of
substantial help. Trends, changes, site utilisation and performance can be easily monitored.
Analyses allow further formulation of informed strategies and actions. Analysing brownfield data
and GIS layers give a number of sustainability and brownfield indicators and it also provides useful
market information. This can prepare arguments for initiatives, programmes, marketing support
and mitigating measures.
Nevertheless, any data gathering and analysis making can become meaningful only in case their
findings are being acted upon. That is: strategies are actually formed, they get real political
support, stakeholders become “truly” involved, projects and funding are in place, actions are
implemented and their outcomes are monitored! The data collection and also data analyses are
only one of “soft” measures needed to drive on brownfield reuse support. Other soft measures are,
e.g.: improved know-how, technical assistance to local authorities and brownfield owners,
promoting project preparation, suitable local planning, and so on.

The new Czech law and its effects on visualising brownfields
In 2006, the new Planning and Building Act (No. 183/2006 Coll.) was adopted in the Czech
Republic and it became valid a year later. Among other things, the law sorted out the issues
related to brownfields based on several points as follows:


it visualised brownfields for planning (previously brownfields were not a recognized category
in Czech planning),



it has given qualified planners the right to stigmatise properties as brownfields,
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it has cleared out the brownfield data publicity issue (there is a legal requirement to publicise
all limits to spatial development and brownfields are classified as a limit),



it has provided basis for a regular brownfield inventorying and data update in administrative
units called ORP.

The new law-related decrees required the identification of brownfields as one item (Item 4) of the
120 other land use data items compiling the GIS layers of the new nation-wide planning support
system (ÚAP). The law had placed duty on all the Czech local authorities to provide surveys of their
brownfields and update such data in the intervals of 2 years. Nominated local authorities the ORPs
are required to collect all GIS data and publish their main findings on the Internet.
By 2010, most of the Czech regions had some sort of brownfield inventories, either managed by
their departments of the Industrial, or Strategic development. These brownfield databases are
usually approached from the point of brownfield marketing and promotion and offer only very
limited analytical outputs. Horizontal/vertical communication between individual departments has
not been very good, hence the potential for having publishable and updatable brownfield data on
regional level failed so far. Further barrier laid in the prescribed GIS format of data that have suited
spatial planners but not strategic planners who are not as yet to work with GIS.

Search for improvements –“communicative” and “local” brownfield inventories
In 2009, a methodology approach to community inventorying in the Czech Republic was
developed and financed from COBRAMAN, the Central European project.
The survey
An effort for effectiveness and cost reduction led into the survey splitting into several stages:


start up training,



fieldwork stage,



expert stage,



GIS stage,



analytical stage.

The survey supervision and a help line are recommended, in order to improve data quality and
comparability. Surveys in such a shape and quality can be also used for other purposes such as
sustainability assessment, EIA, SEA, etc. Analysing brownfield data and GIS layers enable a number
of sustainability and brownfield indicators and market information.
Start up training
Start up training is offered to all survey staff. The technical staff and experts are trained indoors
how to use the simple .xls format inventorying tool, where to find required information and how
their work relates to each other. The outdoor training concentrates on their ability to recognise
various types of brownfields and to unify their perception of brownfields in order that they are
able to fill in correctly the qualitative sections of the inventorying tool.
The fieldwork stage
The fieldwork stage takes place mainly outdoors and it is carried out by technical staff. The survey
staff begin with studying existing brownfield surveys; they check the current status of already
identified brownfields; and they record new and “presumed” brownfields. The cost of the fieldwork
is minimalized by focusing on qualitative data. Quantitative data can be added in the office from
GIS and other IT sources.
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The expert stage
The expert stage takes place mostly indoors. It is carried out by an expert architect/planner, as
required by the new planning law. The expert checks and reviews whether the data are correct and
complete and he also enters in the individual brownfield use classification.
The GIS stage
The GIS stage of the survey consists of updating the GIS layer and polygon attributes from the
inventorying tool .xls database. This is followed by drawing up the newly identified brownfield
polygons and if necessary, by amending the existing ones. The survey uses GIS for several reasons.
The law requires utilising digital technology in order to “facilitate data exchange among regions“.
At the same time, there are many other data already created in GIS (e.g. floodplains, preserved
areas, technical infrastructure, etc.). GIS data can be easily exported into a different format, e.g. xls;
and the proposed inventorying tool can, therefore, work with the GIS attribute data; and enable
analysis of various data in hand. Last but not least, the .xls format does not represent such skill and
cost barrier as the GIS does.
The analytical stage
The analytical stage has two forms of outputs. The first output consists of compiling analyses from
numberless graphs (see e.g. Fig. An 2.2), that are automatically generated by the inventorying tool
(see Fig. An 2.1). The inventorying tool also helps to generate a set of indicators, either for the
whole ORP or for a selected community (see Table An 2.1). For example, such analyses have shown
that the present level of brownfield remediation in the city of Ústí nad Labem is absolutely
insufficient. And as such, at their present level of regeneration level, it would take cc. 375 years
before the city could sort out their brownfields (assuming that no new brownfields occur). The
indicators help to compare brownfield threats in different ORPs and different communities. The
second output is graphical analyses. They are prepared by the GIS technical staff and consist of
several simple communicative maps (A4/5 format) identifying spatially min. three different
classifications, selected from the data inventory. As an example of communicative power of this
output, see maps in Fig. An 2.1. Other graphical outputs, as required by the new law, are based on
the GIS brownfield polygons.
The Inventorying tool – Brownfield Card
The card was conceived as a tool, which would assist ORP surveying staff in unifying the data and
helping to fill and update the regional databases from the bottom up approach, with all the
publicity and update advantages offered by the new law. The collected data and information are
specifically tailored for the community´s or the ORP use. The present Czech regional databases are
set up on different principles and communities cannot easily get access and use their own data for
their own analytical purposes. Each card has a number of pre-selected menus to fill in with each
particular brownfield information. The card also includes photos, a location map and an ortophoto,
with a roughly marked up brownfield polygon. This and the GPS identify the brownfield to the GIS
technician, who draws the GIS polygons, based on the presented information and fitted onto
cadastral map boundaries. The surveying tool automatically generates graphs for cc 30 different
categories included on the Brownfield card. The tool can do graphs for the whole ORP or for a
selected community only. It also automatically compares existing and new surveys on min. 6 points
and it analyses on min. 4 points the brownfields that were already regenerated. It also
automatically manages the size of the photographs. The main card text and the selection menus
can be easily amended to any language, or to particular local needs (e.g. local plan land use
categories vary from region to region). The card can actually be used for any other itemed
inventory (e.g. listed buildings). The strength of this approach, when comparing it to other much
more sophisticated solutions, lies in its cheapness, ease of use in the terrain, simplicity and its
ability to produce automatic analytical outputs. The legal requirement for regular inventorying
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updates enables following up of the trends what is currently going on with local brownfields. The
indicators also help objectively compare the state and trends of brownfields in different ORPs and
different communities.

Fig. An 2.1 - Example of the Brownfield Card and Communication Maps.
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Fig. An 2.2 - Example of the Inventorying Tool Automatic Analytical Output – Breakdown by size in hectares.
Table An 2.1 - Example of Automatically Generated Indicators.

Brownfield Indicators -Ústí nad Labem
Indicator
Number of brownfields
Brownfield area
Brownfield regeneration index
Brownfields % from the city built up area

2010

2014

2016

2018

83
(61)
428ha
(204ha)
0,54%
11,7%
(5,6)%

% of brownfields from land designated for development

201%

Yearly development increment compared to brownfield land

?

% of brownfields from the city administrative areal.

2012

4,55%
(2,17)
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Glossary
By: Jiřina Bergatt Jackson, Maroš Finka, Dagmar Petríková, Barbara Vojvodíková, Mária
Zúbková, Nicolas Samson, Olivia Cristina Rusu, Simeon Toptchiyski, Denitza Toptchiyska
abandoned
within the meaning unused, abandoned by workers, within the meaning of currency to
give up ownership

Обикновено се използва в смисъла на неизползван/ a, изоставен/ a,
занемарен/ а, необитаван/ а, безлюден. Който/ която няма собственик.
Правото на собственост като абсолютно и неограничено вещно право не се
изгубва поради неупражняването му. Изгубване правото на собственост в
България по Чл. 99. става в два случая:
1
правото на собственост се изгубва, ако друг го придобие или
2
ако собственикът се откаже от него.
Termen folosit cu sensul de lãsare în pãrãsire a utilizãrilor anterioare ale unui teren
industrial de cãtre fostul proprietar; - încetarea activitãţii constructorilor; oprirea
activitãţilor productive înlesneşte apariţia maidanelor industriale (cu risc potenţial pentru
mediu)
opustený, nevyužívaný areál v zmysle funkčného nevyužívania
Opuštěný - obvykle se používá ve smyslu opuštěný předchozím využití – nevyužívaný
Opuštěný nemající vlastníka. V legislativě České republiky se při převodu vlastnictví
odvolává na občanský zákoník, konkrétně na využití paragrafu 135 - a jednat s pozemkem
bez vlastníka jako s věcí nalezenou.

brownfields
Brownfields are sites which:


have been affected by the former uses of the site and surrounding land,



are derelict and underused,



may have real or perceived contamination problems,



are mainly in developed urban areas,



require intervention to bring them back to beneficial use.

Изоставените индустриални зони/ територии (Brownfields):


са зони и техните околни територии, които са засегнати по някакъв
начин от предишната им експлоатация и стопанисване;
 са безстопанствени, изоставени или не се оползотворяват и
стопанисват пълноценно;
 могат да имат истински настоящи или предстоящи проблеми,
свързани със замърсяване;
 предимно се намират в развити урбанизирани територии, но не и
единствено само там;
изискват действия, за да бъдат оползотворени отново.
Maidanele şi zonele industriale în declin din România includ:


fabrici, uzine, depozite, cai ferate, grajduri zootehnice, cazãrmi militare,
complexe industriale aflate în stadiu de abandon, de conservare sau de
distrugere treptatã.



Acestea au un potenţial ridicat de contaminare şi revitalizarea lor pune probleme
mari de urbanizare şi intervenbţie conştientã pentru folosirea terenului spre
binele comunitãţii.



Maidanele industriale apar ca rezultat al schimbãrilor economice şi
restructurãrilor industriale din fiecare ţarã dezvoltatã.
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Brownfields sú plochy, ktoré:


sú dotknuté predchádzajúcim užívaním a užívaním okolitých pozemkov



sú opustené alebo nedostatočne využívané



majú skutočné alebo potenciálne problémy s kontamináciou



sa nachádzajú hlavne v rozvinutých oblastiach sídiel



pre svoje ďalšie prospešné využívanie vyžadujú intervenciu.

Plochy brownfieldů jsou definovány takto:


jsou ovlivněny minulým využitím nebo využitím ploch v okolí,



jsou opuštěné a nevyužívané,



mají reálný nebo potenciální problém s kontaminací,



jsou především v urbanizovaném území,



jedná se o plochy, které pro svoje nové využití, nebo účelné použití potřebuji
intervenci.

cadastral land register
These registers are, used to record and trace the history of the property titles and related
rights.

Кадастърът и имотният регистър се използват, за да регистрират и
проследяват историята и текущото състояние на имота, неговите
собственици и други права, свързани с имота.
Registrul cadastral al terenurilor reprezintã inventarierea descriptivã teritorialã a bunurilor
imobiliare, amplasamentul şi situaţia lor juridicã, cu precizãri referitoare la folosirea ce li se
afecteazã şi modul de proprietate
Kataster nehnuteľností predstavuje súpis a popis nehnuteľností podľa vlastníkov a
užívateľov, ich geometrické zobrazenie na mapách katastrálne konanie, registre, štatistiky,
register
obcí.
Prístup
k
údajom
katastra
nehnuteľností
je
na:
https://www.katasterportal.sk/kapor
Katastr nemovitostí - Soupis a popis nemovitostí, jejich geometrické zobrazení na mapách s
vyjádřením užívacích a vlastnických vztahů a práv, který je příslušný vždy k jednomu
katastrálnímu území. http://www.pozemky.cz/page.php?textcat=11&textpg=30

contaminated or
potentially
contaminated sites
The term 'contaminated site' refers to a well delimited area where the presence of soil
(underground water) contamination has been confirmed.
The term "potentially contaminated site" includes any site where soil contamination is
suspected but not verified and detailed investigations need to be carried out to verify
whether relevant impacts exist.

Терминът "Замърсен терен/ територия" се отнася до конкретна зона, в която
се потвърждава замърсяване на почвата (подземните води).
Терминът "потенциално замърсен терен" включва всяко място, където се
предполага замърсяване на почвата, но то не е проверено и е необходимо да
се проведат подробни проучвания, за да се потвърди дали са налице
съответните влияния върху околната среда.
Teritoriile contaminate sau susceptibil de a fi contaminate sunt evidenţiate pe bazã de
cercetãri de mediu care pot sã îngrãdeascã potenţialul de folosire al terenului ori sã
creascã costurile pentru investitorii potenţiali.
kontaminovaný pozemok je pozemok, na ktorom sa nachádzajú znečisťujúce látky, ktorých
výskyt potvrdil prieskum,
potenciálne kontaminovaný pozemok je pozemok, u ktorého se predpokladá, že je
kontaminovaný vzhľadom k minulému využívaniu, ale táto skutočnost nie je potvrdená
prieskumom
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kontaminovaná plocha, je plocha, kde je potvrzena přítomnost znečišťujících látek pomocí
provedených průzkumů
potenciálně kontaminovaná ploch, je plocha u které se předpokládá, že je kontaminována
– vzhledem k minulému využití – ale tato skutečnost není potvrzena průzkumem.

decontamination
Decontamination is the reduction or removal of chemical agents (pollution by former
industrial activities) from soil, water or constructions to a level fit for purpose and
acceptable by the regulator

Предотвратяване на замърсяването е процес на намаляване или отстраняване
на изпусканията на химични агенти (замърсяване от предишни промишлени
дейности) от почвата, водата или строителни конструкции.
Decontaminarea reprezintã reducerea sau eliminarea poluãrii chimice provocarã de
activitãţile industriale anterioare din sol, apã ori clãdirile aflate acum în paraginã
Odstránenie znečisťujúcich látok, ktoré sa nachádzajú v pôde alebo priamo v objektoch,
príp. vo vode, vzduchu.
Dekontaminace -odstranění, nebo přeměna znečišťujících látek, které se nachází v půdě,
vodě, půdním vzduchu nebo objektech.do úrovně odpovídající limitům využívání území a
přijatelné regulátorovi (ČIŽP)

demolition
Demolition is the tearing-down of buildings and other structures

Разрушаването сгради и съоръжения е вид разрушителна дейност с цел
събарянето на сгради и други строителни структури.
Demolarea are drept consecinţã deplasarea structurilor sau de pãrţi din structurã de la
suprafaţa pãmântului sau din subsol. Ea este adesea preferatã de dezvoltatori ca fiind mai
lesnicioasã, întrucât satisface obiectivele lor imediate: reduce riscurile structurale şi de
contaminare, poate accelera revitalizarea zonei, este mai rentabilã, putând crea un
amplasament cu o valoare mai ridicatã
Demolácia je búranie budov a iných stavieb.
Demolice je bourání budov a jiných staveb.

development
strategies
A development strategy is an organization´s plan to achieve a common development
mission, by setting up appropriate goals and priorities, vision, opportunity, strategies/steps
and threats for sustaianble development.

Стратегията е обикновено под формата на писмен документ и е съвкупност
от мисия, визия, потенциални възможности и заплахи пред осъществяването
й, действия/ стъпки за устойчиво развитие.
Strategiile de dezvoltare se referã la problematica revitalizãrii maidanelor industriale,
reîmprospãtarea peisagisticã şi regândirea opţiunilor de urbanizare sustenabilã ce ţin cont
de utilizarea resurselor naturale existente, de aspectele demografice, sociale, economice,
culturale şi de conjunctura localã, naţionalã şi internaţionalã.
strategické dokumenty rozvoja sú dokumenty, ktorých úlohou je zabezpečiť optimálny a
udržateľný rozvoj (obce, kraja, štátu) z hľadiska využitia existujúcich zdrojov (ľudských,
sociálno-ekonomických, prírodných, územných). Definujú poslanie, víziu, príležitosti,
možné ohrozenia a strategické kroky vedúce k urdžateľnému rozvoju.
Rozvojové strategie jsou dokumenty, jejichž úkolem je zajištění přijatých vizí rozvoje
(daného území, města, místa) pomocí vytyčování konkétních rozvojových cílů a priorit.

developers
A physical or legal person who develops real estate, especially by preparing a site for
residential or commercial use.
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Физическо или юридическо лице на недвижим имот, което е собственик на
това имущество и координира дейностите, свързани предимно с
подготовката на този имот за жилищни или търговски цели.
Dezvoltatorii sunt profesionişti în amenajarea teritoriului prin investiţii durabile în
construcţii civile şi industriale, capabili sã confere o nouã funcţie clãdirilor şi materialelor
provenite din dezafectarea vechilor edificii, preocupaţi de performanţa energeticã, de
folosirea de resurse noi de energie, recuperarea apei de ploaie şi respectarea
biodiversitãţii.
Stavebník/investor – používa sa to aj pre investorov do špekulatívneho nákupu pozemkov,
ktoré sa ďalej predávajú.
Developer - používáno i ve smyslu že developer je osoba, která se angažuje v procech
připravy projectu, zajištění využití pozemků, organizaci projektového finacování a výstavby,
za účelem zisku. Developer může prodat bud´hotový project, nebo hotový object anebo
objet využívaný nájemci, kde nad rámec hodnoty stavby object poskytuje další příjem.

environmental risks
Actual or potential threat of adverse effects on living organisms and environment by
effluents, emissions, wastes, resource depletion, etc., arising out of human activities.

Действителна или потенциална заплаха от неблагоприятни въздействия
върху живите организми и околната среда в следствие на отпадни води,
емисии, отпадъци, изчерпването на ресурсите и др., резултат от човешкото
влияние дейности.
Pericol real sau potenţial, cu efecte nocive asupra vieţii şi mediului, prin elementele
poluante, contaminarea şi epuizarea resurselor pentru activitãţile vitale ale umanitãţii
Ohrozenie životného prostredia nepriaznivými emisiami a účinkami, ktoré pochádzajú z
ľudskej činnosti a negatívne pôsobia na prvky životného prostredia (voda, vzduch, pôda).
Enviromentální rizika Skutečná nebo potenciální hrozba nepříznivých účinků na živé
organismy a životní prostředí způsobené odpadními vodani, znečištěním, emisemi,
odopady, vyčerpáním přírodních zdrojů a podobně. Tyto aktivity povětšině vyplývají z
činnosti člověka

greenfields
An unbuilt area, mostly agricultural or forest land, or some other undeveloped site.

Незастроена площ, предимно земеделски или горски земи или някакъв друга
незастроена или необработвана площ.
Spaţii verzi sau maidane, terenuri, în special agricole, necultivate, lãsate în paraginã, cu
efecte negative asupra economiei locale.
Pozemky a voľné plochy na území sídiel, ktoré sú pôvodne určené na rekreačné,
poľnohospodárske a lesnícke využívanie.
Greenfieldy, “zelené louky” jsou pozemky a volné plochy mimo kompaktně zastavěná
území sídel,
původně určené k zemědělskému, lesnickému a rekreačnímu využívání a deregulované
územním plánem k zastavění

land use plans and
planning documents
Land-use planning (urban, structural, town planning) is a professional and political process
concerned with the control of the use of land and design of the (dominantly) municipal
environment, including transportation and infrastructure networks, greenery, public spaces
and amenities in order to manage and ensure sustainable development of settlements and
communities. It concerns itself with research and analysis, strategic thinking, urban design,
public consultation, policy recommendations, implementation and management.

Планирането на земеползването (градско, структурно, градоустройство) е
професионален и политически процес, който се занимава с контрола върху
начина на използване на земята и проектирането (предимно) на околната
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среда в различните общини, включително транспортните и инфраструктурни
мрежи, зелените площи, обществените пространства и удобства (места за
отдих и култура), за да се управлява и гарантира устойчивото развитие на
населените места и общности. То се занимава с изследователска дейност и
анализ, стратегическо мислене, дизайн на градската среда, обществено
допитване, политически препоръки, изпълнението и управлението.
Documentaţia privind amenajarea şi planificarea spaţialã defineşte proiectarea şi controlul
folosinţei teritoriului, inclusiv reţeaua de drumuri, infrastructura, peisagistica, etc. pentru
asigurarea unei dezvoltãri sustenabile a comunitãţii.
Územné plánovanie (na úrovni kraja, obce, zóny) je odborný a politický process, ktorý sa
zaoberá riadením územia a návrhom prostredia obce (najmä), vrátane technickej a
dopravnej infraštruktúry, zelene, verejných priestorov a občianskej vybavenosti a ktorý
zabezpečuje manažment zudržateľného rozvoja obcí. Zaoberá sa tiež výskumom a
analýzami, strategickým prístupom, dizajnom mestského prostredia, konzultáciami s
dotknutými subjektami a verejnosťou, politickými doporučeniami, implementáciou a
manažmentom.
Územní plánování a územní plán - Územní plán stanoví základní koncepci rozvoje území
obce, ochrany jeho hodnot, jeho plošného a prostorového uspořádání (dále jen
"urbanistická koncepce"), uspořádání krajiny a koncepci veřejné infrastruktury; vymezí
zastavěné území, plochy a koridory, zejména zastavitelné plochy a plochy vymezené ke
změně stávající zástavby, k obnově nebo opětovnému využití znehodnoceného území (dále
jen "plocha přestavby"), pro veřejně prospěšné stavby, pro veřejně prospěšná opatření a
pro územní rezervy a stanoví podmínky pro využití těchto ploch a koridorů.

master plan
Urban planning document specifying a policy or an obligatory functional use of specific
plots and special layout of the development and plans on the specific plots.
Planning document dealing with functional and spatial/physical structures of a settlement,
mostly specifying the parameters of functional use, infrastructure and built volumes
(including obligatory or excluded functions, limits and regulations).

Документ с плана на земеползването, който се занимава с функционалните и
пространствени / физически структури на населеното място, най-вече в него
са определени параметрите за функционално използване, инфраструктура и
изграден обем (включва задължителни или отхвърлени функции,
ограничения и подзаконови актове).
Planificare strategicã directoare pe termen lung ce defineşte nevoile prioritare pentru
investiţii, în vederea realizãrii, cu costuri minime, racordarea la directivele CE, în funcţie de
suportabilitatea investiţiei pentru populaţie şi capacitatea localã de realizare a ei.
Územný plan obce, ktorý stanovuje základnú koncepciu rozvoja územia obce, jej plošné a
priestorové usporiadanie, rozloženie funkcií v území, vymedzenie zastavaného a
nezastavaného územia, koncepciu technickej a dopravnej infrastruktúry, koncepciu krajiny
(vrátane verejno-prospešných stavieb) a reguluje využitie územia.
v Čechách se jedná o neformální anebo smluvní dokumet obvykle vyjadřující prostorové
urbanistické řešení většího rozvojového ale i stávajícícho území. Plán koordinuje obvykle
koordinuje rozvojové activity několika developer a investor.

reclamation
Reclamation is the process of reclaiming something from loss or from a less useful
condition. Mine reclamation is the process of restoring land that has been mined to a
natural or economically usable purpose. Mine reclamation creates useful landscapes that
meet a variety of goals ranging from the restoration of productive ecosystems to the
creation of industrial and municipal resources

Рекултивацията на пост-минни терени е комплексен процес по
възстановяване на естествения вид на място, на което са добивани полезни
изкопаеми. Целта на рекултивацията е да се даде възможност за понататъшно правилно използване на територията. Терените подложени на
рудодобивна и въгледобивна дейност са най-честите обекти със сериозни
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екологични щети.
Este procesul de recuperare a unei pãrţi din terenul lãsat în paraginã şi clãdirile
dezafectate, restabilirea unui ecosistem echilibrat şi crearea de resurse pentru comunitate.
Rekultivácia je súhrn zásahov, ktoré mají kultivovať nežiadúce zásahy do krajiny.
Rekultivácia baní je najčastejším príkladom rekultivácie územia po ťažbe nerastných
surovín. Výsledkom rekultivácie môže byť zmena plôch po ťažbe na polia a lesy a
vybudovanie rekreačného zázemia miest.
Rekultivace je souhrn zásahů, které mají zahladit nežádoucí antropogenní zásahy do
krajiny. Nejčastěji je předmětem rekultivace území postižené těžbou nerostných surovin
(zbytkové jámy po povrchové těžbě uhlí, výsypky, vytěžené pískovny, kamenolomy, pinky).
Výsledkem rekultivace může být přeměna vytěžených ploch na pole a lesy, vybudování
rekreačního zázemí městských aglomerací.

reconstruction of
buildings
Reconstruction is the process of building or creating those buildings that have been
damaged or destroyed.

Реконструкцията на сгради е процес по възстановяване, подновяване,
реставриране на сграда, която е стара, има някакви щети или не е достатъчно
устойчива.
Nevoia de adaptare la noile tehnologii conduce adesea la renovarea şi reconstrucţia
clãdirilor. Din pãcate, nu se pãstreazã structura originalã a multor construcţii, ceea ce face
mai dificilã protejarea lor în timp. Construcţiile cu valoare patrimonialã pot sã fie
convertite în muzee ale memoriei industriale.
Rekonštrukcia budovy je chápaná ako stavebná úprava budov, ktoré boli poškodené alebo
zničneá, za pomoci ktorej sa zlepšuje funkcia lebo stav stavby a predlžuje jej životnosť.
Rekonstrukce je v architektuře a stavebnictví výraz pro fyzický návrat ke staršímu
nedochovanému stavu častěji však je rekonstrukce chápána jako stavební úprava, zlepšující
funkci nebo stav stavby, modernizující její technické vybavení a prodlužující její životnost.

redevelopment
The change of an area by replacing or restoring, modernising its old physical and functional
structures, like buildings, roads.

Да се реновира или реставрира, да се поднови, модернизира старият облик
или функционална структура, като например на сграда или път.
Reconversia zonelor industriale în declin implicã o schimbare în mediul fizic a structurii
urbane şi economiei locale şi sistemelor sociale, totul integrat într-o sinergie a noii
dezvoltãri sustenabile.
Ďalší rozvoj oblasti, územia alebo miesta, ktoré ztratilo svoju funkciu, príležitosť rozvíjať
novú funkciu.
Nový rozvoj oblasti, míst nebo města, které ztratilo svou funkci, dát funkci novou.

regeneration
The recovery process.

Процес и дейности по възстановяване; създаване отново
Regenerarea zonelor industrial dezafectate poate da naştere unor forme urbane cu funcţii
diverse : industrie şi meşteşuguri, culturã şi loisir, activitãţi economice terţiare, habitat,
comerţ şi alimentaţie, peisaj.
Proces obnovy - súhrn stavebných i nestavebných procesov, zásahov a opatrení, ktorými sa
zhodnocuje urbanistická štruktúra a životné prostredie daného územia.
Proces obnovy.
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rehabilitation
The process of returning the land in a given area to some degree of its former state, after
some process (industry, natural disasters, etc.) has resulted in its damage.

Възстановяване или рехабилитация на дадена област/ територия след
някакви щети и поражения (в резултат на природно бедствие, някакъв
промишлен отрасъл) до предишния й облик.
Reconversia oferã imense posibilitãţi funciare aflate în zonele urbane şi reprezintã o
importantã mizã pentru o dezvoltare urbanã durabilã.
Proces navrátenia alebo obnovenia, ktorý zachováva podstatu urbanistickej štruktúry a
zlepšuje jej funkciu.
Proces vrácení pozemků, které byly ovlivněny (poškozeny) činností člověka do původního
stavu.

renovation
Renovation - To restore to an earlier condition, as by repairing or remodelling.

Реновиране/ реставриране – възстановяване на сграда до предишното й
състояние, като се ремонтира и реконструира.
Renovarea desemneazã operaţiile prin care o clãdire sau o parte din elementele clãdirii
sunt remediate prin folosirea de materiale noi, moderne, prin înlocuirea pãrţilor afectate
sau demodate.
Renovácia je súbor operácií v technologickom postupe, ktorými sa opotrebovaná alebo
inak poškodená budova uvedie do pôvodného stavu
Renovace je soubor operací v technologickém postupu, jimiž se opotřebovaná, nebo jinak
poškozená budova uvede do původního stavu.

remediation
Removal of pollution or contaminants from environmental media such as soil,
groundwater, sediment, or surface water for the general protection of human health and
the environment or from a brownfield site intended for redevelopment.

Процес и дейности по премахване на замърсяването и щетите и опазването
на околната среда – премахват се замърсители от околната среда, като
например от почвата, подпочвените води, седиментите или водната
повърхност с цел опазване на човешкото здраве и околната среда
Eliminarea poluãrii sau contaminãrii solului, apelor freatice şi de suprafaţã, sedimentelor,
pentru protecţia sãnãtãţii oamenilor şi a mediului.
Odstránenie znečistenia alebo kontaminácie z pôdy, podzemnej vody, sedimentov alebo
povrchových vôd v súvislosti s ochranou zdravia človeka.
Odstranění znečištění nebo kontaminace z půdy, podzemní vody, sedimentů nebo
povrchových vod v souvislosti s ochranou zdraví člověka.

revitalization
To give new life to existing functional, physical and social structures by different
approaches.

Възобновяване, съживяване, „връщане към нов живот” –стремеж нещо да
възвърне първоначалния си вид/ облик (на град, сграда и др.).
Може да се използва и в смисъла на подновяване и реставриране.
Revitalizarea reprezintã atribuirea unor funcţionalitãţi dinamice, structurilor fizice şi
soaiale, prin abordãri adecvate.
Revitalizácia je súbor činností, ktoré smerujú k ozdraveniu a oživeniu verejných priestorov,
k posilneniu aktivit v území a vzájomnej komunikácie medzi ľuďmi.
Navrátit do života.
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site analysis
Site analysis is an inventory completed as a preparatory step to site planning, a phase of
land use planning which involves research, analysis, and synthesis. It primarily deals with
basic data as it relates to a specific site. The topic itself branches into the boundaries of
architecture, landscape architecture, engineering, real estate development, economics,
and urban planning.

Анализ на строителен обект – подготвителни дейности преди планирането на
строителния процес. Процес, който включва проучване, анализ и синтез на
конкретен строителния обект
Investigare site-ului cuprinde examinarea completã a amplasamentului prin analize
amãnunţite de sol, de apã subteranã şi de suprafaţã, studiul poluanţilor potenţiali.
Inventarizácia - zistenie stavu územia, zahŕňa prieskum, analýzu a syntézu informácií.
Inventarizace- zjištění stavu uzemí, Zahrnuje průzkum, analýzu a syntézu informací.

stakeholders
A person or group of people related to a site with their specific interests that have to be
harmonized in order to achieve consensus on acceptability of the plans or actions.
It can be a physical or legal person, such as owner, municipality, experts, citizens, NGOs,
etc.

Стейкхолдери или заинтересовани страни са група хора или организация,
които са свързани пряко или непряко с дадена организация и могат да
повлияят или да бъдат засегнати от действията, целите и политиките на тази
организация. Ключовите заинтересовани страни в една бизнес организация
включват кредитори, клиенти, директори, служители, правителството (и
неговите
агенции),
собственици
(акционери),
доставчици,
синдикатите и обществото, от които бизнесът черпи ресурси.
Persoane fizice sau legale, grupuri sau asociaţii, ONG-uri, experţi, cetãţeni etc. care sunt
implicaţi cu interese specifice, ce se cer armonizate, pentru realizarea unui consens în
vederea aprobãrii unor proiecte sau activitãţi.
Osoba alebo skupina ľudí, ktorá má vzťah k danému miestu na základe vlastníckych a iných
záujmov, ktoré je potrebné zosúladiť a dosiahnuť prijateľnosť rozvojových plánov alebo
aktivít pre tieto dotknuté subjekty, ktorými môžu byť fyzické alebo právnické osoby ako
napr. vlastníci pozemkov, obce, experti, občania, verejnosť, mimovládne organizácie.
Osoba nebo skupina lidí, kteří jsou provozovanými aktivitami dotčeni, nebo které mají
nějaký zájem na provozovaných aktivitách (experti, vlastníci, zástupci munucipality,
regionu, regulátoři, neziskové organizace, občané a další).

sustainable urban
regeneration
Sustainable regeneration is a process in which when regenerating the urban fabric it is
necessary to take into account all sustainability piers, it means the economic, the social
and the environmental ones are considered and balanced.

(Интегриран план за градско възстановяване и развитие) Това е процес,
който цели трайно подобрение на икономическото, материалното,
социалното и екологичното положение на даден град или район. В основата
на този процес/ план е интеграцията, чрез която се постига устойчивост и
ефективност на всички дейности, разглеждани в тяхната взаимовръзка
Reabilitarea urbanã durabilã este întemeiatã pe componentele sociale, economice şi de
mediu sustenabil.
Proces rozvoja mestskej fyzickej a funkčnej štruktúry so zreteľom na vyváženosť sociálnych,
environmentálnych a ekonomických aspektov, v rámci ktorých sa budú dodržiavať princípy
udržateľnosti.
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Udržitelná regenenrace urbanizovaného území je proces, který zohledňuje všechmy tři
pilíře udržitelného využívání území: ekonomický, sociální a enviromentální musí být
vváženy.

urban sprawl
Urban sprawl or suburban sprawl is a multifaceted process characterized by the expansion
of low-density development from urban centres towards the open countryside.

Разрастването на градовете е процес, който не е планиран; неконтролирано
градско развитие в съседни на града територии. Терминът обозначава още и
експанзивно, бързо и понякога неразумно нарастване. Разрастването на
градовете се характеризира с няколко модела на земеползване.
Periurbanizarea este fenomenul de extindere a suprafeţei urbanizate spre periferia
oraşelor, în dauna zonei agricole şi în afarã jurisdicţiei municipal
Rozsídľovanie mesta na rozľahlé predmestské oblasti smerom do krajiny, kde sa rozrastajú
obytné areály s nízkou hustotu obyvateľov.
Rozrůstání města o rozlehlé příměstské části s nízkou hustotou obyvatel kdy narůstá
spotřeba urbanizovaného území na jednoho obyvatele..

underused land
Not fully used land: having more potential than is currently being realized or utilized.

Неизползвана земя: земя, която не се използва напълно; която предоставя
повече възможности за използването й, но те не се използват пълноценно; не
се оползотворяват.
Terenuri insufficient folosite, având un potenţial mai mare decât sunt folosite în acest
moment, ogoare nelucrate.
Nedostatočne využívané územie.
Podvyužité území - ne zcela využit – podvyužitý má větší potenciál než je využíván.

urban development
Urban development is development of cities and their functional and physical structures
with special regard to residential environment. Urban development is connected with the
growth as well as decline of the city, including different qualitative phases from the
concentration up to urban sprawl. Urban development occurs by expansion into
unpopulated areas, or by renovation of decaying regions or redevelopment of alredy
urbanized land. (e.g. brownfields).

(Интегрирано и устойчиво) Градското развитие включва различни измерения
– екологично, икономическо, социално и културно – те са взаимно
преплетени и успешното градско развитие може да бъде постигнато само
чрез прилагането на интегриран подход спрямо тях. Мерките за физическо
градско обновяване трябва да се
съчетават с мерки за подобряване на образованието, икономическото
развитие, социалното приобщаване и опазването на околната среда.
Ca şi în cazul dezvoltãrii spaţiale, dezvoltarea urbană poate fi înţeleasã ca evoluţie a unui
sector urban specific sau ca diverse activitãţi ce contribuie la dezvoltarea acestui sector. Ea
se referã atât la creşterea cât şi la declinul oraşului, inclusiv diferitele sale faze calitative
privind concentrarea demograficã sau lãsarea oraşului în paraginã.
Mestský rozvoj je rozvoj funkčnej a fyzickej štruktúry miest, najmä ich obytných štruktúr.
Mestský rozvoj je spojený s nárastom aj úpadkom mesta, vrátane rozličných kvalitatívnych
fáz od koncentrácie po rozsídľovanie.
Rozvoj měst je rozvoj měst a jejich funkčních a fyzických struktur se zvláštním zřetelem na
obytné prostředí. Rozvoj města je spojen s růstem, stejně jako úpadek města, včetně
různých kvalitativních fázích od koncentraci do měst až po rozrůstávání do neosídlených
oblastí.
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